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Abstract

The refinement in consumer’s requirements and the fast paced develop-
ment of socio-technical systems, are promoting, increasingly globalized mar-
kets with a high demand for fast time-to-market, sustainable, high quality and
highly customized, or even personalized, low priced products. This new real-
ity is forcing companies to change and adapt their business strategies, so that
they can quickly and efficiently engage in short-window business opportuni-
ties. A critical enabler of the companies’ ability to tackle these opportunities
is the shopfloor and its ability to cope with change. In this sense, a number
of modern manufacturing paradigms emerged, that propose a relaxation of
the strictness of the control chains and new modular system designs, that
tolerate a controlled and regulated unpredictability of the system behaviour,
and simultaneously foster the system’s autonomy, robustness, adaptability,
plug-ability, evolution and self-organisation.

From a structural and dynamic perspective such solutions become, there-
fore, close to biological systems. In fact, biological systems and their charac-
teristics are a common analogy to express the high level design principles, of
modern production paradigms. However, despite this common source of in-
spiration, the application of bio-inspired concepts, is often lost due to design
and implementation choices, or is simply limited to heuristic approaches, that
solve specific hard optimization problems.

In this dissertation, a bio-inspired reference architecture for production
systems, focused on highly dynamic environments, denominated ”BIO-inspired
Self-Organising ARchitecture for Manufacturing systems” (BIOSOARM), is
presented. BIOSOARM was developed under the umbrella of Evolvable Pro-
duction Systems (EPS) and aims to strictly adhere to bio-inspired principles.
For this purpose, both shopfloor components and product parts are individ-
ualized and extended into the virtual environment, as fully decoupled au-
tonomous entities, where they interact, following bio-inspired patterns, and
cooperate towards the emergence of a self-organising behaviour, that leads
to the emergence of the necessary production flows and consequently of the
desired products. BIOSOARM, therefore, introduces a fundamentally novel
approach to production, that decouples the system’s operation from eventual
changes, uncertainty or even critical failures, while simultaneously ensures the
performance levels and simplifies the deployment, reconfiguration/adaptation
and evolution procedures, enabling companies to cope with the new highly
dynamic and challenging environments.
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Sammanfattning

Den snabba utvecklingen av sociotekniska system har lett till nya, större
behov hos konsumenterna, vilket kräver förändringar. Förändringar som främ-
jar en alltmer globaliserad marknad, med hög efterfrågan på snabba, hållbara,
högkvalitativa och personliga ”time-to-market” - produkter. Denna nya verk-
lighet tvingar företagen att ändra och anpassa sina affärsstrategier, så att de
snabbt och effektivt kan delta i kortlivade, specifika affärsmöjligheter. En vik-
tig förutsättning för företagens förmåga att ta itu med dessa möjligheter är
verkstadsgolvet och hur det hanterar förändringar. De nya tillverkningskra-
ven har lett till ett antal moderna tillverkningsparadigmer, vilka föreslår nya
arbetssätt och metoder. Förändringar inkluderar uppluckringen av stränga
kontrollkedjor samt nya modulära systemkonstruktioner som tål en kontrol-
lerad och reglerad oförutsägbarhet inom systemets beteende, och samtidigt
främjar systemets autonomi, robusthet, anpassningsförmåga, plug-förmåga,
evolution och självorganisering.

Från ett strukturellt och dynamiskt perspektiv blir sådana lösningar jäm-
förbara med biologiska system. I själva verket är biologiska system och deras
egenskaper en vanlig analogi för att uttrycka konstruktionsprinciper på hög
nivå, såsom moderna produktionsparadigmer. Trots denna gemensamma in-
spirationskälla, är tillämpning av bioinspirerade koncept ofta åsidosatt på
grund av designaspekter och produktionskrav, eller helt enkelt begränsad till
heuristiska metoder som endast löser specifikt svåra optimeringsproblem.

Avhandlingen presenterar och detaljerar en bioinspirerad referensarkitek-
tur för produktionssystem, med fokus på starkt dynamiska miljöer, denomine-
rad ”BIO-inspired Self-Organising ARchitecture for Manufacturing systems”
(BIOSOARM). BIOSOARM utvecklades inom ramen för Evolvable Produc-
tion Systems (EPS), och syftar till att strikt följa bioinspirerade principer. För
detta ändamål är både verkstadsgolvets komponenter och produktdelar indivi-
dualiserade, och utvidgas i den virtuella miljön som helt frikopplade autonoma
enheter, där de interagerar enligt bioinspirerade referensramar, och samarbe-
tar för att utveckla ett självorganiserande beteende. Detta beteende leder i
sin tur till framväxten av de nödvändiga produktionsflödena, och följaktligen
de önskade produkterna. BIOSOARM introducerar därför en helt ny metod
för utveckling av produktionssystem, vilken frikopplar systemets drift från
eventuella förändringar, osäkerheter och t o m kritiska fel, samtidigt som den
säkerställer prestanda och förenklar förfarandena för driftsättning, omkonfi-
gurering/anpassning och evolution. Dessa nya egenskaper gör det möjligt för
företag att hantera de nya högdynamiska och utmanande miljöerna.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter frames and contextualizes the proposed work. A brief overview of the
background behind this thesis is presented. The research problem is then described
and followed by the definition of the research question and proposed hypothesis. Fur-
thermore, the research methodology adopted by the author is also described. Finally
a brief description of the organisation of the document is provided.

1.1 Background

During the last decades, the world has been experiencing rapid transformations,
particularly in terms of social development and awareness. This has, therefore, led
to the refinement in consumer’s requirements, which coupled with the fast paced
development of technical systems, are promoting an increasingly globalized market,
with an high demand for fast time-to-market, high quality and highly customized,
or even personalized low priced products, with a wide range of supporting services
throughout the product’s life cycle [1]. Furthermore, sustainability awareness has
also been gradually increasing and it is nowadays another of the leading drivers of
the manufacturing industry. Sustainability implies an holistically incorporation of
environmental, social and economical aspects [2], at all the relevant levels, including
product, process and system [3]. Finally, data acquisition and derived information
are taking a pivotal role towards current and future business success.

In light of these new challenges, a number of Modern Production Paradigms
(MPP) have emerged, in order to fulfil the needs of highly automated enterprises.
The main MPPs are therefore: Bionic Manufacturing Systems (BMS) [4], Holonic
Manufacturing Systems (HMS) [5], Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems (RMS)
[6], Evolvable Production Systems (EPS) [7], and more recently Cloud Manufactur-
ing Systems (CMfg) [8,9], among others. Despite some differences (further discussed
in Section 2.2), they all, to some extent, advocate the use of autonomy, modular-
ity, robustness, adaptation, self-organisation, emergence and plug-ability as core
concepts. These systems are develop and designed, from the start, to face the cur-
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rent highly competitive and dynamic manufacturing environment, by enabling the
rapid adaptation and change of the systems organisation, as well as of their hard-
ware and logical components. More importantly, the different instantiated systems
must maintain the levels of performance and present a robust behaviour, during
the different stages of their life cycle.

Following these paradigmatic trends, over the last decade, many technologies
have been developed to enact company’s shopfloors to support the implementation
of MPPs. Modular and distributed systems have been persistently developed and
acknowledged as the backbone of modern automated shopfloors [10–23]. In fact,
this is nowadays being addressed almost unanimously by all the current research
agendas for smart factories, on what is now perceived as the 4th Industrial revolu-
tion [24–26]. Central to this revolutionary effort, are technologies such as Cyber-
Physical Systems (CPS), Internet of Things (IoT), the cloud, big data, horizontal
and vertical integration, simulation, etc. Collectively they stress the importance of
the creation of cyber-physical shopfloor components, whereby each object has its
own cyber-identity, that closely follows the equivalent physical functional decompo-
sition. Each component then, through a networked environment, autonomously and
actively takes part, dynamically, on the different processes distributively running
on the shopfloor. Data collection and mining in these networks of things, are crucial
activities to generate knowledge and enrich the virtual model, supporting the op-
eration, and management of these modular and knowledge centric systems [27,28].

Based on MPP’s principles and supported by the recent research agendas and
technological developments, it is, therefore, possible to extrapolate a common set of
new production requirements and characteristics that modern production systems
must be built upon, that go beyond the traditional performance indicators [29].
These Emerging Requirements and Characteristics (ERC) include, but are not nec-
essarily limited to:

• increasing component and system level autonomy in decision making (ERC1);

• development of a cyber-physical oriented design, promoting the decoupled
nature and individualization of equipment and products (ERC2);

• improved overall system robustness, with a focus on tolerance to faults and
system changes (ERC3);

• adaptive capabilities that ensure short and immediate system adaptation
(ERC4);

• evolutive capabilities that ensure the system scalability as well as strategies
for long term changes (ERC5).

They are crucial characteristics that support the different stages of the produc-
tion system life cycle, fundamental to cope with highly dynamic environments. In
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this context, the ERCs must be harmonized and valued on par with the more tradi-
tional performance metrics. Furthermore, they are also the enabler of new business
models and opportunities [30].

In-line with these ERCs, the implementation of modular and distributed au-
tomation control solutions, has to break with the traditional shopfloor automation
practices, where control typically relies on structurally rigid hierarchically depen-
dent decision entities. This more traditional automation approach, is primarily
focused on performance, by attempting the full optimization of the system. How-
ever, at the cost of hard assumptions, that ultimately restricts the system capabil-
ity to quickly changing production requirements, on different time scales. It also
contributes to the creation of logical central points of failure within the control
structure. In order to promptly respond to market changes, it is however necessary
to leverage the relaxation on the strictness of the control chain, with designs that
tolerate controlled and regulated unpredictability of the system behaviour. This
implies new control solutions, that by design, enable the system to explore different
alternatives, not necessarily predefined, to overcome production disturbances.

Many different reference architectures based on modular and distributed control
have been proposed, in an attempt to embrace and promote the ERCs [13–15, 21–
23, 29, 31–37]. They are typically supported by agent and service-based oriented
principles and technologies, as implementation mechanisms. They ultimately aim
at the application and translation of the high level design principles proposed by
modern paradigms, into the scope of the manufacturing systems to be addressed.
In this sense, a suitable architectural design should be transversal to at least five
different dimensions: high level design principles, reference architectures, instan-
tiated system specific architectures, multiagent/service oriented high level control
and system in the loop implementation [37]. Furthermore, these architectures typi-
cally resort to functional decomposition to distribute the different functionalities to
independent self-contained entities. Hence, instead of centralized or rigid hierarchi-
cal coordination, control is achieved by asynchronous negotiation and cooperation.
These are not without their own specific challenges, which include [38, 39] the as-
surance of acceptable levels of performance, convergence of the system and the
avoidance of possible deadlock situations.

These challenges, are particularly relevant as the purpose of a reference archi-
tecture is to provide a model, a blueprint, that may generate potentially an infinite
number of different system instantiations. Each shop-floor is unique, not only at its
creation, but also in its life cycle, with heterogeneous equipment at different granu-
larity levels and degrees of control over the resources. This has, therefore, motivated
researchers to design architectures that promote distinct logical arrangements and
interactions between the system components.

Despite the close relation of hierarchical architectures with traditional automa-
tion, hierarchies are not necessarily an avoidable design. In fact, the rigidity of these
approaches is not related to their structural organization but instead with the na-
ture of their interactions. A very common design pattern, the intelligent product
pattern, is often implemented through the establishment of temporary hierarchies,
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that will support the production process of one or several intelligent products. Each
product oversees its own execution [40]. In case a disturbance affects the structural
integrity of the architecture, the system can dynamically self-reconfigure by re-
establishing new hierarchical control chains. While the runtime dynamic nature
of these hierarchical structures solves the inherent problems of structural rigidity,
their performance is highly dependent on the proper design of the control mecha-
nism. More than the control structure, the design of the control interactions and
concurrency handling are critical to attain the maximum levels of performance, as
demonstrated in [41].

In an attempt to lessen the drawbacks of the hierarchical architectures, several
authors and especially the Holonic community has been proposing a compromise
between hierarchy and heterarchy. Heterarchies follow a flat model with no order
or rank. This hybrid approach, however compatible with the product intelligent
pattern, considers a nominal and a disrupted operational mode. Hence, in case
of a critical event the hierarchical recovery mechanism kicks in first. If it fails,
the entire system or parts of it, will enter in disrupted mode. In this case, the
hierarchy is temporarily dissolved (switching-down), improving the system’s ability
to interact. Once the system recovered, a switch-back mechanism triggers the
system re-organization back to its nominal hierarchical control structure.

Heterarchical architectures, instead, have been proposed due to the ease of
change of their structural components. The lack of hierarchical patterns, makes
the system theoretically more pluggable and able to better handle internal or ex-
ternal changes, by having more decision freedom to self-organize. Nevertheless,
these designs are considerably affected by myopic behaviour, due to the loosely
linked nature of the individuals, which in principle limits their access to global
knowledge. It is for this reason challenging to achieve long-term optimization and
maintain the levels of performance often attributed to the more hierarchical archi-
tectures. The minimization of the system myopia is possible but it usually involves a
chain reaction of information exchange [42,43], which may be both time consuming
and computationally intensive. Furthermore, heterarchical architecture behaviours
have also been traditionally harder to characterize and analyse.

Considering these major challenges, fully heterarchical architectures have been
relatively unexplored, with some few exceptions [44–48]. The design of architec-
tures without any ranking, implies a globally high degree of uniformity on the
different component’s response, so that an overall convergent system response can
be enacted. These sort of homogeneous response patterns, are commonly found in
nature. A typical example of such behaviour is observed in social insects and in
their ability to swarm. Swarms are complex biological systems, composed by many
autonomous entities, without any specific or fixed hierarchy. They are guided by
simple rules, that through self-organisation, manage to present highly complex be-
haviours. The value of a swarm, is that the whole system is not dependant upon
individuals, which are relatively disposable, provided that there is still a critical
number of elements in the swarm. This concept is, therefore, very appealing from
a production system point of view. Production systems are however characterized
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by a high degree of heterogeneity between its components. Hence, a successful
heterarchical architecture must provide an engineering framework that handles the
homogenization of the system and models its components so that collectively they
act as a swarm. However, unlike in natural systems, in the shopfloor each compo-
nent is not as disposable.

1.2 Problem statement

By complying with the ERCs, shopfloors become naturally modular, autonomous,
networked, adaptable and pluggable. Nevertheless, the ERCs can only be truly
enacted if the production control mechanisms and interactions are able to exploit
and reflect these characteristics. In that case, the individual pluggable components
become empowered to take control over their censorial and functional capabilities,
actively taking part in the establishment of interactions, that lead to the emergence
of highly complex but robust and adaptive behaviours. From a structural and dy-
namic perspective, the support of the ERCs, therefore, stems the development of
systems that are similar to biological systems, particularly to collective biologi-
cal systems (swarms). In fact, biological systems and their characteristics are a
common analogy to express the high level design principles of MPPs (further dis-
cussed in Section 3.4.1). For instance, BMS "...draw parallels with biological systems
and proposes concepts for realising essential properties of future manufacturing sys-
tems..." [49]. HMS owe their main architectural characteristics to hierarchies and
stable intermediate forms in living organisms and social organisations [49]. Fur-
thermore, A. Tharumarajah states that "the emerging concepts of manufacturing
systems have been derived from some underlying similarity with naturally occurring
systems, be they biological or social". EPS embraces the concept of evolution by re-
lying on many simple, reconfigurable, task-specific elements, which closely resemble
swarms [50]. Within the RMS context, bio-inspired techniques may also contribute
to obtain reconfigurable manufacturing systems with their desired characteristics,
as postulated in [51]. The same is valid for CMfg.

Nevertheless, despite the common analogies and theoretical similarities, the link
between the system and bio-inspiration is often lost either due to architectural or to
implementation choices or issues that deviate from the conceptual guidelines. In the
end, bio-inspired principles are only very seldom integrated into the architectural
designs, so that the system production operation and management follows similar
behavioural patterns to the ones presented by the biological systems. This may
ultimately inhibit the emergence of the so desired intrinsic characteristics of collec-
tive biological systems and consequently of the ERCs. Bio-inspired concepts, have
been actually successfully applied in the manufacturing context, as reported in [51],
however mainly as heuristics or set of heuristics to solve specific hard optimization
problems.

In this sense, new architectural designs and implementations that embrace a
bio-inspired structural organization and interactions, represent a natural solution
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to fully attain the ERCs, with no, or only minimal detriment of performance.
Bio-inspiration, if correctly and holistically applied can theoretically address in a
seamless way, both the physical and logical modular characteristics of these systems,
as well as the ability to robustly, but in a dynamic and autonomous way, cope with
changing environmental conditions, as proposed by the ERCs.

1.2.1 Research question and hypothesis
A new architectural design and intelligent distributed control approach should,
therefore, holistically integrate and adhere to a set of bio-inspired principles, in
order to bring some of the more interesting characteristics observed, particularly in
biological collective systems, to the shopfloor. Considering the challenges of trans-
lating bio-inspired principles into production control architectures, the following
research question was formulated:

Question
What architectural components and interaction patterns, should be developed to en-
act the deployment and instantiation of cyber-physical systems that support the
seamless plug-ability of architectural entities, and a system wide-self-optimizing re-
sponse, that relies on each architecturally instantiated individual on the shopfloor,
as it is observed in biological systems, so that the emerging requirements and char-
acteristics of modern production paradigms can be addressed?

Considering the above defined question it is hypothesised that:

Hypothesis
An highly pluggable bio-inspired architecture, that presents a system-wide self-optimizing
architecture and meats the emerging requirements and characteristics, can be achieved
by defining a number of fully decoupled architectural components that reflect the
characteristics of biological collective systems entities. This means that each com-
ponent, globally contributes to a continuous optimization and organisation process,
supported by interaction patterns, that isolate the actions of the different entities,
decoupling the system operation from changes and disturbances.

1.2.2 Aimed contributions
Considering the research question and hypothesis presented above, the present work
aims to contribute to the following areas:

• Contribution 1 Reflection on the main differences between biologi-
cal and cyber-physical production systems - in this work, a discussion
of the main differences between engineered production and biological systems
is presented, in an attempt to highlight the boundaries of applicability of
bio-inspired principles in production systems.
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• Contribution 2 Definition of the biological supporting concepts - a
number of biological supporting concepts that have been frequently used in
the modern production systems context are re-defined in light of the previous
contribution.

• Contribution 3 Architectural considerations - with the previous two
contributions in mind, the proposed architecture aims to provide a set of plug-
gable self-contained architectural components and interaction patterns, able
to support seamless plug-ability at different levels and instantiate different
biological swarm-based behaviours, to achieve a system wide-self-optimizing
response.

• Contribution 4 Bio-inspired self-organising production - a new pro-
duction pattern is also proposed. It explores the virtualization of both shopfloor
and product components alike, to foster the emergence of a self-organising
mechanism, based on an attraction mechanism, that decouples the system
operation from changes and disturbances, while simultaneously optimizes the
production flows maintaining the level of performance.

• Contribution 5 Self-organising transport - a self-organising transport
approach was developed, to further extend the bio-inspired characteristics to
the transportation elements of the proposed architecture.

• Contribution 6 Method formalization - a self-organising approach based
on the fireflies interaction model is formalized, as a possible instantiation of
the architecture’s production flow self-organising mechanism.

• Contribution 7 Architectural implementation - the implementation de-
tails of the different architectural constructs and interaction patterns are ex-
tensively and carefully detailed.

• Contribution 8 Behavioural and performance analysis - this work
further aims to present a careful behavioural and performance analysis, of
the implemented architecture and bio-inspired production approach.

1.3 Research methodology

The development of a new scientific theory is a demanding process. Every new
theory must be tested and survive to a number of challenges and scepticism that
comes from experts of the same and related fields. Scientific methods are, therefore,
extremely important to endow scientists with a logical and systematic method of
investigation, that promotes the development of a well supported and documented
theory, that adequately explains the phenomena under investigation. With this in
mind, the present work has been developed according to the scientific methodology
presented in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Research method (adapted from handouts of the Scientific Research
Methodologies and Techniques class by the professor Camarinha-Matos).

One of the major steps in any scientific work, is the identification of the specific
problem and formulation of the research question. As stated in the previous sec-
tion, the current work deals with the problematic of designing and implementing a
biologically inspired control architecture for modern cyber-physical shopfloors, that
promotes a system wide self-optimizing response and the seamless addition and re-
moval of components, in order to address the requirements and characteristics of
MPPs.

The formulated research question resulted from the analysis of the recent work
developed under the EPS paradigm, but also from the work that has been un-
dertaken in the development and implementation of modern manufacturing archi-
tectures, in general. The first modern manufacturing paradigms were originally
presented in the beginning of the 90’s, more than two decades ago. With them a
number of concepts, generally associated with the natural world, were introduced
into the manufacturing context. Since then, numerous architectural implemen-
tations have been developed as mentioned in Section 1.1. Although bio-inspired
approaches have been relatively frequently used in the manufacturing panorama,
they are typically applied to tackle narrow or specific production optimization prob-
lems. Even though these efforts have been extremely important, the present work
tries to bring new ideas to this field, in an attempt to address the requirements and
characteristics of MPPs. In this context, the analysis of the literature review, as
well as successive interactions with several domain experts, suggest that a consis-
tent hypothesis can be established to further develop and adequate the application
of intelligent distributed control architectures to modern cyber-physical shopfloor,
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based on bio-inspired concepts.
With the hypothesis set, the experimental phase started. At this stage the archi-

tecture was carefully designed, in order to provide the specific guidelines, necessary
to support its development and implementation. Nevertheless, the originality of the
approach proposed, as well as its multi-disciplinary domain, rendered steps 4, 5 and
6 extremely challenging. To start, cyber-physical shopfloors are still mainly limited
to prototypic implementations. This makes the access to them very difficult. It
also means that the available data is very limited. For this reason, the experiments
had to be performed through simulation. However, as detailed in [52], it is difficult
to define experimental models that enable the validation of new concepts (espe-
cially those supported by software), as data collection in software prototypes, is
clearly influenced by implementation issues. With this in mind, a tool was used to
independently emulate the behaviour of the shopfloor and in this way minimize the
possibility to create experimental set-ups, where the developed control mechanism
would influence the system outcome. This is specially important in multi-agent
base implementations, since the same agent can be simultaneously used to control
and simulate certain processes, which may lead to ideal and unrealistic conditions.
Furthermore, the lack of similar research efforts and quantifiable measures of the
ERCs, also rendered the assessment of the results more challenging. Both quantita-
tive and qualitative validation approaches had to be used depending on the nature
of the points to be validated.

Finally, the last but still very important stage of a scientific work, is its val-
idation by peer acceptance. Before a new theory can be officially proposed, it
must be submitted to publication in important scientific journals and other peer
reviewed scientific mediums. If the work is accepted, it means that the proposed
work has enough merit to be closely analysed and taken into consideration by the
scientific community experts, of that particular field. Therefore, along the several
iterations of the previous steps, different publications have been made in order to
appropriately validate the developed work.

1.4 Outline of this work

In this introductory chapter, the background of this work is briefly described. This
is followed by the presentation of the problem statement, which supports the re-
search question, that ultimately resulted in the formulation of the proposed hy-
pothesis to be validated in this document. Furthermore, a brief overview of the
general research methodology adopted is provided.

The subsequent chapters of this thesis are organized as follows.
Chapter 2 provides an interdisciplinary literature review, in which all the

important topics for the development of this work are introduced. A brief sum-
mary of the industrial historic background is presented, to give a quick overview
of the evolution that the manufacturing world has been subjected to and in or-
der to contextualize the current manufacturing reality under which this work is
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being developed. This is followed by a short description of the main modern man-
ufacturing paradigms. Then the main architectural and automation trends used
to support the development of the modern manufacturing paradigms are briefly
described. Furthermore, a number of reference control architectures are briefly
presented and mapped, against the ERCs. Then, the concepts of self-organisation
and emergence are characterized, in order to understand and establish how these
complexity science concepts are faced and approached, by modern manufacturing
paradigms. Additionally, a number of bio-inspired algorithms are presented and
their application in the manufacturing context are reviewed, to shed some light in
possible bio-inspired principles that may be explored as self-organising mechanisms.
Finally, the resulting state-of-the-art is used to provide an integrated view of the
knowledge gaps affecting the application of the portrayed knowledge domains, in
the manufacturing context.

In Chapter 3, some supporting concepts and terminology, necessary for the
contextualization of the present work is presented. The EPS paradigm, under
which this work has been developed, as well as the main technological paradigm
that supports the implementation of the presented BIOSOARM architecture, are
thoroughly reviewed and analysed. Also the application of bio-inspired concepts in
manufacturing is discussed and some of the more common bio-inspired concepts are
redefined, under the scope of modern manufacturing systems. Also a short overview
of cyber-physical systems is provided.

Chapter 4 initially provides some analogies between collective biological sys-
tems and the proposed architecture, in an attempt to relate the design choices with
the biological world. This is followed by a detailed description of BIOSOARM’s
main architectural constructs, interactions patterns and properties.

In Chapter 5, BIOSOARM’s bio-inspired self-organising production control
based on the behaviour of fireflies is introduced. The attractiveness is defined in
mathematical terms and the self-organising behaviour of BIOSOARM is described.

In Chapter 6, the technological implementation of BIOSOARM is extensively
detailed, along with BIOSOARM deployment tool and the testing scenarios. Based
on the described testing scenarios, the obtained results are then assessed and vali-
dated in Chapter 7.

Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the major differences between the presented
architecture and other reference control architectures. Then some conclusions and
the major contributions of this work are mentioned. To finish, some points for
future research are provided.



Chapter 2

State-of-the-art review

This chapter contains the literature review, that not only motivates but also sup-
ports the work presented in this document. The industrial historic background is,
therefore, briefly presented to highlight the historical context under which this work
is being developed. Then, the main modern manufacturing paradigms, architectural
and automation trends are surveyed, in order to point out the main differences,
limitations and advantages of the different surveyed approaches and technologies.
The main reference architectures for modern manufacturing paradigms, are then
briefly described and mapped against the ERCs, to serve as reference to develop
the architecture used to test the proposed hypothesis. Furthermore, the main con-
cepts from the complexity sciences, used within the scope of modern production
paradigms, are presented. In addition, an extensive survey of some of the most
common bio-inspired collective systems algorithms and their common application
in the industrial context is presented. Finally, an integrated view of the knowledge
gaps affecting the application of the portrayed knowledge domains in the manufac-
turing context is also presented.

2.1 Industrial historic background

The manufacturing word has its origins in the Latin, manus hand + facere to
make. In this sense, the manufacturing history began with the original meaning
of the word itself. Until the mid 1700s, skilled labourers were responsible for hand
making tools and goods, required in farms or household work. Throughout the
following 100 years, a number of innovative solutions, slowly altered the way people
lived and worked. New steam engine machines were developed to more efficiently
harness energy from natural resources. Hand powered tools, started then to be
slowly replaced by new mechanized systems, able to do the same work in a faster
and cheaper way. Such developments, led to the appearance of the first facto-
ries and to the rise of machine-based manufacturing. These historical events took
place in Britain from 1760 to approximately 1850 and consisted not only in a set
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of technological advances, but also in economical and social changes that revolu-
tionized the world [53]. This was the so called 1st Industrial Revolution (Figure
2.1). This revolution led to the foundation of the ’modern’ economy, in which the
technological progress became a sustained and continuous process, characterized by
unprecedented economic growth.

1st Industrial revolution 

- Steam Engine 

- Mechanisation 

2nd Industrial revolution 

- Electrical energy 

- Mass production 

3th Industrial revolution 

- Electronics and IT systems 

-Further automated production 

4th Industrial revolution 

- Systems with cyber and physical 
representation 

- Information 

End of 18th 
century 

Late 20th 
century 

Start of 20th 
century 

Today 

Figure 2.1: Industrial revolutions and respective key drivers.

With the new socio-economic conditions, society’s demand for evermore low cost
and reliable goods greatly increased. This led to the emergence of mass production
and division of labour, as a key characteristics of the 2nd Industrial Revolution
(Figure 2.1). Mass production provided the means to satisfy the socio-economical
needs. One of the most important forerunners of this approach was Henry Ford with
the model T. The model T, produced in Highland Park in Detroit was specifically
designed for manufacture. Despite the introduction of the moving assembly line,
the most important factor for the success of mass production was the complete and
consistent interchangeability of parts and their assembly simplicity.

As society evolved, customers became more demanding and sophisticated. Fur-
thermore, the increasing pressure to reduce costs, together with the technological
developments, imposed the replacement of the mechanized system by even more
automated production, based on electronic and IT (Information Technology) sys-
tems [54]. The adoption of such technologies, further led to the 3rd Industrial
Revolution (Figure 2.1). With time, the mass production paradigm became less
and less appropriate, to cope with the turbulence introduced by the technological
and the new socio-economical panorama.

Simultaneously, in Japan, the first steps towards lean manufacturing where be-
ing made, by Taiichi Ohno in the Toyota Production systems. The lean manufac-
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turing paradigm aims to achieve high throughputs and service demands, using as
little inventory as possible and with minimal waste. Furthermore, it was demon-
strated that lean principles should be applied to all aspects of the supply chain in
order to achieve sustainability [55].

Meanwhile, the constant and rapid expansion of technology, and particularly
of information technologies to the general public, increased society’s welfare and
awareness towards health, safety and environmental aspects, directing customers
demands towards customized goods.

Encourage by the results the Japanese industry attained, sustainability became
globally deemed as one of the main competitive edges. Although often mistakenly
connected simply to environmental aspects, sustainability has a considerably wider
scope. It addresses the careful use of economic, social and environmental resources,
in order to ensure a minimal social and environmental impact, while ensuring the
economical benefits [2]. Organisational sustainability therefore implies the consid-
eration of stakeholders requirements in the development of systems. This gives
companies a sustained competitive advantage, that reduces not only the chances
of losing future economic opportunities, but also the adverse impacts on the social
system.

Nevertheless, despite the introduction of lean principles, in the 1990s manu-
facturing companies were struggling to cope with the social situation and market
globalisation. Customer demands for high quality and simultaneously lower priced
customized products were increasing, leading to the emergence of the mass cus-
tomization paradigm. Mass customization is focused on exclusive and individual-
ized demand. The term mass customization was popularized by Joseph Pine and
defined as [56]

”developing, producing, marketing and delivering affordable goods and services
with enough variety and customization that nearly everyone finds exactly what they
want.”

Mass customization, is not about knowing exactly what each customer wants
and satisfy that demand. It is rather about moving towards those goals, by the
establishment of organisational capabilities, that over time supplement and enrich
an existing business [57].

The manufacturing environment is nowadays no longer characterized by the
same predictability and stability of demand. In fact, the main driving forces of
modern manufacturing are the changing markets, highly customized demand, in-
formation, servitization and sustainability. In light of this reality, companies need
to be very responsive to face uncertainties that come from market demands, supply
chain, business decision and financial challenges, to name just a few. Such respon-
siveness levels can however only be attained with the decoupling of the different
functional activities at the different enterprise levels into autonomous self-contained
independent units. While from an enterprise perspective this new vision, composed
by networked structural organisations, resulted in the development of extended or
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virtual enterprises [58, 59], from a manufacturing point of view they fostered the
emergence of the new modern manufacturing paradigms.

Modern manufacturing paradigms as we know them today, can be traced back to
the beginning of the 90s, to when the need to address customization and uncertainty
started to be perceptible. However, only now the technology is reaching a level
that makes their implementation feasible. Grounded on cyber-physical systems
and supported by technologies such as big data, IoT, cloud computing, simulation,
and others, these systems as a whole promise to revolutionize the way we design,
implement and understand production systems and automation, among other areas.
These are information-centric systems that present themselves as the enablers of the
foreseen 4th Industrial Revolution (Figure 2.1) also known as I4.0 [24–26,60]. They
are the missing link, from the vision initiated by the modern production paradigms,
that emerged in response to the challenges imposed by the modern markets, to their
real application. Nevertheless, there is still a long way to go until the I4.0 principles
are fully enacted by companies.

2.2 Modern manufacturing paradigms

Back in the 1980s, the Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) paradigm was intro-
duced as an initial effort to incorporate the ability to deal with customization and
responsiveness to changes at the shop-floor level. FMSs were developed to address
mid-volume, mid-variety production needs [61]. An FMS is typically constituted by
CNC machines (Computer Numerical Control), connected through an automated
material-handling system and an overall control methodology, that coordinates both
machine tools and the material-handling system [62]. Its flexibility, derives from
the automatic tool exchanging mechanisms, the re-programmability and the flexi-
bility of the material handling system. Although in theory, flexibility was defined
as the ability of manufacturing systems to address changes or environmental insta-
bilities [63,64], in reality, FMSs only support a priori built-in flexibility, constrained
by the ability to anticipate possible future variations. Hence the installation of a
FMS system, entails high initial investment [65], however, often unnecessary as the
system capabilities are many times underused or the systems had to be prematurely
replaced, due to the insufficient built-in flexibility.

In order to overcome the FMS limitations, new modern manufacturing paradigms
emerged, as pointed out in the introduction, focused on unpredictable changes and
uncertainty: BMS [4], HMS [31, 66, 67], RMS [6, 68], EPS [7, 50, 69], and more
recently CMfg [9, 70,71].

Both BMS and HMS were developed under the premise that a manufacturing
systems requires and hierarchical structure to achieve true agility [39], despite the
increased autonomy shared by individual entities in modern shopfloors. In this
sense, although these paradigms present similar concepts, they have completely
different origins. BMS is inspired by nature, while HMS more from social organi-
sations instead.
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BMS [4], were developed with the biological structural organisation of animals in
mind. In these biological systems, cells are the basic building block from which the
organs are formed. Similarly, when organs are grouped together following certain
organizational patterns they give origin to a body. Consequently, biological systems
follow an hierarchical architecture where the regulatory mechanisms are attained
through, both bottom up and top down information exchanges. Analogously, in
BMS, the basic modelling unit is the modelon. It can both directly abstract lower
level functionalities or originate different hierarchical control structures through
combination. The product, which is abstracted by a modelon, then communicates
with other modelons, representing the required resources, and cooperates in order
to produce the final product. Through self-organisation, DNA-type information is,
therefore, propagated into the lower layers of modelons, which ultimately leads to
the establishment of hierarchical structures able to perform complex tasks.

The HMS paradigm, introduces the concept of holon developed by Arthur
Koestler, as the main architectural building block. Arthur Koestler observations
of social organisations, as well as of living organisms [72], concluded that no com-
pletely self-supporting non-interacting entities exist [73]. Every individual unit of
an organisation, is constituted by more basic units, while simultaneously belongs
to a larger unit of an organisation. An holon is, therefore, the whole holos) and
the part (suffix on). In a production context, an holon typically abstracts an au-
tonomous cooperative entity, either simply logical or also physical (machine, order
or a human operator). Hence, an holon may be composed both by a logical, as well
as a physical part, when abstracting a physical device [31]. Furthermore, an holon
can be part of one or more holarchies. An holarchy is an hierarchically organised
set of holons, that cooperate and share knowledge to achieve higher level goals [39].

While agility is more of a business philosophy, that addresses the challenges
posed by change and uncertainty, reconfigurability is mainly focused on the respon-
siveness of production systems, to new markets conditions [74]. RMS is, therefore,
focused on scalability and responsiveness, supported through the addition or re-
moval of functionalities [68]. This ability to plug or unplug is crucial to sustain the
manufacturing system’s life cycle, as it renders these systems easily upgradable.
The reconfigurability is further attained, at the expense of open control approaches
and modular tools. Nevertheless, a number of requisites needs to be fulfilled, to
enact a system readily configurable [6, 61] such as: modularity, integrability, con-
vertibility, diagnosability, customization and scalability.

The EPS paradigm [7, 50, 69], shares many points in common with the pre-
viously mentioned paradigms, specially in terms of the modularization and self-*
characteristics at the modular level. However the main focus of EPS is both on
adaptation and evolution (these concepts will be further elaborated in Section 3.3).
One of the major differences of EPS, in relation to the other approaches, is the
central role played by parametric, functional and productivity layout changes, re-
sulting from ramp-up, product change-over, or unpredictable demand surges and
scenarios. In this sense, it is change that drives the adaptation and evolutionary
mechanisms supported by EPS [75]. In order to facilitate the evolutionary process,
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different granularity levels (level of complexity of the component that composes a
manufacturing system) are supported. On the one hand, thick granularity consid-
ers manufacturing cells as the pluggable components, while on the other hand, fine
granularity considers grippers, actuators or sensors. To achieve the desire levels
of plug-ability and self-* capabilities, EPS heavily relies on an important IT/AI
(Artificial Intelligence) backbone.

Finally, Cloud Manufacturing (CMfg) recently emerged as result of the conver-
gence of cloud technology and modern manufacturing requirements [8]. For that
reason, while the previous paradigms are more focused towards the enterprise it-
self, CMfg goes beyond the enterprise. It exploits cloud computing, IoT, service
computing, IT-based manufacturing technology and AI to transform industry from
production-oriented to service-oriented manufacturing. In this sense, services are
made available in the cloud by different providers, based on their specific capabil-
ities. The services can then be combined to specification and form a particular
manufacturing cloud [9]. CMfg is typically characterized by providing life cycle
on-demand services, support agile virtual organisations and community, intelligent
perception of manufacturing resources, knowledge based manufacturing and finally
wikipedia style and group innovation-based manufacturing [9, 76].

2.3 Architectural and automation trends in modern
manufacturing paradigms

The set of principles introduced by the recent manufacturing paradigms, heavily in-
fluence and constrains the adequacy of the selected control solutions. From changing
market demands, to time-to-market pressure, low cost and quality requirements,
emerging technologies and to global competition, makes that the current unpre-
dictable circumstances present new challenges and requirements, that need to be
addressed by control approaches. Also, a considerable part of the cost of a manufac-
turing plant is imposed not by the equipment itself, but mainly by its installation
and integration. Another important factor, that highly contributes to the over-
all plant cost, more specifically to its operational cost, is the downtime, due to
maintenance processes. In this context, with more traditional control mechanisms,
changes in the process flow, failures, addition or removal of equipment, will only
exacerbate the downtime and the installation cost.

As mentioned before, information is a critical pillar of modern industrial sys-
tems. It is therefore paramount, that the information collected by all the intelligent
objects at play, is used as feedback to decision making mechanisms. Where tra-
ditional approaches used to rely on hierarchically rigid control structures, modern
shopfloors need to be completely dynamic.

In this context, control architectures provide the main principles that regulate
the control flow and interactions of the manufacturing components. As such, they
directly influence the viability of the automated manufacturing system. In [77],
four basic types of control architectures are presented (Figure 2.2):
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• Centralized - it is characterized by a single decision node where the core
management functions are performed. The main disadvantage of this archi-
tecture is the reliance in a single main component, which might render the
system completely inoperable in case of failure. For large systems, the central
node requires a large computational power to handle all the individual tasks.

• Hierarchical - its functionalities are distributed among the different hier-
archical levels. Each activity of a lower level is dictated and supervised by
its hierarchically supervisor level. It presents better performance and slightly
better robustness, when compared to the centralized approach.

• Modified hierarchical - the modified hierarchical architecture already in-
troduces a certain level of self-sufficiency in the different hierarchical levels.
This is reflected in an improved response to disturbances.

• Heterarchical - finally in the heterarchical approach, each component is a
distributed locally autonomous entity [77]. Hence,it relies on local relations
between the components without any order or rank, promoting overall flatter
models. It is therefore a highly robust and scalable architecture adequate to
deal with disturbances. On the other hand, each entity has a myopic vision
of the system, which might hinder the individuals decision capabilities.

- Decisional entity 

Hierarchical Centralized 

Heterarchical Modified Hierarchical 

- Hardware - Hierarchical  
relation 

- Heterarchical  
relation 

Figure 2.2: Control Architectures, adapted from [77].
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This classification has more recently been adapted in [78], to better categorize
the differences between different levels of hierarchical/heterarchical arrangements
(Figure 2.3):

• Class 0 Centralized control system - class 0 centralized control system
is in all similar to the centralized description provided above.

• Class I Fully hierarchical control system - class I fully hierarchical con-
trol system is in all similar to the hierarchical description provided above.

• Class II Semi-heterarchical control system - this design relaxes the
hierarchical relationship by allowing temporarily other forms of organization.
Specially during disturbances.

• Class III Fully heterarchical control system - class III fully heterar-
chical control system is in all similar to the heterarchical description above
presented.
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Figure 2.3: Distribution of decision capabilities through the different architectural
control approaches, adapted from [78].
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Considering the different shapes that class II architectures (hybrid architectures)
may acquire, both in terms of structural dynamics and in terms of the way control
is applied, a further division into four different sub-classes can be devised [79]:

• Class II Semi-heterarchical control system

– Class II-SHo (Static & Homogeneous) - this sub-class architecture
is characterized by a static structure and homogeneous control. It is
similar to class I architecture however low level entities in this case are
active, able to make decisions and intercommunicate. In this way low
level components are able to evaluate their performance and request
optimization accordingly.

– Class II-SHe (Static & Heterogeneous) - this sub-class architec-
ture is characterized by a static structure and heterogeneous control.
The high level entity provides the global optimization however low level
entities are able to perform subtle changes to it, often based on negoti-
ation mechanisms.

– Class II-DHo (Dynamic & Homogeneous) - this sub-class architec-
ture is characterized by a dynamic structure and homogeneous control.
It assumes a hierarchical organisation during normal operation, however
it switches to heterarchy in face of perturbations.

– Class II-DHe (Dynamic & Heterogeneous) - this sub-class archi-
tecture is characterized by a dynamic structure and heterogeneous con-
trol. The switch mechanism operates at a local level and therefore each
entities is able to choose its operation mode. By changing to heterarchi-
cal mode each entity is able to operate independently and consequently
better react to perturbations. Entities not affected by the perturbation
are able to maintain their globally optimized operation.

On the one hand, traditional manufacturing control systems, were not developed
to cope with responsiveness, flexibility, robustness, reconfigurability, adaptability,
instead they are optimize towards performance and therefore they heavily rely on
static hierarchical architectures. On the other hand, more dynamic and pluggable
solutions are naturally designed to efficiently support the current requirements im-
posed by modern manufacturing systems.

Multi-Agent Systems (MAS), Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) and Event
Driven Architectures (EDA), are the three main modelling paradigms that have
been deemed suitable and largely studied, to address distributed and intelligent
manufacturing control [29,80].

Agents are adaptive to changes, exhibit intelligence and are naturally distributed,
rendering an agent-based approach ideal to tackle autonomy, complexity and un-
predictability. MASs can be described as a loosely coupled network of individual
autonomous entities, that typically through social interactions are able to tackle
complex problems, otherwise difficult to solve. Following this approach, agents can
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both abstract shop-floor resources, as well as being just pure logical entities, such
as schedulers, orders or entities designed to orchestrate other resource agents [39].
Thus, different levels of complexity and abstraction can be enacted, through the
establishment of coalitions. Hence, coordination and cooperation between agents
not only becomes very important, to efficiently manage these complex structures,
but also to overcome the individual limited awareness of the system. Furthermore,
MAS modular nature, implies the use of self-organising and complex behaviours,
able to deal with certain levels of uncertainty, in order to maximize the system
robustness and response.

A SOA instead can be briefly defined as "a set of architectural tenets for build-
ing autonomous yet interoperable systems" [81]. SOA, is based on a comprehensive
set of independent structurally decoupled and network available services. Each
individual service is autonomous and provides self-contained functionalities that
are exposed by user defined interfaces. Consequently, any modification in the ser-
vice implementation should be transparent for the service’s users [81]. Similarly to
the MAS approach, the sequencing and synchronization of services (orchestration),
provides the ability to encapsulate complexity associated with manufacturing pro-
cesses. Additionally, services are described using text-based representation (XML,
WSDL, etc), not linked to any programming language, operating system or tech-
nology [82]. In this sense, the decoupled nature of SOA, opens the opportunity to
seamlessly integrate software and equipment from different suppliers. Nevertheless,
despite its loosely coupled nature, location transparency [83] and protocol inde-
pendence, as well as the reliance on coherent interfaces [84], has been deemed as a
disadvantage in terms of extensions, accommodating new business functions and in
the association of simple with complex multi-component interactions [85]. Also, as
a consequence of well defined and bounded communication flows, new unforeseen
inputs tend to be disregarded once the execution of a service that uses those flows
have started [86].

Finally EDA proposes an architecture with, as the name says, an interaction
mechanism based on events. An event, is a notable occurrences that happens in
the system [87]. The occurrence of an event is then translated to the generation of
an event instance, which is then published on a service bus. The interested parties
are then able to evaluate the event and take action accordingly. In this sense, EDA
is commonly viewed as a specialization of SOA [85, 88], where the coherent, well
defined and thick interfaces, are replaced with events that trigger organizational
activities. Events can therefore be processed in a simple, stream or complex fashion
[89]. In simple event processing, a downstream activity is simply triggered. Event
stream processing is instead focused on processing streams of related data (typically
calculations), while complex event processing, involves pattern matching, temporal
relations, aggregation and creation of new higher-level events. This is in fact, one
of the main differences between EDA and SOA, as in the latter there is no notion
of relating service invocation, to a condition holding between the data passed to
a collection of calls on one of the component’s interfaces. Furthermore, as event
creators have no knowledge of possible receivers or the event’s subsequent processing
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EDA’s architectural components are extremely decoupled, enabling the system to
holistically respond to changes through the adoption of new processes triggered by
a new sequence of events [90].

With the advantages and limitations of both SOA and EDA in mind, it only
makes sense, that EDA is used to augment SOA, boosting its ability to deal with
change. Furthermore, despite the similarities between MAS and SOA, from a con-
trol perspective, SOA suffers from its own strengths. SOA is highly focused in
interoperability and in providing services, usually supported by web-based tech-
nologies, lacking a reference programming model. In turn, MAS follows a clear
methodology to describe the agent behaviour. Besides, the social dimension of
MAS provides the right framework to tackle collaboration, self-organisation, self-
* capabilities and adaptability, among others, which are fundamental concepts to
achieve highly flexible and agile intelligent manufacturing systems. In this context,
MAS and SOA should be regarded has two complementing paradigms, rather than
competing ones.

Fundamentally, these distributed approaches help promoting the paradigm shift
in manufacturing. Traditionally, manufacturing systems were designed to follow
pre-defined action paths, according to the different known scenarios. Whereas with
distributed approaches, the system can be designed to cope with the change [29] or
designed for change.

Although the advantage of using the above mentioned approaches in manufac-
turing control, have been clearly identified and recognized, mainly by academia [91],
their integration and acceptance by the industrial counterparts, particularly in the
manufacturing domain, has been rather slow. The lack of standardize platforms/-
paradigms, is one of the main reasons for the reluctance demonstrated by manufac-
turing companies towards these approaches. Also current shopfloors, in many cases
based on legacy equipment, do not present the modular structure neither support
the necessary state-of-the-art technologies and infrastructure, necessary to fully ex-
plore the potential of such modelling paradigms. Another aggravating factor, is the
introduction of concepts from complexity sciences, such as unpredictability, self-
organisation and emergence concepts, which are not well understood and therefore
reluctantly accepted by industry.

2.4 Reference architectures for modern manufacturing
paradigms

Since the emergence of modern manufacturing paradigms, several reference archi-
tectures have been proposed in literature for control of modern production systems.
A considerable part of these developments have been introduced by the research
community on Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) and have used agent-based technolo-
gies, as the implementation support for the high level and frequently bio-inspired
design principles [35,39,92,93].
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In this sense, the main reference system architectures for shop-floor control, that
have been proposed in the past decade, are briefly surveyed. Even if some of the
works analysed do not explicitly mention bio-inspiration they promote a system
dynamic, that in one way or another fits the previous definitions.

The Product Resource Order Staff Architecture (PROSA) [31] (Arch1), was
among the first such architectures to be proposed and was inspired by the holonic
design principles (Class II). It defines Resources, Orders, Products and Staff holons
that must self-organize, in order to optimize the production system. The original
architecture has been recently modified [94] (Arch2), to include even more bio-
inspired behaviours by delegating the resolution of complex task to stigmergy-based
swarms of lightweight agents. However, in this case only the resource, order and
product holons are considered (Class III). Each of these holons are able to apply
the delegate MAS patterns (feasibility, exploring and intention delegate). The
different holons, use different delegating patterns depending on the system to be
instantiated. By applying the delegating patterns, holons create clone agents in
a shared environment, where they manage the swarm that is performing the task
and interpret the obtained results. In short, resource holons announce themselves
through the feasibility delegate MAS. The order holon then applies the exploration
delegate MAS to find a solution. With the results, the best solution is chosen by
the order (this process is constantly repeated). The order holon intentions are then
spread through the environment, by the intentions delegate MAS to the resources.
Resources, then monitor their deposited schedules and once the start time of the
next operation is equal to the current time, the physical component is triggered.
Crucial for the robustness and adaptation of the architecture, is the individuals
continuous exploration and communication of their intentions during execution.
The individuals autonomy is ensured by a consciousness layer. The evolution,
plug-ability or scalability of the system are not explicitly mentioned.

Maturana et al., in [32] (Arch3) proposed the MetaMorph I architecture. Meta-
Morph I follows a mediator-centric federation architecture, aiming at providing
dynamic adaptation of form, structure and activity to emerging tasks and environ-
mental changes. This architecture has been further improved in MetaMorph II [95],
in order to integrate design, planning and scheduling, simulation, execution, ma-
terial supply and marketing mediators. The manufacturing system is organized at
the highest level through subsystem mediators. Subsystem mediators are high-level
subsystem coordinators, able to promote and manage the interactions between other
mediators and intelligent agents. Mediator agents, provide the message services,
cooperate and ensure cooperation and are able to learn. Agents in the subsystem
under mediators, may also be autonomous and able to communicate directly to
other subsystems or agents. Dynamically, hierarchical resource mediators coordi-
nate and organise machine, tool, transportation or worker mediators through con-
tract net protocol-based mechanisms for generating and maintaining dynamically,
production schedules triggered upon request by the parts agents. Such execution
patterns, highlight the hierarchical nature of the architecture, however, the fact
that the different architectural components can also when necessary operate au-
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tonomously and directly interact with each other puts MetaMorph I or II under
Class II. Furthermore, although MetaMorph II highly revolves around the adapta-
tion towards a robust behaviour, there is no explicit discussion around evolutive
patterns. Nevertheless, the addition of resources is managed through organisational
knowledge registries based mechanism, that support the scalability of the system.

In [96] (Arch4), the results from the research project MASCADA are presented
in the form of a pheromone based emergent shopfloor control system. The ar-
chitecture aims to manage disruptions and changes, both in process or product
characteristics. The coordination between agents is established through stigmergy.
Order and resource agents are defined to take the role of virtual autonomous ants,
whose communication and interactions are mediated by the environment. Order
agents represent production orders and interact with resource agents, so that trans-
port, routing, or processing of the order’s agent workpiece can take place. Agents
are only allowed, to access local information, however, propagation mechanisms are
used to make global information available locally. The environment is therefore the
virtual representation of resource agents connected by physical transport routes
which serves as communication medium to support an heterarchical architecture
(Class III). A layered control algorithm, then explores the pheromone-based archi-
tecture to support decision making. The constraints and basic processes are handled
by the lowest layer, while the higher level layers take care of the optimization and
tuning. Adaptation is promoted through mechanisms like exploration, and evapo-
ration/reinforcement of information. The possibility to add/remove ants without
affecting the whole is also briefly mentioned. This suggest possible support of plug-
ability and to certain extents evolution (although not explicitly mentioned), in its
weakest sense. The control mechanisms is inspired in the self-organising behaviour
of ants which should implicitly promote scalability and robustness. However, the
global propagation necessary to update local information may affect the system
performance as complexity and size increase.

The adaptive holonic control architecture (ADACOR) [34] (Arch5), is also based
on holonic principles and addresses the agile response of the shopfloor towards
emergence, change and uncertain scenarios. ADACOR proposes product (PH),
task (TH), operational (OH) and supervisor holons (SH) as the basic constructs to
achieve an adaptive control approach. Such adaptation of the control approach is
based on the switching between nominal and disrupted operational modes (Class
II). Hierarchies are used during normal operation, for global optimization, where
TH interact with SHs which subsequently interacts with OHs. However, in parts of
the system facing disturbances, it assumes localized heterarchical structures, where
TH communicates directly with OHs, to attain a more agile response. The heterar-
chical structure is maintained until the normal operation of the system is resumed.
The adaptation of the architecture between both operational states, is managed by
a self-organising stigmergy-based switching mechanism, that regulates the individ-
ual components autonomy factor. Although evolution is also explicitly mentioned,
it does not comply with the definition proposed in the present work (as presented
in Section 3.3.1). Nevertheless, it is mentioned that the ADACOR holons are of
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the pluggable type, implying possible evolution, again in its weakest sense. In [97]
Barbosa et al. proposes an evolution of ADACOR (ADACOR2), where the self-
organisation concept is introduced both at the behavioural and structural level.
However, only the second one was explored to allow ADACOR2 to dynamically
evolve, through a set of intermediary operational states, instead of ADACOR’s
original binary approach. According to [97], this increased the number of opera-
tional levels, theoretically improving the system nervousness and smoothness of the
overall response during disturbances. This simultaneously increases the system’s
robustness. Scalability was also mentioned, but simply put as a consequence of the
adoption of the holonic paradigm.

Another architecture for production control inspired in natural phenomena, is
presented in [48] (Arch6). It defines products and resources, as the main constructs
of an heterarchical architecture (Class III), that brings the potential field concept
to production control, in order to maximize the reactivity and agility of the system
and still retain its efficiency. In this context, resources emit attractive fields, that
are sensed by the products on certain decision nodes on the shopfloor, according to
which they will decide which route to follow, to get to the services required. The po-
tential fields are generated by taking into account the type of services the resources
provides (one potential field per service), as well as the resource workload and qual-
ity of each resource’s service availability. The attractiveness of the fields, decreases
with the distance, and it is updated in the different decisional nodes through a
Dijkstra algorithm. This implies the constant propagation through the network of
information, in order to keep up-to-date the node’s overview of the system. Fol-
lowing such an approach, enables tackling both allocation and routing problems
simultaneously. The high autonomy and simplicity of the interactions fosters the
emergence of a self-organising behaviour, which allows a robust adaptation of the
allocation of resources and path selection according to the state of the environment.
Despite the loosely coupled nature of the constructs of this heterarchy, the authors
do not mention anything about evolutionary properties as well as plug-ability. De-
spite not directly tested, the architecture should be scalable since the number of
entities does not imply complex exponential interactions.

In [98], Ribeiro et al. presents the IADE architecture (Arch7). The IADE archi-
tecture, aims to support the rapid design and deployment of mechatronic systems.
The architecture relies on a dynamic hierarchical organisation (Class I), and it is
composed by four main agents components: the resource agent (RA), which is a
true mechatronic agent (MA) as it harmonizes an equipment, its controller and the
agent interface; a coalition leader agent (CLA); product agent (PA) ; and trans-
port system agent (TSA). It is also heavily grounded on the skill construct. Each
RA may have one or more skills (atomic skills), that can be composed to generate
higher level skills (composite skills) encapsulated by a CLA. The CLA upon exe-
cution request, is then responsible for the establishment (negotiation mechanisms
using contract net protocol) and management of a temporal hierarchical structure,
composed by RAs or other CLAs. Once the skill is finished, also the coalition is
terminated, enabling the adaptation of the system response to its current condi-
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tions in the next iteration of the coalition. Skills are then offered as a service that
can be consumed by the PAs. The dynamic establishment of coalitions, is there-
fore crucial to support plug&produce, fundamental for the seamless reconfiguration
and robustness of the system, as well as its evolution in its weakest sense. Self-
organization is strongly present, in the generation and management of the resources
allocated under the different coalitions. In terms of scalability, the constant gen-
eration of coalitions and reliability on negotiation mechanisms, might hinder the
system performance when highly populated.

Finally, the ORCA-FMS architecture proposed by Cyrille et al. [79] (Arch8)
follows and approach similar to ADACOR, since it has also two functioning modes
(normal and disrupted), putting it into the Class II architectures. It is divided in
three layers, with the physical layer as the lowest one, followed by the local control
layer with a global control layer on top. The local layer attempts to react and adapt
to unexpected events, through online decisions in a robust manner. At this level a
potential field model is used, based on the same constructs as described in [48]. The
global layer instead, implements a global optimizer ensuring optimal scheduling
which is initially based on the physical layer initial state. The global layer is,
however, only launched at the start of each new time window and provides an
optimal solution for that specific time window. Starting in normal mode, the global
layer provides the local layer with the machine sequence data at the beginning of a
production window. As each job is bounded to an intelligent product, the intelligent
product will follow the sequence provided, while managing the routing using the
potential fields. If an intelligent product during its routing does not sense a potential
field, it triggers a switch down mechanism. Once in disrupted mode, the intelligent
products dynamically manages both the routing and task allocation. In this sense,
opposed to [48], in the ORCA-FMS architecture the components’ autonomy changes
according to the functioning mode. Although a self-organising behaviour takes place
during normal operation (routing), the self-organising behaviour is extended during
disrupted mode, to include also task allocation. Evolutionary properties and plug-
ability are not mentioned in the work. Finally, scalability was not directly studied,
however the number of components may influence the computation at the Global
Control Layer.

In Table 2.1 and 2.2, a mapping between the discussed architectures and the
ERCs, mentioned in Section 1.1, is presented. It is however important to point
out that this table and further discussion, does not aim to evaluate the different
architectures but simply understand their adherence to the ERCs, in the context
of this work.

Hence, by interpreting Table 2.1 and 2.2, it is possible to conclude that most
architectures only partially adhere to ERC1. For Arch1, 3, 5 and 8 this is due to
their class II nature, which only promotes the autonomy of the different constructs
when in disrupted mode. For Arch2 and 4, global layers influence the decisions of
local components, while for Arch7 the resources are dependent on coalition leaders
or product agents. Regarding the ERC2, most architectures provide equipment
individualization to different extents. Products, are however not always specifically
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Table 2.1: Mapping between the architectures and the ERCs (Part 1).

Mapping between the architectures and the ERCs. Legend: light blue = high
adherence; medium blue = medium adherence; dark blue = low adherence
Arch. ERC1 ERC2 ERC3 ERC4 ERC5
Arch1
(Class
II)

Components
can be both
autonomous or
belong to an
hierarchy

Resource holons
asbtract physical re-
sources or resource
aggregations. Prod-
uct is not explicitly
individualized. No
product aggrega-
tion. Staff holon
is not a physical
agent.

Resource holons
asbtract physical re-
sources or resource
aggregations. Prod-
uct is not explicitly
individualized. No
product aggrega-
tion. Staff holon is
not a physical agent.
Robustness is at-
tained by changing
autonomy levels of
resource or order
holons.

Resource
allocation
algorithms
are not pre-
determined
by PROSA.

Evolution
or plug-
ability
are not
explicitly
mentioned.

Arch2
(Class
III)

Components
are autonomous
but may dele-
gate tasks to a
swarm operat-
ing in parallel
environment.

Similar to PROSA
with the exception
of the staff holon
which is not in-
cluded.

Order agent keeps
exploring its options
and communicates
its intentions during
execution.

Delegate
pattern
allows to
react to
up-to-date
information

Evolution
or plug-
ability
are not
explicitly
mentioned.

Arch3
(Class
II)

Components
can be either
autonomous
with direct
communication
or respond to
mediators.

Resource agents
abstract numerous
types of entities.
Mediator agents
coordinate activ-
ities. No explicit
individualization of
products.

It is attained by
changing struc-
tural arrangements
and alternate be-
tween mediated
and autonomous
operations.

Mediator
centric
approach
allows
dynamic
coalition
generation.

Evolution
or plug-
ability
are not
explicitly
discussed.

Arch4
(Class
III)

Autonomous
components.
Decision sup-
ported by lay-
ered algorithm
dependent on
global propaga-
tion.

Resource agents
abstract specific
resources. Aggrega-
tion of resources is
not mentioned. Or-
der agent represents
production orders
and is linked to a
specific workpiece.

The exploration be-
haviour, the limited
awareness of global
system status and
use of local informa-
tion ensures robust-
ness.

Spreading
of global
information
and update
of local
informa-
tion allow
adaptation.

Interactions
through
the envi-
ronment
ease the
plug-ability
of agents.
Evolution
not ex-
plicitly
mentioned.

Arch5
(Class
II)

Components
can be both
autonomous or
belong to an
hierarchy

Operational holons
abstract physical re-
sources. Resource
aggregation is not
considered. Product
is not explicitly in-
dividualized. Sup-
ports product aggre-
gation.

Dynamically
changes hierar-
chies and supports
changes from hier-
archical to heterar-
chical structure of
system/subsystem

Adaptation
managed by
a autonomy
regulating
stigmergy-
based
mechanism.

ADACOR
holons
of plug
and prod-
uct type.
Evolution
used in a
different
context.

Arch6
(Class
III)

Components are
autonomous

Resources abstract
physical resources.
Products is prop-
erly individualized.
No mention to re-
source or product
aggregation.

The decoupled na-
ture of the inter-
actions ensures the
system robustness.

Self-
organisation
adapts the
resources
allocation
and path
selection.

Constructs
are loosely
coupled.
Evolution
not ex-
plicitly
discussed.
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Table 2.2: Mapping between the architectures and the ERCs (Part 2).

Mapping between the architectures and the ERCs. Legend: light blue = high
adherence; medium blue = medium adherence; dark blue = low adherence
Arch. ERC1 ERC2 ERC3 ERC4 ERC5
Arch7
(Class
I)

Components
can be au-
tonomous or
belong to a dy-
namic hierarchy.

Resource agents
abstract phys-
ical resources.
Coalition leader
agents abstract skill
(processes) aggre-
gations. Product is
not explicitly indi-
vidualized through
the product agent.

Re-negotiation
mechanism en-
sures the system
robustness.

Self-
organising
generation
of coali-
tions enact
the system
adaptation.

Designed
for plug-
ability.
Supports
evolutions
in its weak-
est sense.

Arch8
(Class
II)

Components
can be both
autonomous or
belong to an
hierarchy

Local optimizers
(Resources) are
associated with a
physical compo-
nent. Products
are extended by
intelligent products.
No mention to re-
source or product
aggregation.

Robustness is
achieved by making
intelligent prod-
ucts following only
optimal undated
machine sequences.

Switch be-
tween a
hierarchical
predictive
and a het-
erarchical
reactive ar-
chitecture.

Evolution
or plug-
ability
are not
explicitly
mentioned.

individualized, as in many cases the product is abstracted by more than one entity
(e.g. order and product holon in [31], or product and task holon in [34]. Fur-
thermore, all the architectures adhere to ERC3 and ERC4 although from different
perspectives. On the other hand, ERC5 is only specifically addressed by [98], and
plug-ability only briefly mentioned in [34].

2.5 From complexity science

Complexity science is the scientific study of systems composed by many interacting
parts, whose global behaviour cannot be directly explained by the interactions
between those parts, considering the overwhelming complexity of the causal matrix.
It is, therefore, focused at investigating the characteristics and concepts common
to the processes and dynamics of change, that such systems present.

Industrial applications are also nowadays becoming more and more complex.
The increasing number of networked-based modular cyber-physical components are
starting to impose the need to bring complexity concepts into play. These concepts
provide important principles on how to design, manage, build and control such
systems. Self-organisation and emergence, Figure 2.4, are two of the main and most
interesting concepts from complexity sciences, that might play a critical role in the
exploration of the real capabilities and potential of modern industrial systems.
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Figure 2.4: Organizational map of complex systems broken into seven sub-groups
adapted from [99].

2.5.1 Self-organisation

The curious nature of human beings, have always led us to attempt to understand
and rationalize all the phenomena that happen around us. Nevertheless, quickly
we came to realize, that in many cases, the simple reduction of every macroscopic
phenomena into deterministic behaviour of microscopic components, is simply not
enough. For this reason, the science of self-organisation and adaptation was created,
to study phenomena that seemed to be controlled by inherent creativity.

Despite some previous notions in terms of dynamically-produced organisation,
the denomination ’self-organisation’ only appeared after the work developed in the
field of cybernetics and computing machinery by W. Ross Ashby in 1947 [100].
Ashby defined organisation, as the functional dependence of a system future state
in relation to its present state and its external inputs. Starting from this princi-
ple, Ashby then defined a self-organising system as a system that changes its own
organisation, rather than being changed by any external entity. Some years later,
Grassé presented his work on insect societies [101], where he identified mechanisms
closely related to self-organisation (ex. stigmergy). The Nobel laureate Ilya Pri-
gogine, worked on self-organisation applied to the area of thermodynamics [102],
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together with his colleagues of the ’Brussels School’. Prigogine studied ’dissipative
structures’, such as Bénard Cells, characterized by dynamic self-organisation. Such
systems, continuously generates entropy, which is actively dissipated or exported
out of the system. From this point on, the notion of self-organisation became very
popular in a variety of research fields, leading to the generation of an equal amount
of definitions. Nevertheless, some common characteristics are transversal to most
definitions [103,104], such as:

• No explicit external control - Self-organising systems are independent
of any external control input, in their autonomous organisation process. In
short, the system organises itself without any sort of outside organisational
interference.

• Global order from local interactions - One of the most distinctive charac-
teristics of self-organising systems is the ability to achieve global order through
simple local interactions. In this sense, certain changes in some entities lead
to a re-configuration process on their neighbours, which in turn also enforce
the re-configuration of their neighbours, so on and so forth. Resulting in the
expansion of local alignments into a global order.

• Distributed Control - In a self-organising system, the control is distributed
throughout the whole system components. All parts contribute evenly to
the system organization. No central authority is present, neither there is a
centralized information flow in the system. Each individual entity is driven
by simple behaviours and has a restricted view of the system, limited by the
local nature of its interactions.

• Robustness - Self-organizing systems are robust by nature. Due to the
redundant, distributed organization of the system, the global order of the
system is relatively insensitive to perturbation and errors. Also the fact that
each individual entity represents only a very small part of the overall system
behaviour, implies that the system presents a graceful degradation in face of
failures. Self-organizing systems should thrive on randomness and fluctua-
tions. A certain amount of perturbations should facilitate, rather than hinder
self-organisation.

• Adaptivity - Self-organisation is a dynamic process. Over time a self-
organizing system should present an increase in order. Thus the system needs
to be dynamic, needs to be able to cope with rapidly changing conditions. In
other words, the system needs to be far-from-equilibrium, as condition to
maintain a valid structure. Although far-from-equilibrium systems are more
fragile and sensitive to environmental changes they are also more dynamic and
capable to react. This enables them to produce a large variety of regulating
actions, driving the system towards multiple stable configurations.
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• Non-linearity - In self-organising systems there is no direct relation be-
tween the fluctuations in the environmental conditions and the overall sys-
tem behaviour. Small fluctuations may be reflected in significant variations
in the overall system behaviour, while large fluctuations may have insignifi-
cant repercussions. This characteristic fosters the emergence of complexity, in
which the overall behaviour can not be understood by the simple examination
of the individual components separately.

• Criticality - Non-linear systems can have more than one solution (organi-
sation). This means that from a self-organising system perspective, there is
a set of stable configurations (or attractors1 towards which the system may
converge. Such solutions represent the macroscopic behaviour of the system
which translates the spacial and/or temporal scale-invariance characteristics
of the critical point of a phase transition. These behaviours nevertheless do
not require the tuning of control parameters to precise values and so they can
emerge spontaneously.

One of the most common definition of self-organisation was introduced by Wolf
and Holvoet [106].

"Self-organisation is a dynamical and adaptive process where systems acquire
and maintain structure themselves, without external control.

The structure can be a spatial, temporal or functional structure. No external
control refers to the absence of direction, manipulation, interference, pressures or
involvement from outside the system. This does not exclude data inputs from out-
side the system as long as these inputs are not control instructions. Note, the
identification of the boundary of the system is extremely important when deciding
if a system is self-organising or not. It is important to specify what we consider as
an external control and what not".

Mechanisms of self-organisation can be identified both in biological, as well as
in physical systems, as mentioned before. However biological systems tend to have
a greater level of complexity, as the composing subunits are living organisms. In
physical systems these are inanimate objects instead [107]. Furthermore, while
in physical systems the interactions between subunits are based solely on physical
laws, on biological systems interactions are also dependent on information regarding
the local properties of the systems.

In this context, biological collective phenomena are typically exhibited by en-
tities that present a certain amount of autonomy and ’intelligence’. It is however
commonly the case, that the resulting structure and functionality greatly exceeds
in complexity the perceptual, cognitive and physical abilities of the individual enti-
ties, that compose the system [108]. For that reason, self-organisation is a concept

1”An attractor, in general, is a region of state space that ’attracts’ all nearby points as time
passes.” [105]
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that is recurrently connected to biological systems. It is also for that very same
reason, and due to the increasing use of distributed architectures that, from an engi-
neering perspective, self-organisation have recently became increasingly interesting
(particularly for the MAS field).

Hence, the application of self-organising principles in MAS has been the subject
of intense research in the last decade. In [109], several types of approaches (based
on different mechanisms) that when applied under the MAS context lead to self-
organisation were identified:

• Based on direct interactions - Mainly consists in the direct broadcast,
using local interactions, of the minimal amount of information collected and
required so that the computation performed by the local agents may lead
the system towards a coherent global state. This approach is appropriate and
typically used to ensure the system robustness, despite logical and topological
perturbations.

• Based on stigmergy - In this case the environment is used as an indirect
communication medium in which some traces are left and used to infer the
next action to be performed. The use of stigmergy is characteristic of social
insects, particularly ants and termites. It typically provides a number of
possible good solutions, however it is difficult to ensure their optimality.

• Based on reinforcement - This approach is directly related with the agents
ability to learn. According to the current state of the agent, the perceived
local environment and the quality of previous adaptation decisions, agents
are able to adapt their behaviours. A scoring mechanism based on a reward-
ing/punishment system is used to assess previous adaptation decisions. This
approach is specially adequate when specialization of roles is desired.

• Based on cooperation - Explicit local cooperation mechanisms are imple-
mented in order to achieve the emergence of the desired collective behaviour.
Cooperation engagements do not have to be helpful or altruistic, however
cooperation failures are detected and properly handled by the local agents.
This approach fosters the dynamic change of the global system function.

Despite the large attention that self-organisation has raised in some important
scientific communities, mechanisms for the assessment of self-organisation have been
left relatively unattended. Nevertheless, according to [104], the following measures
are typically used to characterize self-organisation approaches:

• ”Capacity to reach an organization able to fulfil the goal of the system as a
whole, once the system is started (success/failure/time required, convergence).

• Capacity to reach a re-organization after a perturbing event (success/failure/-
time required).

• Degree of decentralized control (central/totally decentralized/hybrid).
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• Capacity to withstand perturbations : stability/adaptability.”

2.5.1.1 Self-Organisation in Manufacturing

With the increasing use of MAS and decentralised approaches, self-organising mech-
anisms have become a crucial concept regarding the implementation of the complex
concepts introduced by modern manufacturing paradigms. In this sense, some ap-
plications of self-organising mechanisms in the manufacturing context will be briefly
reviewed.

A decentralized approach to manufacturing control (named West), which relies
on self-organising principles to dynamically coordinate the manufacturing modular
components, is presented by Bussmann and Schild in [110]. The coordination is
based on a negotiation procedure tackling the allocation of resources to workpieces.
This process is individually handled by each workpiece, which starts an auction
like negotiation in order to dynamically decide which resource allocate for the next
operation. In this way, the system is able to dynamically self-organise the material
flow in the system.

In [111], a self-organisation algorithm applied to Cellular Manufacturing Sys-
tems (CMS) is introduced aiming at the optimization of the efficiency and per-
formance of the system. The self-organisation algorithm is based on reinforcement
learning and influences the computation of the resources allocation and the schedul-
ing of the manufacturing tasks, performed by the pallets. However, in this case,
unlike in the previous approach the resource allocation is done before the start of
the manufacturing process through the creation of new a tactic (visiting order of
robot cells) or through the selection of an old tactic from a tactics list. The rein-
forcement learning is achieved using a scoring mechanism, that at the end of the
manufacturing product rewards the pallet according to some performances mea-
surements.

Sluga and Butala in [112], propose a self-organising mechanism to overcome
the rigidity of conventional hierarchical structures and achieve a dynamic manu-
facturing structure able to dynamically adapt to changing environments. Similarly
to the last approaches, the self-organisation mechanisms is also focused on the es-
tablishment of the appropriate structure of the system through dynamic resource
allocation. For this purpose, task-oriented manufacturing structures are dynami-
cally established, also following a negotiation process which in this case is executed
by a mediator. Each dynamic manufacturing structure is maintained until the
fulfilment of specific manufacturing objectives.

Brezocnik in [113] presents a self-organization assembly system that uses the
integration of living cells into tissues, organs and organisms as the inspiration source
for modelling the assembly process. Basic components are gradually associated into
more organized, higher-level hierarchical units. A Genetic Programming algorithm
is used to simulate the self-organising assembly of the product, which is regulated
through genetic information (genetic content in cells is topological, geometrical,
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material, technological, economical, ecological, etc) representing each individual
component of the product.

A Self-Organising Assembly System (SOAS) is introduced by Frei in [114,115],
with the objective of achieving an agile and user friendly environment. In this the-
oretical work, self-organisation is mainly associated with the autonomous creation
of the shop-floor layout. Whenever a specified product order is introduced in the
system, a configuration process is triggered resulting in the emergence of the ap-
propriate assembly system. However, in case of a failure in any of the shop-floor
modules (physical resources), the self-organising process may lead to the adaptation
of the module behaviour and parameters or triggering a reconfiguration process also
leading to a new adapted layout.

In [116], the authors present a multi-layer architecture, which introduces organic
computing principles to yield self-organising robotic manufacturing cells. The main
idea behind organic computing, is to foster the development of systems aiming to
attain self-* capabilities. One of the challenges faced by the authors is the con-
trol of the emergent behaviour of the proposed organic-system based architecture.
In this sense, an expected behaviour corridor was defined, which delineates the
system constraints inside which the emergent behaviour is controlled. Typically,
each agent is able to observe and respect the local constraints. If any constraint is
violated, the local component tries to restore the system. However, if this is not
possible, surrounding components are involved until the constraint is satisfied. By
having this autonomous cooperative behaviour the system is able to self-organise
and accomplish the manufacturing goal.

A self-organising Logistic Execution System (LES), based on the reference ar-
chitecture PROSA which uses principles of indirect communication as coordination
mechanism of the logistic activities, is presented in [117]. In logistic operations,
shipments have to encounter a suitable route from the source to the destination.
However, the routes generation environment is typically heterogeneous, complex
and dynamic. With this in mind, the authors propose an self-organising LES archi-
tecture based on two types of components, Intelligent Products (IPs) and Intelligent
Resources (IRs). Each IP abstracts a task or activity and creates exploring ants
to discover possible routings. After the searching process, the IP selects the ’ant’
(route) that best fit its requirements. Furthermore, intention ants are also periodi-
cally generated by the IPs, to inform the IRs of the intentions of their owners. IRs
correspond to infrastructures elements, equipment or personnel which compose the
environment in which the previous ants travel. The IRs, in turn, creates feasibility
ants that travel through the network and leaving signals that indicate how their IR
can be reached and its capabilities. Following these principles the self-organising
solution emerges.

In [118], a self-organising MAS architecture following the principles of the Evolv-
able Assembly Systems (EAS) paradigm, is introduced. The proposed architecture
is based in four main architectural components. The Machine Resource Agent
(MRA) abstracts modular equipment, the Coalition Leader Agent (CLA) enables
the composition and execution of skills, the Transportation System Agent (TSA)
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abstracts transport system components and finally the Agent to Machine Interface
(AMI) bridges legacy equipment with the MAS platform. The Product Agent (PA)
is a special case of the CLA, however conceptually the PA is the system response to
the emerging production requirements. The CLA is one of the main drivers of the
self-organising response, since it has the ability to react to changes that compromise
the composed functionalities. Any failure or removal of a participant agent in the
coalition, forces the CLA to find an adequate replacement.

A different manufacturing approach, that also aims to tackle the system adapt-
ability to disturbances is presented in [119]. In this case, the authors propose an
Autonomous Manufacturing System based on Swarm of Cognitive Agents (AMS-
SCA). The self-organisation behaviour is accomplished by matching machine capa-
bilities against product requirements. Every machine is abstracted by an ant and
each individual machine has a pheromone value, that indicates the machine ability
to execute the task. The machine that presents the highest pheromone value for
a certain task, is the selected one. In case of a failure, the machine in question
sends the task information to the remaining machines. Then, each of the remain-
ing machines compares the received information with their abilities and release a
pheromone that indicates the machine aptitude to execute the task. In this way,
the system is able to autonomously adapt itself to disturbances.

In [120], a negotiation mechanism for self-organized scheduling systems is pro-
posed. The authors introduce an architecture denominated AutoDynAgents which
relies on a number of different agent types (collaborative, collaborative learning,
interface and smart agents) and addresses self-organized scheduling in dynamic en-
vironments. In this context, the scheduling problem starts by the decomposition
of the problem into a number of deterministic single machine scheduling problems.
These are solved independently by swarm intelligence algorithms. The obtained
results are then integrated into the main problem which is then processed by a re-
pair mechanism that ensures the precedences and machine occupation times. The
obtained solution then goes through a refining process based on a negotiation-based
self-organizing mechanisms in which the agents will try to improve the overall result
by swapping tasks while still maintaining the schedule overall validity.

2.5.2 Emergence
The other relevant concept, from complex systems, is emergence, as depicted in
Figure 2.4. Emergence is intimately connected with the concept of self-organization
in dynamic systems. Even though it is a fairly common combination, it is important
to stress that self-organisation and emergence are different concepts that highlight
different characteristics of a system [121].

The emergence concept has been around since ancient Greek. Socrates, Aristo-
tle, John Stuart Mill and Julian Huxley are some of the historical scientists that
have studied the idea "the whole before the parts" and "the whole is bigger than the
sum of its parts". Nevertheless, from a dynamic systems perspective, the concept
of emergence goes back only to 1875 and is attributed to G. H. Lewes. Lewes char-
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acterized the end effect of a process, according to its traceability, as ’resultant’ or
’emergent’ [122]:

"although each effect is the resultant of its components, we cannot always trace
the steps of the process, so as to see in the product the mode of operation of each
factor. In the latter case, I propose to call the effect an emergent. It arises out of
the combined agencies, but in a form which does not display the agents in action
(...) Every resultant is either a sum or a difference of the cooperant forces (...) is
clearly traceable in its components (...) the emergent (...) cannot be reduced either
to their sum or their difference".

Since then, two major schools of thought have emerged such as the proto-
emergentism and more recently the neo-emergentism. The proto-emergentism,
views emergence as a black-box (Figure 2.5), which abstracts the knowledge re-
garding the process that originates the emergent behaviour [109], while the neo-
emergentism or complexity theory (Figure 2.5) addresses the lack of understand-
ing on the emergent process [121]. From a complexity systems perspective, emer-
gence has been studied in a diversity of scientific fields. According to Wolf and
Holvoet [121], "there are actually four central schools of research that each influ-
ences the way emergence in complex systems is studied:

• Complex adaptive systems theory became famous through the Santa Fe
Institute, which explicitly uses the term ’emergence’ to refer to the macro-level
patterns arising from interacting agents (...);

• Nonlinear dynamical systems theory and Chaos theory promulgates
the central concept of attractors, i.e. a specific behaviour to which the sys-
tem evolves. One kind of attractor is the so called strange attractor that
the philosopher of science David Newman (...) classifies as an authentically
emergent phenomenon.

• The synergetics school which introduced, among others, the study of emer-
gence in physical systems. They describe the idea of an order parameter that
influences which macro-level coherent phenomena a system exhibits (...).

• Far-from-equilibrium thermodynamics was introduced by Ilya Prigogine
and refers to the emergent phenomena as dissipative structures arising at far-
from-equilibrium conditions (...)".

In a few words, the two main distinct aspects of emergence are, the focus on the
global behaviour (macro-states), as result of local interaction of the parts (micro-
states), and the fact that the global behaviour is not linearly reducible to the
individual parts.

Traditional systems, typically follow a predictive design approach, in an attempt
to account with all known situations. Furthermore, they are commonly top-down,
in the sense that the whole is linearly broke down into parts. In this context, from a
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Figure 2.5: Proto-emergentism and Neo-emergentism, adapted from [109].

traditional engineering perspective, emergence is something to avoid completely. It
is directly associate with the occurrence of undesirable behaviours, such as compo-
nent failures. Nevertheless, with the growing interest on highly modular platforms,
emergence is becoming a relevant modelling concept. Therefore, it is important to
highlight the basic properties that enact a system as emergent [122]:

• "Radical novelty: emergents have features that are not previously observed
in the complex system under observation. This novelty is the source of the
claim that features of emergents are neither predictable nor deducible from
lower or micro-level components. In other words, radically novel emergents
are not able to be anticipated in their full richness before they actually show
themselves.

• Coherence or correlation: emergents appear as integrated wholes that tend
to maintain some sense of identity over time. This coherence spans and
correlates the separate lower-level components into a higher-level unity.

• Global or macro level: since coherence represents a correlation that spans
separate components, the locus of emergent phenomena occurs at a global or
macro level, in contrast to the micro-level locus of their components. Obser-
vation of emergents, therefore, is of their behavior on this macro level.

• Dynamical: emergent phenomena are not pre-given wholes but arise as a
complex system evolves over time. As a dynamical construct, emergence is
associated with the arising of new attractors in dynamical systems (i.e., bi-
furcation).

• Ostensive: emergents are recognized by showing themselves, i.e., they are
ostensively recognized. (...) Because of the nature of complex systems, each
ostensive showing of emergent phenomena will be different to some degree
from previous ones".

Another and maybe one of the most important aspect that, from an engineering
point of view, usually discourages the use of emergence is the spectre of getting
something out of nothing. It is disturbingly like magic or like a system that is
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unstable and, therefore, it may or may not present desirable behaviours. In this
context, Bedau in [123] introduces the concept of strong and weak emergence.

An emergent phenomena fits the notion of strong emergence when the observ-
able phenomenon (global behaviour or macro-state), is completely not deducible
from the laws and behaviours presented by the low level domain. The concept of
strong emergence is closely related with the proto-emergentism, which has a more
philosophical perspective of emergence. One clear example of strong emergence
is consciousness. Despite the brain’s physical knowledge that modern science has
disclosed, scientists can still not deduce how consciousness emerges [124].

In order to dismiss, from an engineering perspective, the idea of getting some-
thing out of nothing, associated with strong emergence, the concept of weak emer-
gence is considered in the context of this work. Weak emergence, postulates that a
causal relation can be established between the parts and the behaviour of the whole,
but only by simulation. The simulation adds the dynamic dimension necessary to
understand the causal relation between the dynamics of the parts, and the global
behaviour, since emergence is not a pre-given but a dynamic phenomena arising
over time [121].

In short, weak emergence refers to the arising of novel and coherent structures,
patterns, and properties during the process of self-organization in complex systems.

2.6 On the classification of bio-inspired collective systems
algorithms

The research on bio-inspired algorithms, has been developed under several different
areas, in an effort that has been held throughout more than 60 years. In this sense,
not all the algorithms were developed with the same goal in mind or even for the
same purpose. As mentioned previously, and as it will be further elaborated in
Section 3.3, analogies and concepts from biological systems are commonly used to
describe the desired requirements of MMPs. Nevertheless, most of these algorithms
are developed and generally used, simply for tackling specific hard optimization
problems. It is however the author’s belief, that these methods, particularly the
ones of collective biological systems, may play a very important role when applied
in the manufacturing context, from a more holistic perspective. In this sense, these
methods will be reviewed and analysed, in order to understand their main operating
principles and how are they currently being used in the manufacturing context. The
main sources of inspiration and the respective algorithms (Figure 2.6) are, therefore,
further detailed in the following subsections .

2.6.1 Ant Colony Optimization
2.6.1.1 Ants in Nature

Ant colony optimization (ACO), is a meta-heuristic for solving hard combinatorial
optimization problems, initially proposed by Marco Dorigo [125, 126]. ACO is in-
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Figure 2.6: Bio-inspired algorithms classification.

spired in the foraging behaviour of some ant species, which rely on pheromone trails
to mark the most efficient paths, that lead to the food source [127]. ACO exploits a
similar mechanism to solve optimization problems, by implementing a randomized
construction heuristic which makes probabilistic decisions, according to artificial
pheromone trails and available heuristic information [128]. The core mechanism
that propels the search process of ACO, is called stigmergy [129]. Stigmergy, is
a mechanism of indirect communication mediated by modifications of the environ-
ment, in this case, by depositing pheromones. Strigmergy, is a local communication
mechanism, which implies that only, in this case, ants in the neighbourhood can
access the information. Ants can find the shortest path to the food, by laying a
pheromone trail as they walk. As depicted in Figure 2.6, after an ant finding the
food source it starts deploying pheromones in the way back to the colony nest (1).
When other ants detect the pheromone trail they will tend to follow it, more or less
directly. In this sense, pheromone concentration will increase faster, in the shortest
path, than in the other alternatives (2), since in the same amount of time, the
shortest path can be traversed more times. Furthermore, the attraction that the
pheromones cause in the ants, positively reinforces the shortest trail and the best
path emerges (3). The evaporation of the pheromones, ensures that the ants are
able to adapt to changing conditions, since the pheromone trail only holds if the
trail is continuously used. Different trial update variants can be used, nevertheless
the working principle of ACO is the same [130].

2.6.1.2 Main Characteristics and Principles

The first proposed ACO algorithm, was named ant system (AS) [132] and provides
the foundation for the several variants developed until today. The AS is naturally
applied to the travel salesman problem, which can be directly used to derive a
generic pheromone model that is exploited by ACO algorithms [128]. In this sense,
M ants (M is usually equal to the number of nodes N) are randomly distributed
over a number of nodes N that compose the graph. Commonly, in the beginning
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Figure 2.7: Shortest path find by an ant colony, adapted from [131]

of the search, a small amount of pheromones is deposited in all edges of the graph.
According to the probability pkij the ant k chooses the edge that goes from node i
to node j. The transition rule pkij is given by [108]

pkij =
τaijη

b
ij∑H

h∈Jk τaihη
b
ih

(2.1)

where τij is the amount of virtual pheromones on that edge, and ηih is the visi-
bility of the node, computed as the inverse of the edge length 1/lij . Through the
constants a and b, it is possible to control the weight of the two factors, in the cal-
culation of the edge selection probability. In case a = 0, ants select the edge only
based on the shortest distance, thus making the algorithm close to a probabilistic
greedy algorithm. Instead, if b = 0, ants choose only based on the pheromone
concentration. The denominator sums up the pheromone and visibility values for
all edges H, that are available from the node where the ant sits, as long as they
belong to the set Jk of nodes that the ant k has not yet visited. The nodes are
deleted from Jk upon visit.

After the completion of a tour around the graph, each ant k retraces its own
steps and deposits an ∆τkij amount of pheromones according to ∆τkij = Q/Lk. Lk
is the total path length found by ant k and Q is set to be the length of the shortest
path estimated with a simple heuristic method. Each edge, after all M ants have
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retraced their own path, have an amount of pheromones equal to [108]

∆Tij =
M∑
k

∆τkij (2.2)

Before sending all ants again in a new search, pheromone levels evaporate according
to [108]

τ t+1
ij = (1− ρ)τ tij∆Tij (2.3)

where 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 is the evaporation pheromone coefficient.
After the conclusion of one iteration, the process is repeated until a satisfactory

path has been found.
ACO is a very powerful method for finding the shortest path in dynamic en-

vironments. However, its application to other problems is not straightforward. In
these cases, a suitable representation of the problem needs to be developed, so that
the ants can properly perform their search process. Examples of applications of
ACO with different representations can be found in [133].

2.6.1.3 Alternative variants of Ant Colony Optimization

The superior performance results achieved by variants of AS means, that nowadays
AS was relegated to a merely historically interesting algorithm. Therefore, the
relevant modifications introduced by the most important variants of ACO will be
briefly reviewed.

• The Ant Colony System (ACS), [134] is one of the first successor of AS.
In ACS, Dorigo introduced three major changes compared to AS. A new
transition rule, called pseudo-random proportional rule is used. With this rule
a trade-off between the exploration of new connections and the exploitation
of the information currently available is established. In order to improve
efficiency and efficacy an offline trail update is also performed. In this case,
only the global best solution is used. Additionally, local search algorithm to
improve the ants solutions before updating the pheromone trails can be used.
Finally, an online step-by-step pheromone trail update is performed by the
ants, which foster the emergence of solutions different to those yet found [130].

• The Max-Min Ant System (MMAS) [135–137] was developed by Stützle
and Hoos and is one of the best variants of AS. In MMAS, similarly to the
ACS an offline pheromone trail update is applied. Local search is also typ-
ically applied to improve ants solutions before the pheromone update. In
MMAS, premature convergence is avoided with the implementation of a limit
range [τmin, τmax],to the possible values of the pheromone trails. In this
sense, all connections will have at least a limited lower possibility of being
chosen. In order to increase the exploration capabilities of the method the
re-initialization of the pheromones trail is occasionally performed. The last
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major difference between MMAS and AS is the initialization process. In
MMAS the pheromone trails are initialized to an estimate of the maximum
value allowed for a pheromone trail. Consequently, this implies an additional
diversification component, since in the initial phase the relative difference
between the pheromone trails will be very subtle [130].

• Bullnheimer, Hartl and Strauss, instead proposed the rank-based Ant Sys-
tem (ASrank) [138]. ASrank incorporates the idea of ranking in an offline
pheromone update mechanism [130].

1. The M ants are ranked according to the decreasing quality of their so-
lutions. (S′1, ..., S

′

m), in which S
′

1 is the best solution of the current
generation.

2. A pheromone amount dependent on the ant’s rank is deposited offline
on the connections passed by the σ − 1 best ants.

3. The connections that cross the global-best solution receive an additional
amount of pheromone which depends on the quality of that solution.
This represents the most important pheromone deposit, since it receives
a weight of σ.

2.6.1.4 Applications of Ant Colony Optimization in Manufacturing

Similarly to Evolutionary Systems, ACO has proved to be very competitive in
solving NP-hard discrete combinatorial optimization problems [139]. Therefore, it is
also a very good alternative to tackle the variety of problems faced in manufacturing.
In this sense, some application of ACO in manufacturing will be reviewed.

A manufacturing cell creation and production schedule problems, are addressed
in [140]. To this end, a mathematical model of the virtual cellular manufacturing
system is presented together with the developed ACO based technique, to solve
the cell creation and production scheduling problems. The objective of ACO in
this case, is to minimize the total travelling distance of materials and components
during manufacturing. Each node represents a job operation, while a tour cover-
ing all the nodes, represents a processing sequence for all job operations. Upon
completion of a feasible tour, a viable processing sequence has been generated for
all job operations. Local updates of pheromone trails are implemented to prevent
premature convergence. Whenever an ant completes a tour, the pheromone trail
on the visited paths will be reduced, so that the path becomes less attractive for
the ants still searching, increasing diversity in the search process. After all ants
have completed their tours, a global update of the pheromone trails is performed.
This process, increases the pheromone trails of the paths on the tour with the best
performance so far. Two simple heuristics were implemented to assign workstations
to operations and to generate the final production schedule. Comparative results
regarding the performance of the algorithm have shown that the ACO algorithm
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outperforms a Genetic Algorithms (GA) in terms of jobs completion times, uti-
lization rate and computational time. In [141] a bottleneck station scheduling in
semiconductor ATM (Assembly and Testing Manufacturing) is formulated into an
optimization problem. The objective is to minimize the total unsupported costumer
demands and machine conversion time. In order to solve the bottleneck schedul-
ing problem, the ACO algorithm is mapped into a graph in which the ants will
perform the search. The created graph is a uni-directed multi-partite network in
which nodes represent machines statuses in different time intervals, while the edges
are weighted based upon the problem constraints. All the business rules are cate-
gorized into ’hard constraint rules’ and ’soft constraints rules’. An hard rule must
be always satisfied, otherwise the transition probability for the edge will be zero.
In the other hand, a soft rule does not need to be strictly enforced, however, its
violation implies a penalty which decreases the heuristic value to a certain degree
that is predefined empirically. The ACO based scheduling system was successfully
implemented and verified in an industrial environment.

In [142] an ACO approach is proposed to determine the order priority sequence
based to generate near optimal order release schedule within the context of a ca-
pacity planning system for TFT-LCD array manufacturing. For this purpose all
possible order sequence solutions are transformed into a network flow model, where
vertexes represent different orders and each path a possible sequencing solution.
Then ants through a stigmergy approach walk through the network to identify the
best order release sequence until they finds food (end of the network). Since a
multiple objective problem is considered, the path between two vertices consists of
lateness, workload balance and total setup time used to calculate state transition
probability. A good solution produces high state transition probability. Finally
when all ants have completed their walk, an overall update method is executed
where pheromone level are updated. This process is repeated until a maximum
number is reached. A comparison with GA concluded that ACO achieve better
overall performance.

A different ACO implementation approach is presented by Xiang in [143]. The
presented work integrates an ACO algorithm into agent coordination, to solve both
task allocation and sequencing problems. In the job agent case, the algorithm helps
finding an appropriate machine agent to execute the process, while in the machine
agent, it helps defining the next job to be processed in the current queue. The
machine with more jobs in the queue presents a smaller amount of pheromone and
consequently attracts fewer job agents. To calculate the transition rule the amount
of pheromones, that each machine has, and the heuristic information associated
with the operations, are taken into account. The integration of the ACO algo-
rithm in the job agent also assists in solving the task sequencing problem. The
pheromone amount is also directly related with the due date proximity of each
job. The tightest the due date is, the highest will be the pheromone value. The
results demonstrate that the combination of intelligent agents and ant-inspired co-
ordination can achieve efficient global performance and, most importantly, adapt
to changing circumstances of the dynamic shop floor.
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The application of an ACO algorithm to a train maintenance facility, to solve
a facility layout problem, is presented in [144]. The goal is to find a layout of the
resources, in order to optimize the production flow between resources. To this end,
the problem is modelled considering that each node is a resource and each edge
is weighted, according to the cost associated with the flow and distance. In the
solution construction process, each ant assigns tasks to a specific location until the
solution is obtained. A tabu list is used to keep track of the task assigned, in order
to ensure the allocation of all the tasks. A local search method 2-opt [145], is applied
to try all possible permutations to a given solution, until no further improvement is
observed. Local search does not necessarily find a global optima, therefore a guided
local search method is used to penalize the computed local optima in favour of a
better optimization value. Furthermore, in order to diversify the solutions in case
no improvement to the best generated layout is verified during a specific number of
iterations, a random initialization of all the pheromone trails except the one that
provides the best solution is implemented. Results show improvement in perfor-
mance, when compared to other algorithms in literature. In [145], Solimanpur, Vrat
and Shankar investigate the application of an ACO algorithm in the inter-cell layout
problem in cellular manufacturing systems. Similarly to the previous applications,
the inter-cell layout problem consists in attempting to organise the manufacturing
cells in order to minimize the total material handling. The design approach is also
similar to [144], however, a method for calculating heuristic information through
the combination of the efficiency of calculation and the quality of information is
proposed. The heuristic information method is implemented a posteriori meaning
that the information is dynamic and depends upon the current state of the ant. The
authors further introduced a modified version of the method proposed by Maniezzo
in [146], to update the trail levels. In this case, the trail levels are updated at the
end of iterations rather than after completion of each solution. A modification of
the selection probability proposed in [146] is also proposed and two policies to tackle
negative trail levels are tested. A simple deterministic 2-opt algorithm is adopted,
to carry the solutions obtained by ants into their local optimum. The presented
algorithm obtains optimum solutions for all the problems selected from [147].

Although not directly linked to manufacturing, the concept behind the proposed
improved ACO in [148], to tackle a vehicle routing problem (VRP), could be easily
translated into a manufacturing automated guiding vehicle (AGV) routing problem.
Considering that a central depot is considered the nest, and the customer the food
source, the VRP is identical to the ants behaviour in their natural environment.
In the presented implementation each ant simulates a vehicle which incrementally
selects a customer until all customers have been visited. A mutation operator is
introduced to increase the exploration of the search space, through the random
exchange of customers in already computed routes. In order to attempt a fitness
improvement on the solution a 2-opt local search is used. Furthermore, a new
pheromone updating rule that can integrate the global feature and the local feature
is proposed. The computational results regarding a number of benchmark problems
reveal the efficiency and effectiveness of the algorithm.
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2.6.2 Particle Swarm Optimization
2.6.2.1 Main Characteristics and Principles

Particle swarm optimization (PSO), emerged from the initial idea of Kennedy and
Eberhart of generating computational intelligence by exploiting simple analogies of
social interactions, rather than purely individual cognitive skills. The first attempts
of PSO implementation [149], were highly influenced by the work developed by Hep-
pner, Grenander and Reynolds [150]. These scientists believed that local processes,
similar to the ones modelled by cellular automata, might regulate the unpredictable
group dynamics of birds social behaviour. The proposed models heavily relied in
distance manipulation between individuals, meaning that the synchronous behavi-
our of the flock was thought to be the result of the effort of the birds to maintain
an optimal distance between individuals. In this context, the socio-biologist Wilson
hypothesized the main idea behind the development of PSO, suggesting that social
sharing of information among elements of the same species, offers an evolutionary
advantage [151]:

”In theory at least, individual members of the school can profit from the dis-
coveries and previous experiences of all other members of the school during the
search for food. This advantage can become decisive, outweighing the disadvantages
of competition for food items, whenever the resource is unpredictably distributed in
patches.”

These concepts, soon developed into a powerful optimization method PSO
[149,152]. In PSO, a number of simple entities, called particles, are spread over the
problem search space, according to which they are evaluated as a problem solution.
Each particle determines its next move, in the search space, through the combina-
tion of historical aspects of its own current and best location, with those of one or
more members of the swarm and considering some random perturbations. After the
execution of the move, by all particles, the next iteration takes place. Eventually,
the swarm of particles is likely to move close to an optimum of the search space,
similarly to a flock of birds collectively foraging for food [153].

Each individual particle is a composition of three D-dimensional vectors (−→xi ,−→vi , −→pi ), in which D is the dimension of the search space. The current position −→xi
holds the coordinates that define a point in the search space. In every iteration,
the current position of each particle is evaluated as a problem solution. In case the
current position presents any improvement, regarding the previously visited search
space positions, then the location is stored in the vector −→pi . The value of the best
function so far is store in the ’previous best’ variable pbesti, for comparison on
later iterations. The next position of each particle is individually calculated by
adding the velocity −→vi coordinates to −→xi . The −→vi can effectively be seen as a step
size, which can be adjusted by the algorithm. Through the iterative process the
algorithm continues the search for better solutions and consequently updating −→pi
and pbesti.
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It is important to notice, that the problem solving capabilities of PSO, emerge
from the collective behaviour of the particles. In this sense, populations can be
organised as a social network, in which the topology consists on bidirectional edges
connecting pairs of particles. This implies that each particle can communicate
and be affected by the best position found by any other member of its topological
neighbourhood −→pg [153]. A huge variety of population topologies can be used [154].

The canonical form of the PSO have only a small number of parameters that
need to be defined. The population parameter size is often empirically defined and
usually assume values comprehended between [20 − 50]. The parameters φ1 and
φ2 determine the magnitude of the random forces in the direction of personal best
−→pi and neighbourhood best −→pg , for the calculation of the velocity which instead is
used to update the position in the next iteration. The move in the search space of
a particle from one iteration to the other is typically called change rule:{−→vi ← −→vi +−→U (0, φ1)

⊗
(−→pi −−→xi) +−→U (0, φ2)

⊗
(−→pg −−→xi),

−→xi ← −→xi +−→vi
(2.4)

It is also possible to bound velocity within a defined range [−Vmax,+Vmax], in
order to avoid the algorithm to enter into unstable states, due to uncontrollable
increasing speeds.

Despite the number of variants and specific applications of PSO, there are a
number of common characteristics that can be identified [155].

1. Every version employs a population of particles.

2. Every particle follows a topology that describes the interactions among neigh-
bours.

3. The existence of a change rule is also common to all PSO.

4. Finally, every PSO follows an interaction rule, in which the particle consid-
ers its successes and some other particles’ successes in determining the next
position.

One of the major weaknesses of PSO is its dependence on passed experiences as
an indicator of the location for possible future successes, since it renders the PSO
not so adequate to dynamic problems.

2.6.2.2 Applications of Particle Swarm Optimization in Manufacturing

PSO is a powerful optimization approach, simple to implement and with few ad-
justable parameters. In this sense, it is an adequate technique to tackle the variety
of complex problems faced in manufacturing. Some applications of PSO will be
further reviewed.

In [156], four different algorithms, particularly a canonical PSO, are proposed
to solve a multi-objective scheduling problem in FMS. The goal is to minimize both
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the machine idle time and the total penalty cost. For this purposed the evaluation
function is defined as the weighted sum of both the objectives. The results obtained,
demonstrated the superiority of the PSO, as the approach that gives the minimum
combined objective function value, compared to GA, SA and memetic algorithms.
An extended discrete PSO is developed in [157], to solve the flow-shop scheduling
problem. To handle discrete problems, Kennedy and Eberhart [158] have devel-
oped a discrete version of the PSO which differs from the canonical form of PSO
in two characteristics. The particles structure, and the velocity definition. The
particle structure is composed by a ’job-to-position’ binary matrix, which encodes
the sequence of jobs to be executed assuming 1 if a job j of particle i is placed
in the kth position of the sequence and 0 otherwise. The velocity of particle i at
iteration t is defined through a matrix, where each position is the velocity value
for job j of particle i placed in kth position at iteration t. This called velocity
trail, is inspired by the frequency-based memory [159], and uses a similar concept
to tabu long term memory to provide useful information that facilitates choosing
preferred moves. A higher value of velocity, indicates that job j is more likely to
be placed in kth position. In the proposed algorithm, each particle constructs a
new sequence according to its changes of probabilities from the velocity trail. An
attempt is also performed to incorporate a local search scheme, called PSO-LS, to
improve the PSO performance. The results show that the PSO algorithm attains
a very competitive performance, when applied to discrete problems. Lian, Gu and
Jiao in [160], propose a novel PSO, combined with GA operators, to tackle an-
other flow-shop scheduling problem however in this case the goal is to minimize
the makespan. Due to the discrete characteristic of the problem, an effective prob-
lem mapping and a mechanism to generate solutions, was developed. Crossover
operators are used by the novel PSO to calculate a new velocity value, which will
be then submitted to mutation operator and used to compute the new position of
a particle [161]. The genetic operators introduced, aim to improve the novel PSO
performance in minimizing the makespan. The obtained results, demonstrated that
when compared to a GA, the novel PSO obtains better results solving the flow-shop
problem. An application of a PSO based algorithm, to handle the integration of
process planning and scheduling (IPPS), is presented in [162]. Each PSO particle
encodes the operation sequencing and the IPPS problems, in order to efficiently
and intelligently search for the best sequence of operations through leveraging the
optimization strategies of the PSO algorithm. New mutation, crossover and shift
operators were developed to improve the performance of traditional PSO and to
overcome the loss of diversity in the population during the iterative process. In this
sense, the introduced operators have a positive influence in the exploration of the
entire search space, since mathematical operators have difficulties in adequately
consider the different arrangements of machines, tools and tool approach direc-
tion. Regarding computation efficiency, optimality and robustness, the presented
approach can outperform the GA and SA used for comparison. In [163] a PSO is
introduced to optimize the job-shop scheduling problem. A suitable representation
of the particles which allows to simulate an operation permutation schedule of a
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job-shop scheduling problem is achieve through the combination of the continuous
PSO with a random-key encoding scheme. In order to improve the PSO local search
capabilities, a multi-type individual enhancement scheme based on SA is introduced
in the PSO iterative process. Each particle is represented by a real vector which
moves its position in the random-key virtual space. The objective function of a par-
ticle which corresponds to the solution space of the problem, can be then evaluated
through the transformation from the random-key space to a solution space of the
job-shop scheduling problem. Despite the discrete nature of the problem, random-
key encoding scheme provides a search space for the continuous PSO and an easy
way to encode its representation. The authors concluded through the achieved re-
sults that the proposed approach can reach the optimal area in the search space
with smaller population and less iterations than other existing algorithm.

Virtual cellular manufacturing (VCM) systems, have been in the recent years
introduced in an attempt to harness the potential benefit of both cellular manu-
facturing and functional layout [164, 165]. The VCM concept is grounded in the
concept of dynamic manufacturing cells, were machines are mobile enabling the
system to adapt to turbulent environments. Within this context, an optimization
methodology based on the quantum PSO (QPSO) is proposed in [166] for the design
of virtual manufacturing cells within which machines and jobs are assigned to cells
with the objective of maximize productive output and the inter-cell movements.
The QPSO is based on the concept of quantum computing such as quantum bit
(qubit) and superposition of states [167]. The results obtained from the application
of the suggested QPSO for the VSM problem were compared with the results ob-
tained from a GA. It was concluded that QPSO is very efficient and needs much less
iterations than the compared GA. Another application of PSO in manufacturing
cell design is presented in [168]. The main goal, is to group the machines in order
to minimize the number of inter-cell moves and the within-cell load variation. The
presented algorithm is based in the discrete PSO algorithm for attribute selection
in data mining applications, introduced by Correa, Freitas and Johnson [169]. Each
particle is composed by a vector in which each component assumes a value between
1 and k that represents the cell to which the machine is assigned. The main differ-
ence between the canonical form of PSO and the proposed approach is that instead
of using velocity vectors, it works with a mechanism inspired by the proportional
likelihoods concept. Additionally, a perturbation subset inspired by a mutation
operator is used to escape from local optima. The results obtained showed that the
presented algorithm is stable and presents low variability.

Manufacturing layer-by-layer is a very important characteristic in reentrant pro-
duction systems (reentrant production systems, consider production processes in
which products visit the same set of workstations in different processing steps [170].
Due to this characteristic, the inspection for defects is very difficult to perform, since
they might be covered by other layers. In [171], Rau and Cho used a PSO approach
to solve the inspection allocation problem in reentrant production systems, follow-
ing the work previously done in [172, 173]. A mutation scheme was introduced for
searching the optimal position of each particle, and avoid premature convergence.
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The proposed method was compared with a GA method discussed in the literature
and optimal solutions were almost find with less computation time.

In [174], an approach based on PSO is used to minimize the operating path of
automated or computer numerical controlled drilling operation. The path of the
automated CNC drilling machine is modelled as the travelling salesman problem,
over which an adaptive PSO formulated by Clerc [175] is applied. Performance
results were competitive when benchmarked against other emerging optimization
techniques.

2.6.3 Bees Algorithm

2.6.3.1 Bees Natural Behaviour

The behaviour of bee colonies has been a source of inspiration for the development
of intelligent tools, to solve computational and complex problems in a variety of
areas.

Bees are a social insect, native to Europe and Africa. They rely on nectar as
source of their energy, relegating the pollen as source of protein for the development
of the larvae. The majority of the colony is composed by female workers. However,
typically in each colony there is also a queen, which is the single breeding female,
a few thousand of males called Drones and many bee larvae called Broods [176].

Similarly to other swarms, bee colonies rely on the interactions between simple
individual entities, to perform high complex behaviours. In the bee society, such
interactions are carried out through a communication language used by the ’scouts’
worker bees, based on dances. There are two types of dances [177], the round
dance, performed when the food is relatively close, and the waggle dance [178].
The waggle dance is essential for the colony foraging behaviour. It encodes three
pieces of information regarding the food source, the direction, its distance from the
hive and its quality rating [107]. The distance to the food source, is interpreted
according to the speed of the dance (if dance is faster the distance to the food is
smaller). The direction (angle between the food source and the sun relative to the
hive), is encoded in the inclination of the dance to the vertical of the comb and
the quality of the food source depends on the wriggling of the bee (the more is the
wriggling the more is the food).

Therefore, the waggle dance plays a major role in the food source searching.
The food source searching is initiated with some scouts that navigate and explore
the surroundings of the nest. In case a food source is found, the scout bee returns to
the hive and, in the dance floor, performs the waggle dance to exchange the details
with the colony. Some bees are then recruited, becoming foragers. The number of
foragers is proportional to the food quantity. At the food source, the bees collect
the food and recalculate the remaining food quantity, in order to decide upon the
next waggle dance, when they return to the hive [107]. If the source is still good,
then it will be advertised in the waggle dance and more bees will be recruited.
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The reproduction phenomena in a bee colony (marriage behaviour), is performed
by the queen. After its birth, the queen engages in nuptial flights in order to mate
with a number of drones, until the spermatheca is full. After some days, the queen
bee will start laying eggs. The unfertilized ones will originate drones, the fertilized
ones workers and queens according to the food quality given to the larvae [177].

Swarming is another natural part of the development of a bee colony. In the
spring time, the queen produces some larvae, to originate a new queen and leaves
the nest with half of the colony in search for a new nest site. During this transition,
some scout bees are sent for search for new sites (nest site searching). Once they
have found a good nest site, they return and report to the colony through the
waggle dance. According to the best dance the nest site will be chosen.

2.6.3.2 Bee Colony Algorithms

The dynamics of the bee colonies are a direct result of the interactions between
simple individuals and the environment. Such dynamics, make the bee colony a
very flexible and adaptable system. Furthermore, flexibility allows the colony to be
robust and maintain its structure despite any disturbance. These characteristics,
render the bee colony a very interesting model for many complex and engineering
problems [179, 180]. In this sense, during the last decade, most of the previously
presented natural bee colony behaviours have been used as an inspiration for the
development of computational algorithms (Bee System, Bee Colony Optimization
(BCO), Artificial Bee Colony (ABC), Marriage in honey Bees Optimization (MBO),
Bees Algorithm, Honey-Bee Mating Optimization (HBMO), BeeHive, Virtual Bee
Algorithm).

Only one of the numerous bee colony inspired algorithm will be described, since
the focus of this thesis is mainly on investigating bio-inspired techniques that can
be used as inspiration for distributed control mechanisms, rather than exhaustively
survey all the bee colony techniques. In this sense, the BCO will be presented since
it was one of the first developed bee colony inspired algorithm [181].

BCO is an agent based (artificial bees) algorithm, proposed by Lucic and Teodor-
ovic to solve difficult combinatorial optimization problems [182–185]. BCO is in-
spired in the bee foraging behaviour. At the beginning, all the artificial bees are
located in the hive. During the search process, each bee performs a series of local
moves, incrementally constructing a problem solution. Solution components are
added to the partial solution until one or more feasible solutions are created. At
this stage the first iteration of the process is finished. The best solution found,
during the first iterative process, is then saved and afterwards the second itera-
tion begins. In the second iteration, bees again incrementally construct solutions
of the problem. At the end of each iteration, one or more partial solutions are
generated. The total number of iterations is pre-defined. When flying through the
search space, bees can perform a forward pass or a backward pass. The forward
pass consists on the creation of several partial solutions, through the combination
of individual exploration and collective experience from the past. After that, they
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perform the backward pass, meaning that the bees return to the hive. Within the
hive all the bees participate in the decision-making process. Scout bees perform
the waggle dance in front of all the colony, exchanging information regarding the
quality of the partial solutions created. Based on the quality of the partial solutions
generated, each bee decides whether to abandon the created partial solution and
become again an uncommitted follower, continuing the construction of the same
partial solution without recruiting the nest-mates or dance and consequently re-
cruit other bees before returning to the created partial solution. Depending on the
quality of the generated partial solution, every bee possess a certain level of loyalty
to the path, leading to the previously discovered partial solution. A second forward
pass is executed, followed by a backward pass. In the hive a new decision process
takes place and the iterative process continues, until one or more feasible solutions
are created or another stopping criteria is satisfied.

2.6.3.3 Applications of Bees Algorithm in Manufacturing

As stressed before, through the cooperation between individuals and group self-
organisation, a bee colony can achieve near optimal efficiency in fundamental tasks
such as foraging. Furthermore, flexibility, adaptability and robustness are highly
desirable features in a manufacturing system. However, due to the relatively recent
introduction of bee inspired algorithms, not many applications, when compared to
other approaches, in manufacturing could be found. A review of some application
of bee inspired algorithms in manufacturing will follow.

In [186], Chong, Low, Sivakumar and Gay, adapted an honey bee colony algo-
rithm to tackle a job shop scheduling problem, aiming to minimize the makespan.
The solution representation is modelled through a disjunctive graph, in which each
node represents an operation. Two additional nodes, known as source and sink,
represent the initial and final operation respectively. Each node is characterized by
a positive weight that translates the processing time of the corresponding operation.
The precedence constraints for each job, are defined as a set of directed conjunctive
arcs, while disjunctive arcs are used to represent the capacity constraints that en-
sure that two operations can not be processed by the same machine simultaneously.
The presented bee forager behaviour is regulated through a profitability rating. In
case the forager profitability rating is low, when compared to the colony, then the
bee is more likely to follow a waggle dance on the dance floor. The profitability
rating is closely related with the objective function. If the forager chooses to follow
a selected dance, it will use the path taken by the forager performing the dance.
A specific state transition rule is used by forager bees, to choose the next node to
visit. The attained results concluded that the algorithm performs worst than an
efficient tabu search heuristics, but at the same level as an ACO. An application
of the bees algorithm to scheduling jobs with a common due date for a machine
to minimize the penalties associated with early or late completion is presented
in [187]. The bees algorithm is inspired by the foraging behaviour of honey bees
and requires a number of parameters to be set. The goal is to find a sequence of
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jobs that minimize the total of the earliness and tardiness penalties. In order to
create an optimal schedule, the foraging process was adapted to find an appropriate
idle time before processing the first job and a sequence of jobs. Furthermore, the
V-shape property [188] which consists in jobs finished before the due date are or-
dered according to non-increasing ratios, while jobs finished after the due date are
ordered according to non-decreasing ratios is also considered in the proposed algo-
rithm. Results were encouraging and in terms of standard deviation the proposed
approach also proved to be stable and robust. In [189], an improved ABC (IABC)
is introduced to solve a job shop problem. The objective of the algorithm is to min-
imize the time to complete all the jobs while satisfying some constraints, such as:
the processing order on machine of each job is defined, only one job at a time can
be processed by each machine and no job has priority and must be subjected to a
predefined machine order. A mutation operator is introduced to improve the ABC
search performance by exploring the search space and prevent the convergence to
a local optima. The operator is designed to randomly exchange operations. The
results indicate that compared with GA and a simple ABC, the IABC is an effective
and efficient method to solve job shop problems. Banharnsakun, Sirinaovakul and
Achalakul proposed in [190] an effective scheduling method, aiming to find a global
optimization of the makespan, based on the best-so-far ABC for solving the job
shop scheduling problem. The best-so-far ABC is a modified version of the ABC
algorithm which was proposed in [191] to enhance the exploitation and exploration
processes. In the best-so-far ABC method, the bees waiting for making the decision
of which source food to choose, on the dance area, have access to the information
gathered by all bees committed to a food source. In this sense, the bees can select
the best-so-far location, rather than selecting the food source based on a probability
that varies according to the fitness function, has it happens in the normal ABC.
Set theory is also used to describe the mapping of the proposed best-so-far ABC
into the job shop scheduling problem. Through the presented comparisons, it was
possible to conclude that the best-so-far ABC is effective in terms of both quality
and robustness.

The use of bees algorithm to solve the printed circuit board (PCB) assembly
planning problem, is discussed in [192]. The objective is to optimize both the
feeder arrangement and component placement sequencing, in order to minimize
the total assembly time. Every bee, which abstracts a potential feeder arrange-
ment/placement sequence for a PCB, is comprised of two parts, one related to the
feeder arrangement and the other related to the placement sequence. Scout bees,
are normally created through the random generation of feeder arrangements and
placement sequences. They are also responsible for checking the validity of the
solutions. Additionally follower bees are created to explore the neighbourhood of
locations visited by scout bees, using the 2-opt and insertion operators. Reductions
in the assembly time were achieved by the bees algorithm, but at the expense of a
high number of candidate solutions which had to be generated and evaluated.

In [193], an optimal resource service allocation in current open and service-
oriented manufacturing model is presented, where a modified method based on
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bees algorithm is applied as a combinatorial multi-objective constraint-handling
optimizer. In the proposed method, each scout bee represents a solutions (compos-
ite service) that answers the request of users. Then, the waggle dance is executed
with a number of scout bees being then ranked into Pareto dominated according
to their evaluation. A design set of rules is then used as a constraint-handling
strategy to sort out the dominated solution sets. A feasible solution satisfies all
the constraints. The scout bees in the different feasible sets are then sorted into
sequence according to their dominance relationship. Scouts in the same set are
randomly sorted. The top scout bees then recruit a number of foraging bees for
neighbourhood search, while a smaller group of less fit scouts recruit the not yet
recruited foraging bees. The not qualified scouts will perform random global search.
Techniques of neighbourhood search and neighbourhood shrinking are then applied
to facilitate the search in discrete domain.

A new bee colony-inspired algorithm (BCiA), applied to the vehicle routing
problem expanded by time window, is presented in [194]. Although the problem
is not directly connected to manufacturing, it could be easily translated into a
manufacturing vehicle routing problem. Normally the objective of a vehicle rout-
ing problem is to efficiently group in routes, the delivery or pick-up orders from
geographically distributed customers. However, in the case of the vehicle routing
problem with time windows (VRPTW), the objective is not only the minimization
of the tour length, but mainly the minimization of the total number of vehicles
needed. In this context, and in order to be able to apply the BCiA, the problem is
mapped into a directed graph, where the set of nodes represents the customers and
the depot, while the set of directed edges consists of all sorted pairs of customers.
All edges are weighted with both a spacious and temporal distance. The BCiA is
based in a two-stage approach. In the first stage the algorithm tries to continuously
reduce the number of vehicles needed to construct feasible solutions. In case any
improvement is no longer possible, then the second stage starts. In the second stage
the CROSS-operator [195] is applied to minimize the tour length. Although the
results have shown that the proposed BCiA was very efficient for the smaller test
entities of the SOLOMON benchmark, a reasonable gap between the BCiA and the
most successful heuristics was found to increase with the size of the problem.

2.6.4 Bacterial Foraging Optimization

2.6.4.1 Bacteria in Nature

The E. coli bacterium is one of the best understood micro-organisms, and it is
commonly found in the lower intestine of warm-blooded organisms. The E. coli
bacterium is characterized by eight to ten flagella, placed randomly on the cell
body, which provides locomotion capabilities [196]. Two different movements can
be performed, according to the rotation direction of the flagella [197]. When the
flagella rotate clockwise, they all pull on the cell in different directions, assuming a
random path (tumble). If, on the other hand, the flagella rotate counter clockwise,
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they propel the cell in an approximately straight line trajectory (run). Therefore,
bacteria use these two types of movements to perform a search for nutrients, aiming
to maximize the energy obtained per unit time, through chemotaxis behaviour [197].
Chemotaxis is the optimization foraging behaviour, through which bacteria climb
up nutrient concentrations, avoid noxious substances and search for ways out of
neutral media [198]. When bacteria arrange enough food and the required environ-
ment conditions are met, the bacteria undergoes the reproduction process, splitting
itself in two exact replicas. In order to improve the group foraging efficiency, the
bacterium that has found the best so far food source attracts other bacteria so they
converge to the desire place more rapidly in a swarming like behaviour [199]. In
this sense, bacteria release an attractant which fosters the congregation of bacteria
into groups moving in concentric patterns.

Similarly to all biological organisms in their natural environment, bacteria may
be subjected to attacks or sudden environmental changes. These events may imply
the destruction of bacteria in certain regions, however, at the same time they may
have the effect of assisting in chemotaxis with the dispersal of the bacteria group
to possibly richer areas.

2.6.4.2 Main Characteristics and Principles

Bacterial foraging optimization algorithm (BFO), proposed by Passino [198], is an
algorithm inspired in the four main mechanisms (chemotaxis, swarming, reproduc-
tion and elimination-dispersal), observed in a real bacterial system (particularly
E. coli). In this context, a virtual bacterium abstracts one possible solution that
moves on the search space, in order to find the global optimum.

Considering j the index of the chemotactic step, k the index for the reproduction
step and l the index of the elimination-dispersal event, the position of each member
of the S bacteria at the jth chemotactic, kth reproduction step and lth elimination
dispersal event is represented by P (j, k, l) = {θi(j, k, l)|i = 1, 2, ..., S}. Where
J(i, j, k, l) denotes the cost of bacterium i at location θi(j, k, l) ∈ Rp (sometimes
the indices are dropped and position of bacteria i can be represented as θi) [198].
Although, for real bacteria population the dimension of the search p is p = 3, BFO
allows p > 3.

After the initialization, the virtual bacteria goes through the chemotactic pro-
cess. Let Nc be the lifetime span of the bacteria as measure of the number of
chemotactic steps. Similarly to the natural bacteria, BFO simulates this process
through the alternation between tumbles and runs. Suppose θi(j, k, l) represents
the ith bacterium at jth chemotactic, kth reproductive and lth elimination-dispersal
step. C(i) (run length unit), is the size of the step taken in the random direction
specified by the tumble. The chemotactic movement of the bacteria is represented
by

θi(j + 1, k, l) = θi(j, k, l) + C(i) ∆(i)√
∆T (i)∆(i)

(2.5)
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where ∆ represents a vector in the random direction, whose elements lie within
[−1, 1] [197]. If at θi(j + 1, k, l) the cost J(i, j + 1, k, l) is lower than at J(i, j, k, l),
then another step of size C(i) in this same direction will be taken [200]. The run
continues, during a specified number of steps Ns, as long as the bacteria improves
the previous step.

The cell-to-cell signalling is accomplished by the bacteria via an attractant,
in order to promote the swarming behaviour. This behaviour is represented by
J icc(θ, θi(j, k, l)), i = 1, 2, ..., S, for the ith bacterium [198]. Consider dattract the
depth of the attractant released by the cell and wattract a measure of the width of
the attractant signal. Furthermore, not only the cells repeal each other due to the
consumption of nearby nutrients, but also they cannot assume the same position
at the same time. This properties are modelled considering the height (magnitude)
hrepellent = dattract and the width wrepellent of the repellent effect. The selection
of these parameters aims only to illustrate bacterial generic behaviour, rather than
a particular signalling scheme [198]. In this sense,

Jcc(θ, P (j, k, l)) =
S∑
i=1

J icc(θ, θi(j, k, l))

=
S∑
i=1

[
−dattractexp

(
−wattract

P∑
m=1

(θm − θim)2

)]

+
[
hrepellentexp

(
−wrepellent

P∑
m=1

(θm − θim)2

)] (2.6)

denotes the combined cell-to-cell attraction and repelling effect, where θ = [θ1, ..., θp]T
is a point in the optimization domain and θim is the mth component of the ith bac-
terium position θi. It is important to notice that as each cell moves, so does its
J icc(θ, θi(j, k, l)) function, which means that the bacterium will release attractant
as it moves. As bacteria come close together there will be an increase in the attrac-
tant which will lead other bacteria towards the group, mimicking the E. coli swarm
behaviour.

After Nc chemotactic steps reproduction takes place, considering Nre the total
number of reproduction steps. The healthier bacteria asexually reproduces (split-
ting in two) generating two newly born bacteria that will be placed in the same
location as the parent bacterium, while the rest of the population will eventually
die [197].

For each elimination-dispersal event, considering Ned the total number of elimi-
nation-dispersal events, every bacteria in the population is subject to elimination-
dispersal with probability ped.

While the chemotaxis provides a basis for local search, and the reproduction
process speeds up the convergence, the elimination dispersal event is the mechanism
that creates diversity and prevents the system to be trapped in a local optima [196].
In order to better mirror the bacteria foraging behaviour it is assumed that the
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frequency of the chemotactic steps is greater than the frequency of the reproduction
steps, which is in turn greater than the frequency of the elimination-dispersal events.

2.6.4.3 Applications of Bacterial Foraging Algorithm in
Manufacturing

BFO has been successfully applied to a variety of engineering problems [201]. As
such, some applications of BFO in manufacturing will be reviewed in order to
understand how the manufacturing area has come to benefit from the application
of this algorithm.

In [202], a BFO application to tackle the cell formation problem considering the
operation sequence, is presented. The goal was to develop a simple and efficient
BFO methodology, capable of producing quick solutions with minimal computa-
tional effort. To this end, a reproduction strategy that rewards bacteria that have
encountered more nutrients significantly faster, was used. In order to apply the
BFO algorithm, a cell membership matrix X = [xik] was chosen instead of the
bacteria position (θ(i, j, k, l)) and accordingly group technology efficiency or bond
efficiency was defined as (1− J(i, j, k, l)). Additionally the Norm(Xm −Xim) was
adopted rather than (θm−θmi), for the calculation of Jcc(θ, P (j, k, l)). Thus, in the
cell membership matrix, each row represents a machine cell membership while the
column represents a cell number (1 one means the machine belongs to a cell and 0
zero means otherwise). Therefore, a global and local mutation was used to apply
the tumbling and running mechanism. In global mutation a column is exchanged
while in the local mutation a row is exchanged instead, according to probability
conditions. In order to provide better convergence behaviour, a frequency of two
chemotactic steps was assumed. Results showed that the BFO-based algorithm
outperforms the existing methods in terms of minimizing both the number of inter-
cell travels and the number of voids in cells. Further developments of the previous
work are presented in [203], where the cell formation problem was solved by a
matrix-based bacteria foraging optimization algorithm traced constraints handling
(MBATCH), considering cell load variations and a number of exceptional elements
(inter-cell movements). Tang, Nouri and Motlagh in [204] introduced a BFO to
minimize the sum of the machine’s constant and variable costs, inter-cell and intra-
cell material handling cost, reconstruction cost, inventory cost, back order cost and
subtracting costs, in dynamic machine cell formation problems. Swarming was not
considered in the implemented BFO, since it increases the computational cost, with
only minor improvements to the BFO performance. To model the problem, two ma-
trices were used. X matrix denotes the allocation of operation-part to machine,
while the Y matrix denotes the allocation of operation-part to cell. In order to per-
form the tumbles and runs of the bacteria, four different heuristics were used, such
as local mutation and global mutation over both matrices. The results showed that
the BFO provides better solutions in a considerable shorter time, when compared
to the branch and bound method.
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An improved BFO algorithm applied to the job shop scheduling problem is pre-
sented in [205]. An encoding scheme was designed, considering the target problem.
Furthermore, an improved search scheme for chemotactic events called individual-
based searching scheme, was developed. In the proposed chemotactic scheme,
individual-based search implies that each bacterium adjusts the search direction
according to its own historical information accumulated during the food searching
process. The implemented approach presented competitive results for the test data
generated by Lawrence in 1984. Ge and Tan, in [206], proposed an effective coop-
erative intelligent algorithm (CIA) based on a BFO and a PSO to minimize the
makespan in job shop scheduling problems. An operation-based representation was
adopted to properly represent a solution for the problem. A scheduling initializa-
tion algorithm to produce active schedules, was also developed by Ge and Tan, to
reduce the computation time of the algorithm as well as to increase the probability
of achieving an optimal solution. Improvements in the BFO such as the design of a
novel chemotactic model and the development of a mechanism of quorum sensing
and communication to improve the foraging performance were addressed in order
to properly tackle the job shop scheduling problem. The CIA implements the bac-
teria foraging behaviour as the main search mechanism however, in the end of each
chemotactic steps, the PSO is used as local search mechanism. Computational
results were compared with those obtained by other approaches, and it was pos-
sible to conclude that the proposed approach provides a significant improvement
in the quality of the solution. Another hybrid application of a BFO to the job
shop scheduling problem is presented in [207]. The developed approach is called
harmony bacterial swarming approach (HBSA) and incorporates features of the
harmony search algorithm in the BFO, in order to achieve an improved swarming
behaviour. The chemotactic event is the most influential process in the convergence
of a BFO algorithm, and swarming takes part on it as a key phenomenon to decide
the next location in the search space. In this sense, the harmonic search algorithm
was used to optimize the collective behaviour of the bacteria. The results obtained
by the proposed HBSA for job shop scheduling are comparable to the best-so-far
results obtained for the used benchmark instances.

Assembly lines are a very important constituent of mass production systems.
Typically the productivity level of these systems is highly dependent on the balanc-
ing performance. In this sense, a BFO approach for straight assembly line balancing
and u-shaped assembly line balancing problems is presented in [208]. The proposed
approach follows the canonical form of the BFO, however, in order to correctly
model the assembly line balancing problem an adequate representation had to be
devised. Hence, each bacterium represents a solution which consists of tasks of
the problem and assignment information of those tasks. The proposed algorithm
presented competitive performances when evaluated using a data set taken from
literature [209].

A bio-inspired approach for autonomous decision-making on the basis of the ba-
sic principles of bacterial chemotaxis movement is presented in [210]. Autonomous
controlled logistic processes are characterized by the distribution of qualified capa-
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bilities through all elements. Meaning that objects are able to decide and route
themselves through a logistic network according to their own objectives. In this
context, the authors developed an autonomous control method in which each en-
tity in the system is able to take decisions according to the principals of chemotaxis.
The performance results of the developed method are provided together with an
analysis of the influence of some parameters in the dynamics of the system.

2.6.5 Firefly Algorithm
2.6.5.1 Fireflies in Nature

Summer brings not only warmth and good weather, but also some special and
amazing natural sights, in particular the flashing lights of fireflies. There are about
2000 different species of fireflies and most of them can be found in marshes, or in
wet wooded areas where they can prosper. Fireflies emit ’cold light’, which is the
most efficient light in the world (100% of the energy is emitted as light), as the
result of a bio-luminescence process. The light is emitted in short and rhythmic
flashes creating particular patterns associated to specific species. It is mostly used
to attract mates, although it can also be used to attract potential prey, to defend
the territory or even warn predators away. Nevertheless, in the mating process
the rate of flashes and the amount of time, defines the signal pattern that females
respond to. In some species, female fireflies can also mimic the mating flashing
pattern in order to lure and eat the misguided male fireflies.

2.6.5.2 Main Characteristics and Principles

The firefly algorithm (FA) was developed by Yang [211, 212], and it is based on
the flashing characteristics of fireflies [213]. The algorithm is a population-based
iterative procedure with numerous fireflies (agents) concurrently solving a consid-
ered optimization problem. The communication is performed via bio-luminescent
signals that efficiently guide the individual fireflies through the search space [214].

The flashing characteristics can be defined by three rules [211]:

1. ”All fireflies are unisex so that one firefly is attracted to other fireflies regard-
less of the sex.”

2. ”Attractiveness is proportional to their brightness, thus for any two flashing
fireflies, the less brighter one will move towards the brighter one. The at-
tractiveness is proportional to the brightness and they both decrease as their
distance increases. If there is no brighter one, the firefly will move randomly.”

3. ”The brightness of a firefly is affected or determined by the landscape of the
objective function. For a maximization problem, the brightness can simply be
proportional to the value of the objective function. Other forms of brightness
can be defined in a similar way to the fitness function in genetic algorithms.”
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In order to translate the firefly’s behaviour into an optimization algorithm, two
major aspects need to be tackled in a FA, the variation of light intensity as well
as the formulation of attractiveness. In the simplest case, attractiveness can be
assumed as the brightness or light intensity of the firefly, which is usually directly
associated with the objective fitness function. However, the attractiveness β is
relative, meaning that it should vary with the distance rij between firefly i and
firefly j. As light intensity decreases with the distance from the source, due to the
absorption properties of the environment, the attractiveness should vary with the
degree of absorption. Therefore, in its simplest form, the light intensity I(r) varies
both with the distance r and the predetermined light absorption coefficient γ. That
is

I(r) = I0e
−γr2

(2.7)

[211], where I0 is the original light intensity.
As a firefly attractiveness is proportional to the light intensity seen by adjacent

fireflies, the attractiveness β can be defined by

β(r) = β0e
−γr2

(2.8)

[213], where β0 is the predetermined parameter attractiveness at r = 0. In the
implementation, the actual form of attractiveness function β(r) can be any mono-
tonically decreasing functions such as the following generalized form [211]

β(r) = β0e
−γrm

, (m ≥ 1). (2.9)

The distance between any two fireflies i and j at xi and xj can be represented
by the cartesian distance rij = ‖xi − xj‖2 or the l2 − norm [213]. For other types
of application, the distance can assume specific metrics according to the problem
at hand, for example, in a scheduling applications the distance can be time delay
or any suitable measure.

The attraction movement of a firefly i towards a brighter firefly j, is determined
by

xi = xi + β0e
−γrij2(xj − xi) + αεi (2.10)

[213], where the second term is due to the attractiveness, while the third term is
randomization with α being a randomization parameter. εi the vector of random
variables drawn from a Gaussian distribution. Furthermore, if the problem at
hand presents a significant difference in scales between different dimensions, then
α should be replaced by αSk where the scaling parameters Sk(k = 1, ..., d) in the d
dimensions should be determined by the actual scales of the problem.

Within FA, the variation of attractiveness γ (light absorption), assumes a major
role in the convergence and behaviour of the algorithm. Although in theory, γ ∈
[0,∞], in practice, γ = O(1) is determined by the characteristic/mean length Sk of
the system to be optimized. In this sense, when γ → 0, the attractiveness β = β0
is constant. It is the equivalent of an ideal sky, a sky where the light intensity
does not decrease with the distance, hence a flashing firefly can be seen anywhere
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in the domain. This corresponds to a special case of PSO. On the other hand,
if γ → ∞, we have β(r) → δ(r), which is a Dirac δ-function. This means that
the attractiveness between fireflies is almost zero. It is the equivalent of a foggy
sky, where the fireflies cannot see each other, assuming a random path. Therefore,
this behaviour is equivalent to the random search method. As the firefly algorithm
is usually in somewhere between these two extremes, it is possible to adjust the
parameter γ and α so that it can outperform both the random search and PSO.
In fact, FA is able to find simultaneously the global and local optima in a very
effective manner [211,212].

2.6.5.3 Applications of Firefly Algorithm in Manufacturing

Despite the FA recent introduction, the ability to simultaneously find both global
and local optima as well as the possibility to tune the algorithm behaviour, makes
the FA one of the most promising recently developed heuristics [211]. As such,
some publications reporting the application of FA in the manufacturing topic can
already be found in literature.

In order to tackle a permutation flow shop scheduling problem, Sayadi, Rameza-
nian and Nasab [215] introduced a discrete FA (DFA), with the objective to mini-
mize the makespan. A mathematical model for permutation flow shop scheduling
problem was developed, in which the ith firefly in the tth generation is represented
by a position matrix of n jobs by k priorities. An element of the matrix assumes
the value 1 if job n is placed in the kth priority and 0 otherwise. When a partic-
ular firefly i moves towards a brighter firefly j, the position matrix of the firefly
i is converted from binary to a real number so that the distance can be updated
when the move is executed. Afterwards, the real numbers are converted again to
binary through the application of a sigmoid function which represents the proba-
bility of each matrix element to be one. At each iteration of the algorithm, a local
search mechanism is used to improve the quality of the best solution. Results from
comparison with an ACO, showed that the implemented approach presents better
results. In [216], a FA is applied in another flow shop lot streaming problem with
equal and variable size sublots. The objective is to minimize the makespan and
total flow time and determine the optimal sublot size. The implemented approach
follows the canonical FA form, however, the evaluation of the solutions fitness is
measured by the makespan, while the distance between two fireflies, represented by
the job sequence, is computed by the Cartesian distance in a d-dimensional search
space. A comparison between the FA and an artificial immune system was per-
formed and revealed that the FA produces clear and consistent superior results. A
resource constrained project scheduling problem (RCPSP), solved using a FA, with
the objective to minimize the makespan of a schedule by considering constraints is
proposed in [217]. In the presented implementation each firefly represents a sched-
ule for the problem at hand. The number of activities is equivalent to the number
of dimension of the search space. A position in the search space is represented
as a priority list, in which each element of the list represents an activity and its
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priority. The lower and upper bound of the priority values are set as 0 and 1
respectively. In order to update the position, the flashing light intensity of each
firefly is computed. The flashing light is considered the makespan of the schedule
abstracted by a firefly. After calculating the new position, the permutation process
is used by the algorithm to permute this new solution. A comparative study with a
known scheduling problem library benchmarks showed that the FA is competitive
compared to state-of-the-art approaches. In [218], a FA is applied to the job shop
scheduling problem, in order to minimize the makespan. Furthermore, some studies
on analysis and experimental design of FA were carried out, through which it was
possible to conclude that with the appropriate parameter settings the algorithm
was able to produce the best results so far for the proposed problems.

In [219] a new discrete firefly algorithm is proposed based on a double-population
search for an assembly sequence planning problem. The presented approach pro-
motes the population diversity enhancing the local and global search capabilities
trough the parallel evolution of feasible and infeasible solutions. All the composing
part of the assembly are assigned as the firefly positions, and the corresponding
movement direction and distance of each firefly is defined using vector operations.
The fitness function addresses the assembly stability, assembly polymerization and
the changing number of assembly directions. The double-population FA overcomes
the disadvantages of the penalty function present in traditional bio-inspired collec-
tive algorithms.

In a PCB holes drilling process, the distance travelled by the drill highly influ-
ences the time taken for the task completion. In this context, in [220] the authors
used the firefly behaviour characteristics to develop a general FA based algorithm
that can be adapted into any optimization problem such as path optimization. Ev-
ery individual firefly position in the search space represents a possible path solution
for the problem. The fitness of the firefly is inversely proportional to the distance of
the path, meaning that a shorter path implies a better fitness. Through the attrac-
tion towards brighter individuals, every firefly will try to improve its own fitness,
offering a better solution for the problem. Results showed that the FA performed
better than other state-of-the-art approaches.

A different application of the DFA introduced earlier [215], is presented in [221]
to solve the manufacturing cell formation problem. In the cell formation problem,
the objective is to assign parts and machines to a fixed number of part families and
associated manufacturing cells, so that the cell coupling is minimized and each cell
does not contain more than a specified maximum number of machines. In this sense,
there are two types of variables, one that relates the part with the part family zjk
and another that relates the machine with the cell yik. Nevertheless, only one set
of variables need to be searched, since with the obtained solutions it is possible to
compute the other set. Considering yik, each firefly assigns machines to cells based
on its changes of probabilities. Once again, the obtained results demonstrated the
effectiveness of FA.

In [222] the authors investigated the application of a canonical FA to find op-
timal solutions in several benchmark machining models. In order to find the best
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algorithm parameters, a large number of experiments were conducted with an ini-
tial setting of parameters defined according to literature reports. The FA was
then analysed and compared with a proposed PSO. The FA outperformed the PSO
in all of the test problems in terms of solution quality, speed of convergence and
computation time.

2.6.6 Cuckoo Search
2.6.6.1 Cuckoo Breeding Behaviour

Cuckoos are very interesting birds. Although they are more commonly recognized
by their familiar sound, they are also characterised by the development of a very
aggressive breeding strategy. Some species such as the Ani and Guira cuckoos
lay their eggs in communal nests [223]. In many occasions, the cuckoo progenitor
even removes other’s eggs in order to increase the probability of the hatching of
their own eggs [224]. This aggressive reproduction strategy is commonly known
as brood parasitism and can be divided in three basic types, such as intraspecific
brood parasitism, cooperative breeding and nest takeover [225]. In case the host
bird discovers that the nest contains unfamiliar eggs, it will either abandon the
nest and build a new one somewhere else or it will simply throw the parasite eggs
out of the nest. Nevertheless, some cuckoo species are specialized in mimicking the
egg colour and pattern of some host species in order to increase the eggs hatching
probability. Furthermore, parasitic cuckoos specifically time their actions according
to the egg-laying of the host bird. Since cuckoo eggs usually have a slightly shorter
hatching period, this behaviour encourages the instinct of the cuckoo chicks to, as
soon as they hatch, evict the host eggs by throwing them out of the nest and in
this way increase their food share [223].

2.6.6.2 Main Characteristics and Principles

Cuckoo search (CS) is a recently introduced metaheuristic, by Yang and Deb [223],
inspired in the cuckoo aggressive breeding strategy. CS can be defined by three
idealized rules [223,225]:

• Each cuckoo lay one egg at a time and dumps it in a randomly chosen nest;

• The nest that hold the best quality eggs (solutions), will carry over to the
next generation;

• The number of available host nest is fixed, and a host bird can discover an
unfamiliar egg with a probability pa ∈ [0, 1]. In this case, the host bird can opt
by either throw the egg away or abandon the nest so as to build a completely
new nest in a new location.

This last assumption can be approximated by the replacement of a fraction pa of
the population, with new nests (new random solutions at new locations) [223]. The
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objective functions used in CS can be defined in a similar way to the fitness functions
in evolutionary approaches. For a maximization problem, the quality or fitness can
be simply proportional to the objective function. Unlike other metaheuristics, one of
the CS singular aspect is the use of Lévy flights (class of random walks characterized
by the use of a probability distribution with a power law tail, for the calculation of
the step lengths [226] both for global and local search.

In order to better understand the CS algorithm, lets consider that each nest
contains one egg (although adjustments can be done in order to support more). In
this context, n nests (xi(i = 1, 2, ..., n), with n = population size) are randomly
distributed over the search space. Initially, each nest, except the best one, used
to be replaced in different iterations. However, in the more recent versions all
the nests, except the best one, are replaced by a new solution in a single step.
When generating a new solution, a cuckoo i, currently located in the nest xi(t), is
randomly selected to try to find a location for a new nest by Lévy flight

xi(t+ 1) = xi(t) + α⊕ Lévy(λ), (2.11)

where the product ⊕ means entry-wise multiplications and α > 0 is the step related
to the scale of the problem [223]. In the majority of the situations it can be assumed
that α = O(1). Lévy flights, draw their random steps from a lévy distribution for
large steps

Lévy ∼ u = t−λ, (1 < λ ≤ 3), (2.12)

which has an infinite variance with an infinite mean [227]. After finding the new
location, the quality associated with it is calculated according to the objective
function f(xi(t+1)). From the population, a randomly chosen nest j is selected from
which the quality f(xj(t)) is compared with the quality of the newly found location
f(xi(t+ 1)). If the quality of the recently found location is better than the quality
of the randomly selected nest (f(xi(t+ 1)) > f(xj(t))), then the randomly selected
nest will be moved to the newly found location where the cuckoo will lay an egg
(xi(t+ 1)← xj(t) and f(xi(t+ 1))← f(xj(t))) [228]. The consecutive jumps/steps
of a cuckoo, generate a random walk process which obeys to a power-law step-length
distribution with a heavy tail. Furthermore, a fraction pa of the worst quality nests
is abandoned and replaced by new ones in a location calculated via Lévi flights.
When n is fixed, pa controls the elitism and the balance of randomization and local
search. This iterative process continues until a pre-defined number of generation or
until a stopping criteria is triggered.

In short, CS is essentially composed by three very important components, selec-
tion of the best, exploitation by local random walk, and exploration by randomiza-
tion via Lévy flights globally. A good combination of these three components can
result in a robust and efficient algorithm [225]. Furthermore, the reduced number
of tunable parameters, potentiates the generic nature of CS, while the use of Lévy
flights ensures the creation of diversified solutions and increases the efficiency of
the search space sampling.
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2.6.6.3 Applications of Cuckoo Search Algorithm in Manufacturing

According to [223], the need to tune fewer parameters, is part of the reason for
the superior performance of CS handling mutimodal objective functions, compared
to other optimization algorithms. Furthermore, testing results showed that the
convergence rate of CS is insensitive to pa [223]. Therefore, despite its recent intro-
duction, CS seems to be very robust and generic for many optimization problems.
In this sense, applications of CS in manufacturing will be reviewed.

A CS-based approach for scheduling optimization of a flexible manufacturing
system is presented in [229], with the objective of minimizing the penalty cost due to
delay in manufacturing and maximize the machine utilization time. The evaluation
of the solution was defined as the weighted sum of both objectives, assuming equal
weights for both individual objectives. Due to the discrete nature of the problem
solution, some slight modifications were introduced in the CS method as well as
in the Lévy search operator. The results obtained revealed better solutions or as
good as the ones provided by GA, PSO, and two other algorithms, each one based
on a different priority rule (shortest or longest processing time). In [230, 231],
Babukartik, Dhavachelvan and Raju, proposed an hybrid algorithms that combines
the advantages of ACO and CS to minimize the makespan in a job scheduling
problem. In this approach, CS was used to speed up the local search performance
of the ACO, due to the need of performing the search much faster when dealing with
combinatorial optimization problems. The results demonstrate that the difference
in execution speed, between a normal ACO and the proposed hybrid algorithm,
increases steadily for the number of tasks. The more the number of tasks the faster
is the hybrid algorithm.

The optimization of system reliability is a vital aspect in real world applications.
In this sense, a penalty-guided-based CS for the reliability redundancy allocation
problem is proposed in [232]. Five case studies were implemented in order to
evaluate the performance of the canonical CS approach on reliability allocation
problems. Simultaneous decisions are considered for both the redundancy (number
of redundant components) and the corresponding reliability of each component in
each subsystem under multiple constraints. Experimental results showed that the
CS algorithm led to the best solutions, compared to other methods.

In [233], a CS algorithm is introduced to optimize the best sequence of opera-
tions in order to achieve the shortest path in a printed circuit board holes drilling
process. Therefore, a suitable representation of the problem was developed. Each
egg abstracts a vector of size [1× n], where n is the number of holes to be drilled.
The fitness of each solution was calculated through an adjacency matrix that estab-
lished the hole-to-hole distance. New eggs were generated by random walk. Results
demonstrate that CS was able to find optimal drill path at a faster rate than PSO
and ACS.

An application of CS to optimize cutting parameters in milling operations, is
presented in [234]. The objective was to maximize the total profit rate, accord-
ing to both the unit production time and the unit production cost. Furthermore,
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some constraints were also taken in consideration. The canonical form of the CS
algorithm was implemented to tackle the problem, nevertheless the length of the
random walk with Lévy flight was defined according to Mantegna’s algorithm. Re-
sults showed that CS is an important alternative for the optimization of machine
parameters in milling operations, and can be easily adapted to consider the opti-
mization models of milling regarding various objectives and constraints.

In [235] a modified cuckoo search algorithm is presented to handle a combi-
natorial problem of setting 56 unique decision variables that affect two conflicting
objectives in a simulation based optimization of a real-world manufacturing process.
The objectives are the maximization of the machines utilization and minimization
of the tied up capital. Concepts from pareto-based algorithm were used, namely
elitist non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II), to convert CS into a
multi-objective optimization algorithm. In this sense, besides the non-dominated
sorting procedure other differences are the use of Lévy search instead of mutation as
well as the abandonment and movement of nest instead of crossover. Results show
that the proposed modified CS outperforms NSGA-II in continuous test problems,
however it falls back on combinatorial test problems.

Multimodality, non-separability, and high dimensionality imposed by many sim-
ulation based optimization problems, are some of the challenges that traditional
analytical optimization methods have been unsuccessfully able to cope with. There-
fore, discrete-event simulation combined with optimization, called simulation-based
optimization, has been a popular method to improve real-world systems. In this
context, the investigation of the CS algorithm performance for the prioritization of
different engine components being simultaneously processed in a manufacturing line
at a Volvo factory in Sweden, is presented in [236]. Similarly to many real problems,
the problem to be optimized involves two conflicting objectives, such as the maxi-
mization of the utilization of machines, simultaneously with the minimization of the
tied-up capital. Therefore, some concepts from the existing pareto-based algorithm,
called non-dominated sorting GA (NSGA-II), were introduced in the canonical CS
algorithm to develop a pareto-based CS approach. The results from the performed
tests, showed that the extended CS outperformed the multi-objective benchmark
algorithm NSGA-II in most of the continuous test problems. However, the extended
CS performed worse than NSGA-II on the combinatorial test problems. This reveals
that Lévy flights might not be adequate for combinatorial problems.

2.7 Integrated Vision

Progress can take many forms and shapes. Nevertheless, it ultimately translates
and reflects the constant will or need to become better. This constant search for
improvements, is particularly important in today’s global market, as it may be the
difference between staying competitive or not. As such, and as highlighted before,
it is possible to see in Figure 2.8 the developments of the production paradigms
through time, as they have been developed in order to respond to socio-economic
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pressure and technological achievements. Furthermore, it is also possible to see
in Figure 2.8, the major developments in the areas of both complex theory and
bio-inspired collective algorithms.
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Figure 2.8: Bio-Inspired methodologies, complexity sciences and manufacturing
paradigms evolution.

From a production paradigms perspective, it is possible to identify three impor-
tant turning points. First, the sophistication of the customers, combined with the
dissemination of computers and electronic technology, which triggered the transition
from the industrial to the information age. With time, this led to the emergence of
mass customization and introduction of lean manufacturing in the Western coun-
tries, as well as the development of FMS. Second, the increasing availability of
distributed computing, in the end of the 1980s beginning of the 1990s, fostered the
development and introduction of modern manufacturing paradigms. Finally, we are
also now observing, what is said by many, to be the beginning of the 4th Industrial
Revolution, marking another important turning point in production history. In this
last case however, this is the result of a technological convergence in which many
different technologies are becoming together, to truly enable the implementation of
modern production paradigms and deliver the promised Smart Factory [60,237].
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It is also interesting to notice, that this evolutionary path was closely followed by
the development of bio-inspired technologies (for a more detailed revision of evolu-
tionary, neural or immune bio-inspired algorithms please refer to [238]. The interest
in bio-inspired methods started alongside with the emergence of the first electronic
digital computers and the development of contemporary cybernetics, which began,
in the 1940s, as an interdisciplinary study connecting the fields of electrical network
theory, control systems, mechanical engineering, logic modelling, neuroscience and
evolutionary biology. With the development of computer technology the number of
bio-inspired methodologies increased. However, it is curious to note that only with
the dissemination of distributed computation, swarm-based/collective methodolo-
gies emerged.

Furthermore, although some of the concepts connected to the complexity sci-
ences date back to the 19th century (emergence, in the dynamic systems context),
their introduction in the manufacturing panorama only happened with the appear-
ance of the modern production paradigms. Despite being frequently used as key
enacting factors of modern production systems, these concepts are still viewed by
industry, with a lot of reluctance and therefore have not been yet deemed fully
adequate for industrial environments.

Currently both academia and industry, however from different points of view,
are undertaking an effort to drive manufacturing developments towards the abil-
ity to cope with uncertainty, plug-ability, interoperability, scalability, transparency
of information, decentralization of decisions and servitization. Industry has been
addressing this matter during the last decade, mainly from a technological per-
spective. Relevant efforts have been made to develop adequate solutions, specially
based on services, but also to a less extent based on MAS [239–241]. On the one
hand, such efforts though, from a purely technological perspective, may simply
solve the integration problems, leaving in many cases behind the necessary support
of concepts, that address the ability to robustly cope with change, scalability, de-
centralization of decisions, among others. Academia, on the other hand, has been
dedicating most of its research effort in the development of adequate methodolo-
gies and paradigms, that provide the conceptual background to the development of
modern cyber-physical shopfloors. It is in this scenario, that programmes such as
the "Industrie 4.0" [27] have an extremely important role, to bridge the gap between
the academic vision and the real industrial implementation demands.

In response to current markets, the emergence of MMPs, introduces a number
of changes to all different levels of manufacturing companies, when compared to
more traditional approaches. These changes have consequently a huge impact and
dependency on the shopfloor. Ultimately and despite the servitization trend, it is
the ability to compete at a global level by quickly respond to business opportu-
nities and deal with demand, that gives companies the necessary edge to succeed
and thrive. Hence, shopfloors need to seamlessly support change and uncertain
scenarios, while maintaining high performance and robustness levels, so that they
provide the necessary agility for the company to respond to those opportunities.

As the shopfloor requirements changed, different architectural and control propo-
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sitions emerged, as presented in Section 2.4. Despite the increasing architecture’s
ability to handle dynamic environments and tackle uncertainties through the sup-
port of self-* characteristics, adaptation, robustness, etc., some approaches still
present some challenges due to their design particularities.

Real-time dynamic hierarchical architectures, typically imply the constant on-
line establishment of hierarchies, as it is the case of IADE [98]. Nevertheless, despite
their hierarchical structure, the coalition leader agents, independently of their po-
sition in the hierarchy, still retains their autonomy, as they dynamically handle
the coalitions upon execution request. The constant negotiation procedures that
support the online coalition management, do however imply a communication over-
head. This off-course, depending on the computational resources available, may
represent a huge burden and therefore hinder the system performance.

Class II architectures, due to their dual operational mode, only enable auton-
omy to the whole or part of the system, when in disrupted mode. Hence, this
type of architectures are dependent on the development of switching-down and
switching-back mechanisms. Although these mechanisms are a fundamental part
of the architectural design, they are very rarely well documented. The necessary
definition of threshold values or triggers, is very challenging and if not defined prop-
erly may result in the inadequacy of the system’s behaviour. Also, it is necessary
to ensure the generic nature, or the development of an adaptation mechanism of
the threshold values or triggers, so that they are valid throughout the different
operational life cycle of the production systems. Furthermore, the extension of
the switching-down mechanism may also vary and, therefore, very well delineated
principles needs to be defined, for approaches that support partial switch-down.

The few reviewed and documented heterarchical approaches on the other hand,
in some cases follow a layered optimization approach, as a way to ensure the optimal
decision-making and performance of the system. Hence, the heterarchical layer sim-
ply handles local optimization, while higher optimization layers enables a globally
optimized response. This consequently limits the autonomy of the local compo-
nents. In many cases it also implies the utilization of optimization approaches that
may not be prepared and therefore need to be changed, in order to successfully
support the intrinsic dynamic nature of modern cyber-physical shopfloors.

Furthermore, some of the architectures only partially individualize the product.
In some cases the product is abstracted by more than one entity, blurring the
one-to-one relation between the product and its cyber-identity.

Finally, another important design feature that is common to most reference
architectures, is the intelligent product pattern. The intelligent product pattern
relies on the generation and execution of workflows. When it is necessary to change
the production systems, this enables its reconfiguration in detriment of reprogram-
ming, necessary in the more traditional automation solutions. Hence, despite the
generation of workflows being simple when compared to the reprogramming of the
workflows, it greatly grows in complexity in par with the complexity of the shopfloor
and product. As the definition of these process workflows is commonly manual, it
may hinder the systems deployment and re-configuration with the increase in com-
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plexity. Moreover, the centralization of the production knowledge and execution
on single entities (product), also typically requires the establishment of additional
measures, in case a product is removed from the line, which may vary between
products and systems.

In general, despite the increasing importance of the ERCs in the light of current
markets, many of the reference architectures implementations still do not fully ad-
dress them. In Figure 2.9, a summary of the adherence of the reviewed architectures
towards the ERCs, is presented. As pointed out before there is a clear gap between
some architectures and ERC1 and ERC2, but particularly with ERC5. However,
while the observed gaps for ERC1 and ERC2 are mainly due to design choices, that
to certain extent are more focused towards the traditional performance perspective
of the systems, the gap observed for ERC5 is mainly due to the very limited empha-
sis towards plug-ability, despite its importance to extend the shopfloors life cycle
and support rapid deployment and reconfiguration. These gaps, observed between
the ERCs and the reviewed architectures, further highlight the importance that
bio-inspired techniques may play when seamlessly integrated into the architectural
design, in order to improve their adherence to the ERCs.

With that said, it is nevertheless important to point out that the implementation
of collective bio-inspired approaches entails their own challenges. In fact, one of the
biggest advantages of bio-inspired approaches and flat organisations (they provide
a better abstraction of the architectural properties of collective biological systems),
is also their greatest limitation. An optimal decision can only be taken, when there
is a general overview of all the system information. Although this is possible by
exchanging local information throughout the system, it is impractical and ineffi-
cient with the number of entities [241]. The decoupled nature and distribution of
both the knowledge and decision nodes, however, ensures the system responsiveness
and robustness to malfunctions, reducing the effect of deviations or catastrophic
failures of the individuals. In other words, the system is not dependent on specific
individuals. To a certain extent, every individual unit is relatively negligible to the
proper functioning of the system. Yet, every entity contributes to the whole, and
the whole supports the individual entities. Notwithstanding, while in collective bi-
ological systems their robustness greatly results from the ability to compensate the
loss of entities due to redundancy, considering a certain minimum number is still
maintained, in engineering systems, this is not necessarily true. In the production
context, each entity represents a certain investment. As such, shopfloor compo-
nents cannot be lightly disposed, nor companies are willing to invest in redundant
equipment without a very strong reason.

Despite the above highlighted limitations and challenges, bio-inspired techniques
have a lot of potential, particularly at finding quick close to optimal solutions.
A prof of that is the number of bio-inspired algorithms that have been, and are
being currently developed, as reviewed in Section 2.6. However, the formulated
algorithms based on bio-inspired premises are generally focused on the parallel
resolution of problems, not necessarily computationally distributed. These algo-
rithms were specifically developed as optimization techniques, hence the applica-
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Figure 2.9: Mapping of the reviewed architectures according to the ERCs.

tions of these techniques within the industrial context are generally applied in a pure
optimization perspective of specific isolated manufacturing problems, as depicted
by Figure 2.10. Nevertheless, such techniques are very promising if holistically
incorporated within the production control mechanism of modern cyber-physical
shopfloors, to foster a system-wide self-optimising/organising response, similar to
the one presented by biological collective systems.
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turing.



Chapter 3

Supporting concepts

This chapter introduces some important supporting concepts and terminology, that
is used in the following chapters of the document. Although some of the introduced
definitions are not consensual, an effort is made to clarify how these are considered
in the remaining of the document.

3.1 Cyber-Physical Systems

Cyber-Physical systems are automated systems, composed by numerous autonomous
entities, that abstract a one-to-one integration between a computational and infor-
mation infrastructure with physical resources, that simultaneously extend their
dimension to the cyber space [242,243].

Even though the interest in CPS is relatively recent, the integration of phys-
ical processes with computational capabilities, is not new. In fact, such systems
have been around us in a variety of applications (communication systems, domes-
tic equipment, automotive electronics, among others), commonly denominated as
"embedded systems". Nevertheless, there is a crucial difference between embedded
systems and CPS. While embedded systems solely address the single entity (each
entity is viewed as a closed box), CPSs bring to the scene the network dimen-
sion [244]. In this sense, the defining features of CPS are given as follows [245]:

• closely integrated physical processes and computational power;

• each physical entity is extended to the cyber world;

• networked at multiple and extreme scales;

• dynamic re-organization/re-configuration capabilities to adapt to changing
circumstances;

• high degree of automation;

79
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• operation must be dependable and certified.

While the networked dimension set this systems apart from any other tech-
nology, it also introduces a number of major technical and research challenges
[242,243,245,246]. The number, interoperability and heterogeneity of the networked
cyber-physical components, implies that the effective reliability and robustness of
the individuals, is not a sufficient condition to ensure the reliability of the system
as a whole. Therefore, at the cyber level, policies that ensure the tolerance towards
the failure of components, both in the cyber and physical world, need to be imple-
mented. Also, the CPS’s concurrent nature, requires the concurrent composition
of the computing processes with the physical ones, however, current programming
languages do not express timing properties and current networking techniques in-
troduce timing variability and stochastic behaviour. Hence, new technologies that
support predictable concurrent computation and new architectures and network
protocols that deliver precision timing, need to be developed. Additionally, CPS
composition needs to be addressed, in order to explore the different levels of granu-
larity of physical components and data available in different systems. Furthermore,
algorithms that transform the huge amounts of data into meaningful information
need to be implemented. Self-organising approaches need to be supported, to foster
the autonomy of the system in different dimensions, as well as security and privacy
requirements must be enforced.

Despite the above presented challenges, sign of the still early development stage,
CPS is an extremely promising technology and one of the main pillars behind the
realization of the vision promoted by Industrie 4.0 [26]. In this context, Monostori
in [25] introduces the Cyber-Physical Production Systems (CPPS). CPPS explore
the CPS technology, to extend the shopfloor to a cyber environment where the
traditional automation pyramid is decomposed into a decentralized set of services
as depicted in Figure 3.1. Such approach, provides the technological framework
to address intelligent automation, horizontal and vertical scalability, robustness,
self-* capabilities, plug-ability, composition of information, services and resources,
adaptability, reconfigurability and evolution at the different levels of an enterprise,
among others [247]. CPS/CPPS are, therefore, the ideal technology to develop
shopfloors that address and implement the ERCs and consequently the ideal base
that supports the technical and paradigmatic solution presented in this work.

3.2 From computer science

3.2.1 Multi-agent systems
Agents and multi-agent systems have been a research subject for quite some time
now, in a broad range of research fields such as economics, philosophy, sociology,
etc. In all of these different areas, agents are frequently used as the key abstracting
construct. This is a very important and distinctive feature which highlights the
versatility and applicability of the agent concept [248]. Notwithstanding and despite
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Figure 3.1: Decomposition of the traditional automation pyramid into a distributed
approach (adapted from [25]).

the fact that the concept of agent has become quite common, there is still no
common agreement on its definition. Nevertheless, one of the definition that seams
to fit a greater number of researcher, states that [249,250]:

”An agent is an encapsulated computer system that is situated in some envi-
ronment and that is capable of flexible, autonomous action in that environment in
order to meet its design objectives.”

There are however, a number of aspects in this definition that require further
clarification. Agents are problem solving entities, with clear established boundaries
and interfaces. They are situated in a environment, where they can be feed with
environmental information through sensors and act through effectors. Agents have
autonomous control over their internal state and over their behaviours, typically
designed too attain particular goals. In order to pursuit their own design objectives,
agents need to present flexible behaviour, which can be only achieved if they are
both reactive and pro-active.

Despite the uncertainties and the many different definitions of the term ’agent’,
it is possible to identify a number of common characteristics that are normally
connected or covered by most definitions [29,251,252]:

• Autonomy - agents are autonomous, considering that they control their in-
ternal state and behaviours on the environment.
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• Rationality - agents are rational as they can reason about the data they receive
in order to better achieve their goal.

• Adaptability - agents are adaptive in the sense that they can learn and modify
their behaviour according to the environment to better achieve their goals.

• Reactivity - agents can react, changing their behaviour instantly according to
their perception of the environment.

• Proactive - agents do not simply act in response to stimulus, they can also
take the initiative when appropriate in order to attain their own objectives.

• Social-ability - agents are social as they communicate with other agents to
share information and participate in collective behaviours.

• Mobility - agents are able to move inside their network and maintain their
internal state and knowledge.

Depending on the predominance of certain characteristics, different architectures
can be defined and used to model and instantiate various different systems. These
architectures range from purely deliberative to pure reactive or hybrid [253]:

• Deliberative architectures - a deliberative agent or agent architecture contains
an explicit representation of the model of the world. The decision making
process follows a logic reasoning through symbolic data manipulation and
pattern matching. In order to build a deliberative architecture, an accurate
translation of the real world into symbolic descriptions needs to be achieved
so that the agents are able to reason upon the collected information in due
time.

• Reactive architectures - as opposed to the deliberative architectures, reactive
architectures do not include any kind of symbolic world model and conse-
quently do not use any symbolic reasoning. According to Brooks [254], ’real’
intelligence is situated in the world, not in a disembodied system. Which
leads to the conclusion that ’intelligent’ behaviour is the result of an agent
interaction with the environment, it is not an innate isolated property.

• Hybrid architectures - hybrid architectures, provide an intermediate solution,
where reactive and deliberative behaviours complement each other. The delib-
erative layers develop plans and make decisions towards the accomplishment
of higher order goals, while the reactive layer provides the ability to rapidly
respond to environmental events. Typically the reactive behaviour has some
kind of precedence over the deliberative one.

Hybrid architectures are relatively common in a production context. The de-
liberative layer is typically focused on achieving the manufacturing requirements
and goals, while the reactive counterpart is permanently aware of the status of the
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environment in order to quickly respond to any event, fostering the robustness of
the system.

Nowithstanding the fact that the agent concept shares many similarities with
the concept of object, it is important to highlight that there are relevant differences
between agents and objects [248]. The first major difference is in their autonomy.
Objects can be accessed from other objects through method invocation, with the
proper access modifier. This implies that an object does not always exhibits control
over it’s behaviours. Instead, agents do not invoke methods on each other, but
rather request actions to be performed. In this sense, the action execution decision
is taken by the agent, while in objects that decision lies in the object that is invoking
the method. Another important difference concerns the reactive, proactive and
social characteristics of agents. Standard object models, do not provide any hint
on how to build systems that present such behaviours. Finally, a less relevant
difference but one that also reinforces the notion of autonomous entities, is that
each agent has a single thread of control upon which it is able to individually
manage its specific behaviours.

Although the concept of agent is interesting by itself, it is when the agent is inte-
grated in a society, that the true potential of the agent technology can be explored.
In this context, a Multi-Agent System (MAS) can be defined as a loosely coupled
network of individual entities that work together to solve problems that go beyond
the individual capabilities of individual agents [255]. Typically agents act, following
a goal oriented perspective, as a part of a wider problem solving initiative. Meaning
that agents are subjected to specific organisational contexts, which influences their
behaviour and defines the nature of their relations. Consequently, sophisticated
patterns and global organisational states may emerge, through the establishment
of dynamic interaction networks between the individual entities. Some of the most
common types of interactions are [248]:

• Cooperation - agents work together towards a common goal.

• Coordination - agents organise themselves to perform a problem solving activ-
ity. Harmful interactions are avoided and beneficial interactions are exploited.

• Negotiation - agents exchange messages in order to achieve an agreement
which is acceptable to all the parties involved.

The fact that agents are autonomous entities, implies that each individual agent
knows when to act and when to update its internal state. This self-awareness to-
gether with the semantic nature of the established interactions, fosters the MAS
capability to make independent decisions and consequently attain high levels of
autonomy and complexity. MAS are, therefore, an ideal approach to tackle com-
plex systems. They provide a natural way to formulate the distributed complex
structures and principles. The decentralisation and self-awareness of the individ-
ual components, not only reduces the system’s control complexity, as it results in
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highly decoupled systems. Moreover, the inherent complexity of distributed sys-
tems, means that it is not possible to know beforehand when interactions will occur,
for what reasons and between which components. Therefore, the system needs to
be able to make decisions in run-time. It needs to be able to react and initiate
action/interactions in response to unanticipated events. However, despite the ad-
vantages of distributed systems, decentralization does not come without a price.
The local nature of the individual entities implies that agents have a myopic vision
of the system. This limitation needs to be properly taken into account, in order to
avoid the agents to incur in any harmful action, due to an incorrect decision.

One of the most important features of a MAS is therefore the rich semantic
interactions established between the individual entities. In this sense, the agent
communication language (ACL) supports much more than mere message exchange.
The semantic properties are exactly one of the main differences between an ACL and
other standard message exchange protocols. An ACL is based on individual message
exchange between system’s entities. The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents
(FIPA) [256] has developed the FIPA ACL which is a standard message language
that sets out the encoding, semantics and syntax of the messages. The FIPA
ACL [257] has three important and interesting features [258]:

1. ”It is independent of the actual content, since it only defines the communica-
tive intention under the transmission of the message.”

2. ”Its formal semantic element is defined in terms of the feasibility preconditions
and the rational effect that allows a communicative act to be scheduled and
planned as a normal action (e.g. opening the door); in addition, the semantics
allows an agent to consider a message in an explicit manner, if and when
needed.”

3. ”The ACL provides the bases for the specification of interaction protocols and
common patterns of conversation between agents aimed at specifying high-
level tasks, such as delegating a task, negotiating conditions, and some forms
of auctions.”

FIPA provides a set of inter-agent interaction protocols, which are compositions
of messages exchanged by two or more agents in order to support the different
types of interaction. The most commonly used are FIPA Request (cooperation)
[259], FIPA Contract Net (coordination and negotiation) [260] and FIPA English
Auction [261] and FIPA Dutch Auction (coordination and negotiation) [262].

3.3 From the biological world

3.3.1 Biological concepts in the light of manufacturing systems
Before endeavour in the development of a proper framework for strong bio-inspiring
design, in particular for heterarchical architectures, it is paramount to analyse the
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major differences between biological and engineering systems at the light of produc-
tion environments. A quite substantial set of biological jargon has been frequently
applied in the context of production paradigms without a concrete definition of the
supporting concepts, or their relation to some of the more accepted definitions. This
contributes to creating confusion in the assessment of some of the ERCs proposed
by the emerging production paradigms. In this section the main biological sup-
porting concepts are presented, discussed and redefined at the light of the current
work.

One of the major key concepts for both biological and engineering systems is
autonomy. In particular, biological systems and their response are heavily related
to how autonomous entities interact between each other. Autonomy is permanently
limited by design and may be temporarily constrained by the environment in which
the biological or artificial systems or components are immersed.

Definition 1 Autonomy: the ability of a component or a system to govern them-
selves, within predefined design limitation or otherwise in an open unbounded way,
formalized as a decision making process that defines how such component or system
exert their autonomy.

Autonomy is envisioned in this context as a precondition for systems and its com-
ponents to adapt and evolve.

However, it is important to understand that the adaptive and evolutionary
responses of biological systems is the result of millions of years of trial and error.
In addition, the species with the best absolute traits were not necessarily the ones
that survived. Instead, the prevailing species presented the right traits relative to
an evolving environment at the right time (there is an important randomization
factor to be accounted for in evolutionary processes as well). These processes are
also not about the evolution of specific individuals, but rather about the common
traits affecting the entire species [263].

Evolutive processes are for this reason an elusive concept in the context of most
bio-inspired production architectures and paradigms. In natural systems, evolution-
ary success is translated in the species overall reproductive success [108]. Although
the previous principle makes sense from the point of view of a bio-inspired opti-
mization algorithms, it is not applicable to engineering systems, where components
do not "reproduce" to create a more successful iteration of the system. Even if, by
analysing the behavioural patterns of the system, more favourable arrangements
can be attained. In this sense, evolution should be interpreted in a weak sense.
In most cases it does not come from within the system but can be induced by an
external actor through the addition or removal of components with adding value
characteristics if the system is prepared to accept such changes. If, later on, such ex-
ternal mechanisms are embedded in the system, as part of its architecture, then the
grounds for generally discussing evolution in engineering systems, and in particular
in heterarchical control systems, improves.
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Definition 2 Evolution: a system intrinsic, dynamic and long-termed improve-
ment process, that results on the development of new or significantly improved
functionalities, characteristics or behaviours not previously described as part of the
system.

Adaptation is, on the contrary, a more tangible concept. It respects the indi-
vidual and it indicates a relation between design and function [264] which can be
translated into being suited to a given situation or a set of circumstances. From a
biological perspective, adaptation is the adjustment or changes in behaviour, phys-
iology, or structure that got selected and integrated in the organism, so that it
becomes more suited to the environment [265]. Adaptive processes, at least some
of them, can also be taught and/or learned. From this perspective adaptation be-
comes a more interesting concept in an engineering context in general but also in
particular in the problems tackled in this work.

Definition 3 Adaptation: is any behavioural, functional, or structural change en-
acted by the system that results in a better fit of the particular component or sub-
system to handle the environmental conditions at a particular time and context.

The result of an adaptive response is reflected on a component’s of subsystem’s
adaptadness, biologically understood as the degree to which an organism is able to
live and reproduce in a given set of habitats [266]. Adaptedness requires therefore
a reinterpretation on the production context, as discussed in this paper.

Definition 4 Adaptedness: an indicative measurement of the state of adequacy and
quality of a component’s or subsystem’s functions for a given operational context.

The adaptive responses in biological systems which may, or may not, lead to an
higher degree of adaptedness are normally enacted by self-organising behaviours.
Self-organisation denotes the ability of collective systems to dynamically and adap-
tively acquire spatial, temporal or functional structure by themselves, without ex-
ternal control [267,268]

Definition 5 Self-organisation: a pervasive system-wide adaptive response trig-
gered by one of several components, locally adapting to environmental or other com-
ponent’s induced changes, that causes a global structural or functional/behavioural
re-arrangement.

Self-organisation is commonly tightly associated, as mentioned before, to the
concept of emergence [267], which has been traditionally interpreted as "the whole
is bigger than the sum of its parts". However, according to [269], such an inter-
pretation would imply "the creation of something out of nothing". Emergence as a
construct for an engineering system must therefore be carefully considered. Emer-
gence as a natural phenomenon can be explained from the observer’s limitations
in capturing and grasping the full flow of causality that leads to a specific system
response. At the light of this interpretation, Bedau’s notion of weak emergence
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suggests that such complex causality flows can be mainly explained by simula-
tion processes [269]). Emergence may manifest itself in engineering systems whose
design promotes open adaptation and/or evolution. Therefore, although it is an
elusive design construct, it cannot be disregarded as an effect, thus highlighting the
criticality of simulation-based validation of certain system designs.

Furthermore, structural and functional changes are often reflected on the size
of the system. Another key characteristic of biological systems is therefore their
ability to tune in the number of components in response to environmental changes.
Scalability is also a key feature in engineered systems however these are typically
not able to dynamically handle it as biological systems do.

Definition 6 Scalability: the ability of the system to grow or shrink autonomously,
or otherwise accepting similar external induced changes, in order to adjust to new
operational contexts keeping its performance levels within an acceptable threshold.

Component interfacing aspects are closely linked to the ability to dynamically
re-organize. In fact, biological system ensure that all their components interface
instantly, implicitly or explicitly, contributing to the speed at which adaptation
may occur. From a production system’s point of view, such characteristic has been
perceived as key for the ability to introduce or remove new components without
any major integration effort. Generally, this approach has been designated as Plug
& Produce [270].

Definition 7 Plug-ability: the ability of a system to seamlessly support the runtime
integration of new physical components and their logical counterparts, that may
change the system behaviour, function or structure, without disrupting the system’s
normal operation and without requiring any other action from the operator including
the stoppage of the system.

The scope of a system or components autonomy ends up influencing its ability
to adapt and evolve functionally, behaviourally or structurally, impacting directly
on the system’s robustness. In biological systems, robustness is interpreted as the
persistence of certain characteristics or traits under perturbations or uncertainty
[271]. In an engineered system the ability to tolerate perturbations is also of evident
importance. However, the robustness of natural system frequently arises from their
high number of homogeneous components and, as mentioned before, from the fact
that a certain percentage of those components is disposable. This is not acceptable
in a production context which, as mentioned before, is also a more heterogeneous
environment. Robustness is, in this context, not only a characteristic but also an
effect.

Definition 8 Robustness: the ability of a system or system’s component to main-
tain a stable functional behaviour under perturbations or uncertainties while simul-
taneously keeping its performance above a desired threshold.
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The importance of these bio-inspired principles will necessarily grow due to
the also increasing trend of developing cyber-physical systems. Indeed, the cyber-
physical design promotes the individualization and virtualization of the system’s
components and subsequently their autonomy as well as the need to self-contain
all the relevant information concerning each individual within the cyber-physical
component it-self. Such an approach creates a very interesting starting ground for
the development of this work to further embrace the above defined bio-inspired
concepts, towards the full adherence of the ERCs.

3.4 Evolvable production systems

Evolvable Production Systems paradigm, was first introduced under the framework
of Evolvable Assembly Systems (EAS) [7], and provides the theoretical backbone for
the next generation of production systems. It was originally developed as a result
of a combination from the outcomes of an European roadmapping effort (Assembly
Net) and the analysis of evolutionary computing [272], in an attempt to identify
analogies between natural systems and the manufacturing reality. The original
concept, has been subsequently further developed under the scope of European
projects such as EUPASS, IDEAS and more recently openMOS. EPS is nowadays
an established manufacturing paradigm, which serves as a broader umbrella for
research in many different domains [273]. Some examples are business models [30],
scheduling and planning [274], learning [275], diagnosis [276], among others.

Sustainability was deemed as one of the most important objectives of Euro-
pean industry, by a considerable number of roadmaps such as KPMG Special Ser-
vices 2002, ManVis 2003, EURON 2005, ManuFuture Platform-Executive Summary
2005, FutMan 2006 [277]. As pointed out before, sustainability is multifaceted and
includes social, economical and ecological aspects. Hence, organisational sustain-
ability follows an holistic approach which aims at supporting all aspect of the supply
chain. In this context, companies are integrated in complex, very dynamic, network
like environments, in which they are subjected to constant changes and uncertain-
ties. Consequently, future manufacturing solutions need to be able to handle very
complex scenarios and focus on uncertainties rather than in forecasted events.

EPS was precisely developed to tackle this sort of dynamic environments, fre-
quently subjected to changes and typically characterized by low production vol-
umes, with an high variety of products [278]. For this purpose, EPS provides a
solution which is based on many simple, re-configurable, process-oriented modules
and fosters a stepwise continuous evolution of the production system. Essentially,
the core of EPS resides not only in the adaptation capabilities to the changing
conditions of operation of the system’s modules, but also in the ability to aid in the
evolutionary process in time, such that the system continuously presents the best
possible solution for the current environmental conditions and requirements.

In order to cope with such demanding and unpredictable environments, EPS
follows three fundamental design guiding principles [278,279]:
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• Principle 1: ”The most innovative product design can only be achieved if
no assembly process constraints are posed. The ensuing, fully independent,
process selection procedure may then result in an optimal assembly system
methodology.”

• Principle 2: ”Systems under a dynamic condition need to be evolvable, i.e.,
they need to have an inherent capability of evolution to address the new or
changing set of requirements.”

• Principle 3: ”EPS systems are based in intelligent, process-oriented, self-
contained, self-organizing modules that can aggregate to deliver different func-
tionalities on demand.”

These three guiding principles, resulted in a set of considerations regarding
the design, architectural and technical aspects of EPS. One of the crucial aspects,
clearly highlighted by the fundamental principles presented above, is the modular-
ization of the shop-floor. Every particular module represents a distinct formalized
production processes. This characteristic allows EPS to go a step further and
harmonize the link between the product design, with the production system. In
traditional approaches there is a unidirectional flow from product design to pro-
duction system. This implies that product requirements are imposed to production
systems by leaving freedom to product designers [280]. The consequence is that
most of the complexity is carried to the production system. Instead, a process-
oriented approach fosters the re-utilization of modules for different configurations,
since the product characteristics change very often, however the processes needed
are quite stable.

In order to ensure a robust and seamless behaviour of such modularized shop-
floor, different viewpoints concerning the requirements, expected outputs and con-
trolling mechanisms, need to be addressed according to the intervening stakehold-
ers [279,281]:

• ”Functional Views: which address the concerns of the users of the system, and
describe the functionality of the system, the process flows, quality, logistical
issues.”

• ”Communication Views: which address the concerns of how the data and
information is to be represented, interpreted, recorded and transmitted.”

• ”Control views: which address the concerns of the control system.”

• ”Structure Views: which address the concerns of the system integrators, and
maintenance.”

Furthermore, a knowledge model is a fundamental tool to provide an envi-
ronment that supports the development and operation of evolvable systems. An
exhaustive ontology to support the EPS concept, has been developed under the
scope of the EUPASS project [282]. The ontology captures what the concepts in
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the system are and their relation with each other according to the domain. Col-
lecting this knowledge under an EPS knowledge model provides an integrated view
of the different stakeholders understanding, of their domains. The elements in the
EAS knowledge model consists of the following knowledge domains [279,281]:

• ”The enterprise knowledge domain: globalizes knowledge of the system and
represents the business, organizational and global knowledge models captured.
Enterprise knowledge enables environment recognition and maintenance of
organizational associations.”

• ”The product knowledge domain: captures the knowledge related to product
specification and design to assembly tasks.”

• ”The execution knowledge domain: capturing knowledge elements related to
communications, planning and scheduling.”

Central to the EPS paradigm is the concept of skill [54]. A skill can be un-
derstood as the process that an EPS module is able to execute and consequently
provide to the system. A skill can be executed upon request. According with its
characteristics skills can be classified has:

• Atomic Skill - denotes the essential functionalities of the module. It represents
the lowest granularity process levels supported by the module.

• Composite Skill - supports the design of processes compositions through the
parallel, sequential e conditional execution of other atomic skills and compos-
ite skills.

The EPS life-cycle covers and explores all the before-mentioned dimensions of
EPS, as depicted in Figure 3.2. Whilst the life-cycle of current production systems
is limited to the phase in which the system is still productive, from the point-
of-view of the company that uses it, EPS systems life-cycle uses a more holistic
perspective based on the time frame which encompasses the system’s ability to
produce value [30]. Due to its dynamic modular skill-centric composition, EPSs
are able to trigger a counteraction whenever any environmental disturbance or
change is sufficiently large to justify the costs entailed by the adjustment process.

EPS offers two different reaction mechanisms to disturbances or environmental
changes, adaptation and evolution [278]. On the one hand, adaptation is a short-
term process and it concerns the system aptitude to reorganize its logical parameters
and structural layout as well as redesigned its set of processes. The extension of the
adaptation process is as big as necessary to overcome requirements or disturbances,
within the constraints of the physical system. On the other hand, when the adapta-
tion process is insufficient to comply with the new circumstances, a more long term
process is required. Evolution, as in its weakest sense, implies the development and
integration of new equipment/modules in the system, to explore alternatives in the
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Figure 3.2: EPS life cycle, adapted from [278].

system reconfiguration, leading to a new evolutionary state through which the sys-
tem is able to meet the new requirements. In order to facilitate the evolutionary
process, different granularity levels are supported. Nevertheless, lower granularity
imply more hierarchical layers and consequently less performance. The undertaken
reaction mechanism, should provide the best trade-off between cost, performance,
ramp-up time and other installation specific constraints.

3.4.1 Evolvable production systems reference architecture
Initial implementations of EPS concept can be traced back to the CoBASA archi-
tecture [283,284]. Since then, several different architectural propositions have been
introduced using both MAS or SOA, as technological support [285–289]. Recently,
within the IDEAS project, a new reference architecture for EPS was developed.
IDEAS had a strong focus in the development of embedded devices capable to in-
tegrate and support agent technology. Hence, a simple and decoupled architecture
named IADE (IDEAS Agent Development Environment) was devised [98,241,290],
based on a reduce number of implemented agents which support social interac-
tions in order to foster self-organisation, leading the system towards an useful and
convergent behavioural emergence.

The basic building block of the IADE architecture is the Mechatronic Agent
(MA). AMA is an entity that harmonizes an equipment, its controller and the agent.
In IADE every MA offers functionalities that can be published, discovered and
consumed in the agent platform. In this sense, one of the IADE’s most important
aspects is the one to one relation between the physical hardware and the production
processes (skills). Furthermore, skills are also the main execution construct of this
architecture.
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Figure 3.3: IADE Functional Architecture, adapted from [98].

The IDEAS mechatronic multi-agent architecture is constituted by four main
types of MA and two auxiliary agents (Figure 3.3) [98,118]:

• The Machine Resource Agent (MRA) is the most basic agent of the architec-
ture. It is the true MA, in the sense that it abstracts physical components of
the shop-floor. It has a direct one-to-one relation with the hardware. It holds
the atomic skills that the mechatronic entity can perform and it is responsible
for its execution upon request.

• The Coalition Leader Agent (CLA) is the entity responsible for the manage-
ment and orchestration of processes resulting from the logic composition of
skills implemented by other MRA’s or CLA’s. The CLA is also incharge of
the dynamic runtime allocation of other agents which implement the skills re-
quired to execute the CLA functionality. Failures and disturbances in modules
within a coalition trigger a renegotiation process in order to find a compatible
replacement.

• The Transport System Agent (TSA) is the agent that abstracts the transport
components providing transport related functionalities, such as: localization,
positioning and transportation.

• The Product Agent (PA) is the logic abstraction of a product. The PA pos-
sesses its own production process and it is responsible for orchestrating its
production. The PA is a special instance of a CLA that only orchestrates the
execution of a sequence of processes (composite skill).

• The Yellow Page Agent (YPA) is an auxiliary agent where the remaining
agents in the system can publish their functionalities in the platform. It
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provides information about the MA’s and the platform, to any agent that is
registered as a subscriber of the YPA services.

• The Deployment Agent (DA) is another auxiliary agent that upon reception
of a serialized description of a CLA or a RA, rebuilds the agent, and deploys
it in the controller where the DA agent is running. The DA is the agent that
is bootstrapped on the equipment controllers in use by the system.

3.4.2 Self-organisation on evolvable production systems
A very important aspect for the seamless operation of the IADE platform is self-
organisation. In IADE, the self-organising mechanism is supported by negotiation
protocols, which assist in the dynamic coordination of coalitions. This mecha-
nism not only enables the system to theoretically abstract infinite complexity levels
(depending on the desired system granularity), as well as it ensures the robust be-
haviour of the system. IADE for this purposed, as mentioned in Section 2.4 relies
on a dynamic hierarchical structure. The set of necessary agents, that compose the
coalition which ensures the correct execution of the skill, is established in runtime
upon request for the skill execution. After the skill execution, the coalition is dis-
solved and the participating agents are free to integrate new or similar coalitions
when necessary. Although from a theoretical perspective all agents can interact and
participate in any coalition within the platform, in reality there is a set of physical
constraints that impose limitations, that needs to be addressed independently for
every system. In this context, when a failure occurs, the CLA is responsible to find
a valid replacement, making sure that it is compliant with any physical constraints,
and still ensure the skill execution within the expected time-frame. Following this
approach the system presents a robust behaviour, which fosters the emergence of
global coherent state.

The design of EPS towards the exploitation of complexity concepts, especially
self-organization and emergence results in some unique characteristics [278]:

• ”Seamless re-utilization of modules - opening up new business opportunities
whereby an expensive module can be rented for the temporary execution of a
specific task.”

• ”Automation of low production volumes - the possibility of seamlessly and tem-
porarily integrating modules enables the automation of low volume production
avoiding a considerable investment in equipment and space.”

• ”Robustness and Fault Tolerance - the decoupled nature of the modules and
the distributed nature of the control mechanisms can, if properly explored, ren-
der fault tolerance and robustness natural self-organizing processes resulting
directly from the module interactions.”

• ”Virtually unlimited scalability and granularity - the distributed nature of the
system in association with the agent-based approach (which ensures robust and
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generic interaction) allows the system to grow as required without scalability
limitations. Components with distinct granularity levels can be integrated.”

• ”Elimination of (re)programming - one of the purposes of devising generic in-
teraction patterns is to promote plug-ability and allow deploying the system in
a reconfiguration logic where each module is adapted (without reprogramming)
to its new operational environment.”

• ”Reduced design complexity at module level - the fact that higher order func-
tionalities derive from progressively composing modules and groups of modules
allows keeping the basic design more simple and granular.”

As stressed before, EPS systems tend to not present an optimized performance,
due to the self-organisation mechanism which is recurrently entering in negotiation
processes, in order to establish the dynamic hierarchies necessary to ensure the
seamless operation of the system.

The present work was developed under the umbrella of EPS paradigm and
tries to build upon the EPS intrinsic bio-inspired nature in an attempt instantiate
shopfloor that fully support the ERCs.



Chapter 4

Reference architecture

In this chapter, the BIOSOARM architecture is introduced. For this purpose, some
analogies between collective biological systems and the architectural components are
presented, in order to link the design choices with its source of inspiration. Then,
the main architectural constructs, interactions and properties are carefully detailed.

Bio-Inspired Self-Organising Architecture for Cyber-Physical Manufacturing Sys-
tems (BIOSOARM) attempts to adhere to the ERCs, by proposing an heterarchical
control design that strictly follows the physical, organisational and behavioural pat-
terns, presented by collective biological systems in their natural habitat. Despite the
limitations of the heterarchical designs, to achieve a fully optimized performance,
they provide the necessary organisational freedom, so that all the instantiated ar-
chitectural components, resources and products alike, contribute and cooperate,
towards a robust and adaptive self-organising/optimising behaviour, that fosters
the emergence of production patterns, in the face of highly dynamic environments.
Furthermore, the proposed architecture is highly focused on the instant and seam-
less plug-ability of components, that facilitate the deployment and reconfiguration
of the instantiated systems and support their evolution throughout their life cycles.

4.1 Architectural analogies with collective biological
systems

Collective biological systems perform many different self-organising behaviours,
that in a more or less optimal ways, explore the limited capabilities of the indi-
viduals, to achieve highly complex behaviours. From a generic perspective, these
behaviours are the result of the attraction of some entities towards either other
entities, specific locations, pheromones, objects, etc. Figure 4.1 shows a few bio-
inspired behaviours, that can be abstracted by this principle. For instance, in the
first case, the mating ritual of some species (e.g. birds) is considered. During these
rituals, male entities, perform specific behaviours to attract female entities. If the
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male succeeds to attract the female, eventually they mate and produce offspring.
In the second case, a food search behaviour of ants is considered instead. Hence,
after finding a food source, ants start deploying pheromones on the way back to
the nest. When other ants detect the pheromone trail, they are attracted towards
it and start deploying pheromones themselves. Concentrations of pheromones will
then increase faster in the shortest path. Consequently, this will eventually lead to
the elimination of the longer routes. Other two bio-inspired mechanisms, among
others, such as flocking and schooling, respectively, can also be described by at-
traction forces. However, in this case, once the swarms are formed, the different
entities constantly adjust their distance to the nearest neighbour, in order to not
to bump on each other.
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Figure 4.1: Analogies to BIOSOARM architecture.

Following a similar analogy, in a production context different resources may at-
tract different parts, which after the execution of a certain process may result in
the generation of a new part(s) (Figure 4.2). This process may be then repeated,
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over and over (considering that different resources provide different processes), until
a resulting final product emerges. Notwithstanding, as opposed to the biological
entities, parts usually do not have the ability to move. In this sense, from a BIO-
SOARM architectural perspective, as depicted in Figure 4.2, the male entity is
abstracted by the part together with the transport entity.
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Figure 4.2: Analogies to BIOSOARM architecture.

Moreover, the different analogies presented above also intend to show that the
architecture is self-organising mechanism agnostic. In other words, as long as the
self-organising approach is based on or similar to collective bio-inspired behaviours,
it should be supported and possible to be instantiated by the BIOSOARM archi-
tecture.

4.2 Architectural components

The different constructs, particularly the Part (PT), the two superclasses Resource
(RS) and Transport System (TP) are detailed below.

Resource - The Resource is the architectural component that abstracts all the
potential cyber-physical entities, with a processing role in the system. It attracts
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PTs and executes specific production processes, defined through templates (de-
scribed below). A RS also encapsulates the common features and information of
its specialized classes (detailed in Section 6). It directly interfaces with the equip-
ment hardware, through a Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) that harmonizes
the equipments functionality with the networked cyber level, enabling its execution
upon demand. A RS is also a buffer (size may vary), as it may need to store differ-
ent PTs to process at a later stage. A specific resource can be defined as RSr with
r ∈ [1, no. of resources].

The heterogeneous nature of the shopfloor components implies that some shopfloor
components may have specific features. Hence, as shown in Figure 4.2, the RS is
further specialized into Source (RSo), Station (RSt) and Sink (RSi).

• The Source, abstracts the resources that operate as entry points of PTs in
the system. Their activities are therefore limited to the introduction of PTs
in the shopfloor.

• The Station, instead, abstracts any shopfloor module that provides the exe-
cution of both value adding and non-value adding processes.

• Finally, the Sink abstracts any resource that represents an exit point of the
shopfloor. As opposed to the RSo their activities are limited to the removal
of products (PTs) from the shopfloor.

Part - The Part abstracts any component in the shopfloor to be processed. For
example, a product is typically the result of the process or aggregation of different
parts, which can in turn be a resulting product of other branches or production
lines. In this sense, each part (PTp with p ∈ [1, no. of parts]) in the shopfloor,
from the raw materials to the final product, is represented as a PT of different
types (type(PTp)), depending on its characteristics. Furthermore, a PT may also
abstract any wasting material resulting from the processing of other parts.
Transport - The Transport is responsible for moving the PTs through the shopfloor.
TP is also a superclass, it encapsulates the common features and information of the
specialized transport classes. Hence, considering the completely different nature of
the transport systems in industrial shopfloors, TP may be further divided into the
specialized class AGV (TAGV) or into another superclass Conveyor System entity
(TCS), as shown in Figure 4.2. A specific transport entity can be defined as TPt
with t ∈ [1, no. of transport entities].

• TAGV - The AGV abstracts automated guided vehicles. Each AGV needs
to be able to locate itself, calculate its own route, and have the ability to
avoid obstacles such as other AGVs, etc..

• TCS - Conveyor systems, instead, are restricted to fixed paths. In this con-
text, the TCS abstracts all the generic variables and functions common to
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the management of a conveyor-based system. The TCS may be further di-
vided into the following specialized classes (Figure 4.2): Conveyor (TCo),
Gate (TGa) or Carrier (TCa).

– The Conveyor abstracts all the point to point sections of the conveyor
system. It is unidirectional and has its own speed and length.

– The Gate abstracts all the n to 1, 1 to n and n to n routing sections
of the conveyor system. Similarly to the conveyor, each gate may have
different speeds and lengths.

– Finally the Carrier abstracts the carriers that carry and hold the different
PTs. The carriers are routed by the gates to the different conveyors in
order to go from their origin point to its target final destination.

Templates - The concept of template was introduced in analogy to swarm-based
communication patterns. Collective systems perform different swarm behaviours
for different and particular situations. Similarly in a shopfloor, different PT flows
are necessary to produce different products. In this sense, a template (Ti with
i ∈ [1, no. of templates]) represents the main construct that supports and regulates
the interactions between the RSs and the PTs, in order to promote the emergence
of a coherent and robust self-organising behaviour and consequent PT flows.

Template 

Required 
parts 

 
PTreq1 
… 

PTreqn
 

Resulting 
Parts 

 
PTres1 
… 

PTresn 
 

Skill 

Figure 4.3: Main constituents of a template.

Each particular resource therefore holds a set of templates (templates(RSr))).
As Figure 4.3 shows, a template is composed by the required PTs, a skill and
the resulting PTs. A set of required PT type(s) for Ti is therefore defined as
req(Ti). The skill’s template is instead defined as skill(Ti), and it is instantiated
and executed once all the req(Ti) are available. Its execution then results in the
production of a set of new resulting PT(s) of certain type (res(Ti)). The skill
is based on EPS’s concept of skill, introduced in the Section 3.3. However, for
the purpose of this work, skill aggregation is not considered. Instead, each cyber-
physical component is consider to be specifically specialized for its function and for
this reason any aggregation is established at a lower level of granularity. Hence, at
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the component level, only the concept of skill is considered as the main executional
construct, independently of its complexity.

4.3 Interaction patterns

Swarming is the resulting behaviour of interaction patterns between numerous en-
tities, that strive to reach a common goal. As previously mentioned, such goals
may vary in nature, but ultimately they abstract an attractor that influences the
behaviour of the system.

As in swarm-like biological systems, the value of the BIOSOARM architecture is
not in the isolated individuals, but rather in their interaction patterns and resulting
system’s wide response.

4.3.1 Resource-part interactions (Attraction)
As depicted in Figure 4.2, the RSs are, therefore, the "attractors" that influence the
behaviour of the system, by offering the execution of production processes. This
is reflected in variations of the production flows, by making themselves more or
less attractive towards their specific required PTs. For this purpose, each RS has a
certain attraction radius (defined by the system integrator) and an attraction value
that translates the attractiveness (β) of the RS for a specific PT type (each PT
type as a different value βtype(PTp)). Furthermore, the PTs detect the attraction
fields, when inside the attraction radius, which then use to decide towards which
RSs are they attracted to (typically towards the most attractive). In this way, RSs
and PTs are loosely coupled and only interact indirectly with each other.

Different approaches and algorithms can be coupled and used to calculate β.

4.3.2 Part-transport interactions
As soon as a PT is attracted towards the attraction field of a certain RS, it request
the TP, which is carrying it, to move towards that specific target RS. Once the
target is reached, the TP confirms their arrival by sending a move confirmation to
the PT.

The PTs are, therefore, completely decoupled from the transportation system.
The transportation system is managed by the TP entities, that simply provide
transportation services to the PTs. More details regarding the transport systems
are presented below.

4.4 Transport system

TAGVs provide a natural solution to attain swarm-like transport behaviours, since
they have the freedom to move in any direction. In such case, upon reception of
the specific target, the TAGV follows the specific attraction field of the target,
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towards which the PT is being attracted, simply by avoiding possible obstacles
until it reaches its target.

Considering the fact that in preliminary versions of the BIOSOARM architec-
ture [291], [292] a simplified AGV-based transport solution was successfully tested,
the authors decided to focus, in the this work, on conveyor-based transport sys-
tems. Not only they are the most challenging, within this context, as well as they
are probably the most common automated transportation mechanism in current
shopfloors.

In this sense, a solution based on the same attraction principles was developed to
self-organise and manage a conveyor based transport system. One important thing
to point out, is the fact that for transportation purposes, any RSt is considered
to be a normal conveyor with relatively small length, capable to hold only a single
carrier.

For the implementation of the proposed transport management mechanism, it
is assumed that each of the TCSs and RSs have a specific pivotal point (PvP ()),
defined by the system integrator, which does not necessarily need to be central. It
serves as reference for the propagation of the transport attractiveness.

With this in mind, when a TCS or a RS (except the RSos) is deployed, it starts
by checking with the upstream neighbour (it can be either a RS or TCS), with which
RSs is it connected. If the deployed TCS or a RS is also within the attraction radius
of the RSs, to which its upstream neighbour is connected, having as reference its
PvP (), then the deployed TCS or RS assumes the connection to those RSs. That
information is then further propagated to its downstream neighbours. This back-
propagation mechanism stops when the entering points of the conveyor system are
reached.

An example is depicted in Figure 4.4. In this case, the deployment of the TGa
is considered. Hence, the TGa starts by asking to its exit TCos to which RSts
are they connected. In this particular case, one is connected to RSt2 and the
other to RSt3. Since TGa is also inside the attraction radius of RSt2 and RSt3,
then TGa assumes the connection to both RSt2 and RSt3. These connections are
then back-propagated to RSt1, which will go through a similar process. Since the
exit TCo connected to RSt1 is connected to RSt2 and RSt3, and RSt1 is also
inside the attraction radius of these station, then RSt1 also assumes a connection
to both RSt2 and RSt3. As RSt1 updates its connections, once again the back
propagation mechanism takes place and RSo1 initiates the same process. However
in this case, since RSo1 is only inside the attraction radius of RSt1, it only assumes
its connection with RSt1. As RSo1 its the entrance point in this example, the
back-propagation mechanism stops there.

Finally, when a PTp is deployed and it is attracted to a RSr, the PTp requests
the TCat, which is carrying it, to move. The TCat, then further interacts with
the TCot or TGat in which it is located, in order to move towards the acquired
target. Particularly if it is a TCo, the carrier is simply transported to the end of
the conveyor, while if it is a TGa, the carrier is instead routed to the specific exit
which leads to the target.
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Figure 4.4: Transport propagation.

Hybrid solutions that consider both AGVs or TCSs may be supported.

4.5 Pull production

BIOSOARM follows a pull production philosophy. This means that downstream
stations pull products from previous stations, as needed. Then, the stations operate
to replenish outgoing products [293].

In order to trigger the BIOSOARM’s pull production mechanism, the concept
of order (Oo with o ∈ [1, no. of orders]) was introduced. An order translates
the request of a customer, in terms of the required type of products and product
specificities, quantity and due date.

In this sense, considering the example in Figure 4.5, an order is submitted to
produce a total number of 100 Cars (type 4), as described in O1. Upon submission
of the order (case A), RSi1 activates its template that has, as required PT, the
PT type that matches the requested product (in this case 4). Once the template
is activated, automatically the attraction area of that required PT type is also
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activated (case B). The activation of RSi1’s attraction area for product type 4 then
triggers the activation of the other upstream attraction areas, of RSs that have as
resulting PT the PT type 4. In this case, RSt3 has the PT type 4 as resulting
PT of a template that requires PT type 3. Then, RSt3 starts attracting PTs of
type 3 (case C). Finally, the activation of the attraction area for PT type 2 in
RSt2 triggers the release of PTs by the RSo1. Once the required attracted PTs
arrive to the respective RSs, the template’s skills are instantiated parameter-wise,
according to those PTs, and then executed. As result of the skill execution, new
PTs are introduced into the shopfloor. This cycle continues until eventually the PT
type is equal to the product, in this case until PT type 4 is produced by RSt3. As
soon as all the desired products are produced and absorbed by the RSis, a similar
propagation mechanism takes place, but in this case to deactivate the templates
and consequently the respective attraction areas.
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Figure 4.5: Pull production mechanism.

Since the production of one RS, depends on the attraction of the next (without
attraction the parts do not arrive and therefore the RSs are not able to produce),
the system inherently assumes a self-organising pulling behaviour. A PT is only
produced, if there is a downstream RS that needs it.
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4.6 Plug&Produce

In swarm-like biological systems each individual is relatively disposable, as long as
a critical number, enough to hold the whole, is maintained. Because of the loosely
coupled nature of the interactions, the addition and removal of elements should
have limited or no affect on the system, as long as there are the necessary numbers
that ensure its correct behaviour or performance.

In plug-oriented state-of-the-art architectures, the process of plugging-in a mod-
ule typically entails the need to implement the particular process(es), at the module
level (HAL), design and implement new workflows, that include the newly plugged
process(es), and, in some particular cases, the implementation of higher level pro-
cesses that include the already plugged process(es). Although it is a fairly simple
procedure, when compared to changes in traditional automation solutions, it is still
rather laborious, depending on the complexity of the system and more importantly
of the product.

In BIOSOARM however, the different entities are autonomous, self-contained
and loosely linked to each other. Moreover BIOSOARM introduces a different
self-organising production pattern, where there is no need for strict control over a
pre-defined sequence of processes. In other words, there is no notion of workflow.
In this sense, the plugging procedure is basically reduced to the definition of the
attraction radius and creation of template files, that relate the particular PT(s)
that a RS should process, with the skill itself and the expected resulting PT(s).
Off course, there is also the need to develop the HALs. However, due to its cyber-
physical nature, it is assumed that the implementation of the HAL is done by the
module provider. Once these are ready, the RS can then be plugged. The plug-
in of a new RS simply affects other RSs in the computation of β as it will be
demonstrated in Section 5.

Furthermore, the plug-ability is also extended to the transport system being it
AGV or conveyor based. In the case of the AGVs, a new AGV is possibly simply an
extra element on the shopfloor to take into consideration while navigating through
it. For a conveyor system instead, once a CS is plugged the back-propagation
mechanism is triggered and all the conveyor system self-organises itself, in order to
support new routes to the target locations.

As opposed to the unplug of a module, which requires the execution of a certain
procedure, critical failures might result in the instant inoperability of a component.
Because of the loosely coupled nature of BIOSOARM’s interactions, the addition
or removal of components should also not affect the system ,as long as there is the
necessary redundancy at the shopfloor level. Hence, both the unplug or a critical
failure of a module are simply translated in one less point of attraction, less routes
or less transport vehicles. The system maintains its normal behaviour, possibly
with some changes in the parts flow. The equipment can then be repaired and
re-plugged at a later stage.

Such ability, facilitates the constant change and re-adjustment of the system in
the short term, as well as it promotes the evolution of the system (in its weakest
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sense) in the long-term, extending the shopfloor’s life cycle.

4.7 Deployment methodology

As stressed before, the attraction of PTs by the RSs, according to the active tem-
plates, creates flows of PTs throughout the shopfloor. In this sense, and despite
the fact that all RSs are completely decoupled, these dynamic flows promote the
emergence of a network perspective of the shopfloor.
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Figure 4.6: Set of attraction areas that foster the emergence of the desired produc-
tion flow.

Hence, and considering the pull production principles, it is important that the
deployment of the shofloor respects the flows that can be extrapolated from the
templates, by linking the required parts of an downstream RS with the resulting
parts of an upstream RSs. Therefore, if the attraction radius is precisely defined and
the RSs are methodically deployed, so that the attractiveness areas encompasses the
adjacent RSs respecting the PT flows, then the performance of the system should be
"optimal" (considering BIOSOARM and the instantiated system), as demonstrated
in [292]. For example, as Figure 4.6 shows, RSi1 attracts both part 4 and 6 from
RSt3. In this sense, RSi1 attraction radius encompasses RSt3, so that its resulting
PTs are attracted by RSi1, as soon as they are deployed. On the other hand, RSt3
attracts parts types (5 and 3) from two different stations (RSt1 and RSt2). Hence,
its attraction radius encompasses both RSt1 and RSt2. Finally, both RSt1 and RSt2
attract PTs from RSo1, and consequently RSo1 is deployed inside their attraction
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areas. This consequently leads to the emergence of two different product flows, one
for type 4 products (RSo1 -> RSt1 -> RSt3 -> RSi1) and one for type 6 products
(RSo1 -> RSt2 -> RSt3 -> RSi1).



Chapter 5

Bio-inspired self-organising
production control

The present chapter presents BIOSOARM’s bio-inspired self-organising production
control, supported by a known model of the fireflies in the wild. The mathematical
definition of the attractiveness is therefore provided, along with some examples of
BIOSOARM’s self-organising behaviour.

For the purpose of this work, the authors used the Firefly Algorithm (FA) as
the base for the bio-inspired self-organising control mechanism. FA is an algorithm
based on the flashing characteristics of fireflies. It proposes an optimization at-
traction mechanism that can be both local (foggy weather) or global (clear sky),
depending on the visibility of the fireflies considering the environment. In this
sense, FA can present completely different behaviours that range from a standard
PSO, when the sky is clear (all fireflies have a global view of the system), or a ran-
dom walk, when the sky is extremely foggy (fireflies visibility range is minimum).
This is a useful characteristic for tackling complex systems where the partitioning
of the shopfloor into zones could be an important factor. It is also one of the major
reasons to select FA over other swarm-like approaches.

Fireflies in the natural world emit ’cold light’. It is emitted in short and rhythmic
flashes, creating particular patterns associated to specific species. It is mostly used
to attract mates, during which the rate of flashes and their duration defines the
signal pattern to which females respond to.

The FA [211,212], is a population-based iterative procedure with numerous fire-
flies (agents) concurrently solving a considered problem. The communication is
performed via ’bio-luminescent signals’ that efficiently guide the individual fire-
flies through the search space [214]. The flashing characteristics of the FA can be
summarized by the following three basic rules:

• All fireflies are unisex, so that one firefly is attracted to other fireflies regard-
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less of the gender.

• Attractiveness is proportional to their brightness, therefore of two flashing
fireflies the less brighter one is always attracted towards the brighter one.
The attractiveness is proportional to the brightness and both decrease with
the distance. If there is no brighter one than a particular firefly will move
randomly.

• The brightness is affected by the landscape of the objective function to be
optimized.

There are, however, some conceptual differences from the FA to the proposed
application in BIOSOARM. The first and probably most noticeable is the fact that
fireflies are not unisex. Instead, as in nature, male fireflies are attracted towards
female fireflies. Analogously, as depicted in Figure 5.1, the PTs (male fireflies)
are attracted towards the RSs (female fireflies). The light patterns that in nature
regulate the attraction of different species, are in BIOSOARM abstracted by the
templates that regulate the attraction of the right PTs to the right RSs. The female
fireflies then together with the male fireflies, produce new offspring, which in this
case are new PTs introduced into the shopfloor. Furthermore, since fireflies are able
to move, which is not necessarily true for a PT, as mentioned before, the moving
capability of a male firefly is undertaken by the TPs. A male firefly is therefore
abstracted by a PT together with a TP.
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Figure 5.1: Analogy between fireflies domain and BIOSOARM architecture.
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5.1 Attractiveness

Attractiveness β is usually dependent on the distance towards the attractor. In this
sense, the strength with which something is attracted, is not only dependent upon
the attractor but also on the distance to it. From a production perspective however,
this makes the system considerably dependent on its layout, which in many cases is
constrained due to the physical properties of the shopfloor or even of the transport
system. Hence, within the scope of this work, β is considered constant, inside an
attraction area βRSr of a certain specific maximum radius (maxRadius(βRSr)),
around RSr.

Additionally, in nature, different firefly species are attracted towards different
light patterns. Similarly, in the present work, specific PTs shall be attracted to-
wards specific RSs. Hence, each RSr has as many independent attraction areas
(βtype(PTp)RSr) as different required PTs types in the set of templates. In that
case, if a PTp is inside an attraction area with the same type as that specific PTp
(βtype(PTp)RSr), the PTp is attracted towards RSr.

It is, however, important to highlight that, due to their specific functional prop-
erties, different expressions of the attractiveness are considered for the RSts and
RSis (RSos don’t attract PTs). While for the RSts the attractiveness is mainly in-
fluenced by the RSts ability to receive more PTs and by how much attraction force
their resulting PTs are attracted by other RSs, for a RSi the attractiveness is only
dependent on how the system is performing against the production requirements
imposed by the submitted orders. In this sense, the attractiveness expressions for
both RSts and RSis take into consideration a number of different variables, as
described below.

5.1.1 RSt Attractiveness
The RSt’s attractiveness function for a specific PTp of type(PTp), for the purpose
of this work, is therefore the result of three different factors:

βtype(PTp)RStr = ABRatio×APenalty ×APPenalty (5.1)

with

stoIncP =
stoIncP (type(PTp)) = stoP (type(PTp), RStr) + incP (type(PTp), RStr)

(5.2)

.

5.1.1.1 ABRatio

The ABRation (Eq. 5.3), represents the ratio between the maximum attractiveness
(maxAtt), the maximum buffer size (maxBSize), and the number of incoming
and stored PTs of type(PTp) (stoIncP ). It is the main factor in the computation
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of the attractiveness. In essence, as the number of stored and incoming PTs of
type(PTp) increases, the attractiveness decreases. In Figure 5.2, an example of the
ABRatio function is presented. In this case, maxAtt(βtype(PTp)RStr) = 10 and
maxBSize(type(PTp), RStr) = 5. As it is possible to observe, the attractiveness
decreases linearly. The more the number stored and incoming PTs is, the lower
βtype(PTp)RStr will be.

ABRatio = maxAtt(βtype(PTp),RStr)−
maxAtt(βtype(PTp), RStr)× stoIncP

maxBSize(type(PTp), RStr)
(5.3)
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Figure 5.2: Graph of the ABRatio in function of stoIncP .
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The ABRatio value will then be affected by the APenalty and APPenalty
factors.

5.1.1.2 APenalty

The APenalty (Eq. 5.4) expresses the penalty factor that the attractiveness exerted
by other RSts (attF ()) has on the attractiveness of PTp of type(PTp), considering
the number of incoming and stored PTs of that same type. The attF (type(PTp), RStr),
therefore, represents the maximum value of attractiveness that a resulting PT of
any type (for the active templates of RStr), that has as required PT, a PT of
type(PTp), is being subjected to by downstream RSts or RSis. In other words,
given two RSts (RSt1 and RSt2) and considering that RSt2 attracts a PT of type
P1 that is produced by RSt1, then the less P1 is attracted, the less should RSt1
attract the required PTs to produce P1.

APenalty =

 1
1 + 1− attF (type(PTp),RStr)

maxAtt(βtype(P Tp),RStr)

stoIncP

(5.4)

Figure 5.3 shows the APenalty function, for values of attF (type(PTp), RStr) =
{10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1} in function of stoIncP and consideringmaxAtt(βtype(PTp), RStr) =
10. As it is possible to see, for a value of attF (type(PTp), RStr) = 10 the penalty
factor is APenalty = 1, independently of stoIncP . This means that, if a PTp is at-
tracted by other RSts or RSis, with the maximum attraction force, then the penalty
factor does not affect the ABRatio. As the attF (type(PTp), RStr) decreases, the
steepness of the curve of APenalty increases. Hence, considering that APenalty is
going to multiply with the ABRatio, the less the attraction force is and the higher
the number of stored and incoming PTs becomes, the lower βtype(PTp)RStr will be.
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Figure 5.3: Graphs of the APenalty function.
Graphs of the APenalty function for values of

attF (type(PTp), RStr) = {10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1} in function of stoIncP ,
considering maxAtt(βtype(PTp), RStr) = 10.
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5.1.1.3 APPenalty

APPenalty (Eq. 5.5) represents the penalty factor that translates the difference
in number between the stored PTs of type(PTp) and the total number of times it
is possible to execute the RSt’s template(s), that have as required PT, the PTp
of type(PTp) (nTET (type(PTp), RStr)), considering the number of incoming and
stored PTs of that same type. This means that the smaller the number of PTs that
can be produced is, of any type that requires a PT of type(PTp), the less that same
type(PTp) should be attracted.

APPenalty =

 1

1 +
stoP (type(P Tp),RStr)×100

maxBSize(type(P Tp),RStr)−
nT ET (type(P Tp),RStr)×100
maxBSize(type(P Tp),RStr)

100


stoIncP

(5.5)

In Figure 5.4, the APPenalty function is presented for different values of nTET (type(PTp), RStr),
from 5 to 1, in function of stoIncP and considering stoP (type(PTp), RStr) = 5 and
maxBSize(type(PTp), RStr) = 5. As it is depicted, if it is possible to execute 5
times the template(s) that have as required PT the type(PTp) (maxBSize(type(PTp), RStr) =
5), then the APPenalty = 1 independently of stoIncP . This implies that, if the
resource is able to use all the stored PTs of type(PTp), then the βtype(PTp)RStr is
not affected by the APPenalty. On the other hand as nTET (type(PTp), RStr) de-
creases, the steepness of the curve of APPenalty increases. Hence, considering that
APPenalty also multiplies with the ABRatio, the less the value of nTET (type(PTp), RStr)
is and the higher the number of stored and incoming PTs becomes, the lower
βtype(PTp)RStr will be.
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Figure 5.4: Graphs of the APPenalty function.
Graphs of the APPenalty function for values of

nTET (type(PTp), RStr) = {5, 4, 3, 2, 1} in function of stoIncP , considering
stoP (type(PTp), RStr) = 5 and maxBSize(type(PTp), RStr) = 5.

5.1.2 RSi Attractiveness
The RSi’s attractiveness for a specific PTp of type(PTp) is defined by the following
piecewise function:
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βtype(PTp)RSii =


0, case 1
lowestSlactT ime×maxAtt(βtype(P Tp),RSir)

slackT ime(type(PTp)) , case 2
maxAtt(βtype(PTp), RSir), case 3

(5.6)

case 1 = if all PTs of type(PTp) have been produced,
case 2 = if slackT ime(type(PTp)) > 1,
case 3 = if slackT ime(type(PTp)) <= 1.

with

slackT ime(type(PTp), Oo) = oDealine(Oo)− pT ime(type(PTp), Oo) (5.7)

in which oDealine(Oo) is the deadline of the order Oo, and pT ime(type(PTp), Oo)
is the time to produce all the remaining PTs of type(PTp) of Oo. The slack time is,
therefore, for the purpose of this work, the temporal difference between the deadline
and the production time of the order’s remaining PTs of type(PTp).

In short, for the first case, if all the PTs of type(PTp) have been produced, the
attractiveness value is 0. For the second case, if the time that will take to produce
all the remaining PTs of type(PTp), is smaller then the order’s time to the deadline,
by at least one time unit (slackT ime(type(PTp)) > 1), then the attractiveness is
given by the ratio of the lowest stack time of all the different types in all the orders
of RSii, to the slack time of type(PTp), times the maximum attractiveness value.
This means that the PT type with the lowest slack time, will be attracted with the
highest attractiveness value. For the other PT types, as the slack time increases the
attractiveness decreases. Lastly, if the deadline to produce all PTs of type(PTp) has
not been met, then the attractiveness for that type(PTp) is equal to its maximum
value (maxAtt(βtype(PTp), RSir)).

5.2 Self-organising behaviour

Based on the attractiveness functions presented in the previous sections, the dif-
ferent PTs are attracted to the specific RSs. In this sense, considering Figure 5.5
[a], once a PT is deployed in the shopfloor it starts by checking its surroundings,
to see if it is attracted towards any RS. In this case, the PT type 2 is attracted by
both RSt2 and RSt3. Since the attraction of RSt2 is the strongest, the part moves
towards it. Once the PT arrives and the template is triggered, the skill is executed
and the new resulting PT, in this case PT type 3, is deployed on the shopfloor
(Figure 5.5 [b]). This process repeats itself, until a PT that is attracted by the
RSis (product) is produced.

If more than one RS is attracting the PT, with the same force, the PT is drawn
towards the closest one. Instead, if a PT is deployed in the shopfloor and it is
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Figure 5.5: Self-organising behaviour: [a] PT attracted by two RSts; [b] PT moves
towards and is processed by the most attracting RSt.

not attracted by any RS (due to critical failure or unplug of the RS), then the
PT shall start moving randomly, as fireflies in nature do. In a conveyors based
transport system this, however, would require a conveyor loop through which the
PT could circulate. This ’random walk’ is performed during a certain period,
within which, if an attractive RS is not found, the PT will remove itself from the
shopfloor. Instead, if an attracting RS is found, then the PT moves towards it to
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be further processed. The ’random walk’, as demonstrated in previous iterations of
this work [291], ensures the fulfilment of the orders, independently of the shopfloor
layout, as long as the necessary RSs are eventually plugged. It may not meet the
required deadlines, and for that reason the deployed methodology mentioned in
Section 4.6 should be followed, but it will nevertheless ensure the convergence of
the system.

This brings us to the fact that self-organisation, only makes sense in the presence
of redundancy. With no redundancy, traditional highly optimize systems are rather
more efficient and therefore more profitable to adopt.





Chapter 6

Implementation

In this chapter, the implementation of the BIOSOARM architecture is carefully
described. Furthermore, the experimental set-ups implemented and used to extract
sufficient synthetic data to enable the assessment and validation of the behaviour
of the proposed architecture, are carefully described and presented.

As detailed before, the BIOSOARM architecture has been described in a plat-
form agnostic way. Nevertheless its implementation, as depicted in Figure 6.1,
requires a a minimal level of technical requirements such as: an object-oriented
programming language and a networked environment, which supports the virtual
representation, extension and interaction of the cyber-physical components.

For the purpose of this work, the present BIOSOARM architecture was devel-
oped in JAVA using the Java Agent DEvelopment Framework (JADE) [294] plat-
form. JADE is an agent framework, which supports and implements all the main
multi-agent functionalities. It provides a basic construct, ’agent’, over which the
desired capabilities can be designed in a behaviour oriented fashion. A behaviour
in a JADE agent, is a composition of functions and procedures executed in re-
sponse to either internal (timing, state change, initialization procedure) or external
(agent-to-agent communication, environmental changes) events. In this sense the
attractiveness mechanism, as well as all the other interactions, are abstracted and
supported through direct interaction message patterns (based on FIPA ACLMes-
sage Performative REQUEST, INFORM, ACCEPT and REJECT messages), which
explore JADE’s asynchronous message paradigm, over the Java Remote Method In-
vocation (JRMI). For implementation purposes, two of the main JADE behaviours
were used, the normal behaviour and the one shot behaviour. The main properties
of each of these behaviours, is that, for the first case, it executes its procedure over
and over until a certain condition is verified, while the later case only executes once.

It is important to highlight that, as mentioned previously, since the use of
AGV-based transport approach has been successfully tested during the initial de-
velopment of BIOSOARM, in the recent developments the focus was more towards
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Resource
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-unplug : boolean;
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Attracts / is attracted by 

Transports /
Is transported by

Figure 6.1: Class diagram of BIOSOARM’s main architectural constructs.

conveyor-based systems, which pose a bigger challenge to implement such approach,
due to the physical properties of these systems. In this sense, apart from the class
diagram provided in Figure 6.50, the implementation of the TAGV is not further
detailed. The implementation of the remaining BIOSOARM’s main architectural
constructs is detailed below.

6.1 Architectural Implementation and data model

6.1.1 BIOSOARM Entity

The BIOE class, depicted in black in Figure 6.1, is an abstraction for all the poten-
tial entities in the system. In this sense, it encapsulates the common parameters
to all the specialized classes. Its parameters are described as follows:

-name : String - a name that logically identifies the abstracted entity.
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-serialNumber : String - a unique identifier for the different entities, in the
form of a serial number.

-type : String - a type that identifies the implementation class.
-location : Position - the position object provides the x, y, z coordinates and

zone, to keep track of the location of the different individuals.
-emulation : boolean - a parameter that flags if the entity is running in

emulation mode or not.
-efe : EmulatorFrontEnd - an emulator front end that mediates the access to

the emulator, so that each entity can remove itself from the emulated environment
during the unplug procedure.

6.1.1.1 Resource

The Resource class, presented in Figure 6.1, implements the common functionalities
necessary for the abstraction of any resource in the shopfloor. Hence, it encapsulates
the common parameters to all the further specialized classes, as shown in Figure
6.2. Its parameters are described as follows:

-resourceRadius : double - the maximum value of the radius that any of the
RS’s attraction areas may assume.

-maxAttractiveness : double - the maximum value that the attractiveness
of the RS towards a PT type may assume.

-unplug : boolean - indicates if the RS is about to go or is going through the
unplugging procedure.

-processing : boolean - indicates if the RS is momentarily processing any
PTs.

-sensorScanList : List<Pair<String, boolean> > - a list that pairs the
different RS sensors and their correspondent state (true if the sensor is 1 and false
if it is 0).

-hardwareLayer : HardwareAbstractionLayer - it is the abstraction layer
that mediates the execution of a skill with the low level. This class is specific to
each RS, since it provides both the functions that enables the execution of the RS
skills, as well as the monitoring of the RS sensors. In short, it enables the logical
entity to control its physical counterpart.

-neighbourhoodManagement : Behaviour - it is the behaviour that man-
ages a set of sub-behaviours and methods, responsible to handle all the neighbour-
hood related activities and information. The neighbourhood management behavi-
our, aims to keep track of all the other RSs, to which a RS is physically connected
(through the transport system) and that fall inside the RS attraction area. This is
an implementation approach that supports the pull production mechanism, which
relies on the propagation of the attractiveness to other RSs. In this way, it is possi-
ble to restrict the attractiveness propagation of each RS to its neighbours, instead
of the whole system. Furthermore, the attractiveness of neighbour RSs is also used
to calculate Eq. 5.1, as presented in Section 5.1.1.
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Figure 6.2: Class diagram of the Resource Class and respective specializations.
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This behaviour is launched when the RS is deployed and terminated only when
the RS is disconnected from the system.

The main parameters and sub-behaviour of the neighbourhood management
behaviour are the following:

• -neighbours : Map<String, ResourceInfo> - an object that maps the
serial number of all the neighbour RSs, with their information (ResourceInfo).
The ResourceInfo object, encapsulates specific information of the RSs, such
as name, serial number, attraction radius, maximum attractiveness value and
a map of the PT type, of the active attractiveness areas, with their specific
attractiveness value and radius.

• -establishNeighbourhood : Behaviour - It is the sub-behaviour respon-
sible for establishing neighbourhood relations. For this purpose, the sender
RS gets the information of all the RSs in the platform (hold in a directory
facilitator), and checks if the necessary conditions are verified. If that is the
case, it assumes a neighbour relation with the RS. Then, it sends a neigh-
bourhood message to all the RSs that the sender RS assumed as neighbours.
This sub-behaviour is a one shot behaviour and it is launched when the RS
is deployed. The detailed procedure is described in Figure 6.3.

• -receiveNeighbourhoodMessage : Behaviour - it is the sub-behaviour
responsible for handling neighbourhood messages, sent by the establishNeigh-
bourhood behaviour of the RSs that joined the system. A RS is neighbour
of the sender RS, if two conditions are verified. First, a transport connec-
tion with the RS that sends the message is required. Second, the receiver
RS needs to be inside the maximum attraction radius of the sender RS. If
both conditions are verified, then the receiving RS assumes the sender RS as
neighbour. This sub-behaviour is launched when the neighbourhoodManage-
ment behaviour is launched, and only terminates its execution when the RS is
disconnected from the system. The detailed procedure of this sub-behaviour
is described in Figure 6.4.

Additionally, the neighbourhoodManagement behaviour has the following meth-
ods:

• +removeFromNeighbourhood(serialNumber : String) : boolean -
a method that removes a RS with a certain serial number from the RS’s
neighbours mapping.

• +launchSubBehaviours() : void - this method is responsible for launching
the receiveNeighbourhoodMessage sub-behaviour, once the neighbourhood-
Management behaviour is launched.
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Figure 6.3: Sub-behaviour that establishes the neighbourhood relations.
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Figure 6.4: Sub-behaviour that handles the neighbourhood messages.

-partsManagement : Behaviour - it is the behaviour that manages a set of
sub-behaviours and methods, responsible to handle all the PTs related activities and
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information. It aims to keep track and handle all the PTs incoming, queued or being
processed. This behaviour is launched when the RS is deployed and terminated
only when the RS is disconnected from the system. The main parameters and
sub-behaviour of the parts management behaviour are the following:

• -incomingParts : Map<String, List<String> > - an object that maps
the PT type with a list of the serial number of the respective incoming PTs,
of that specific type.

• -queueingParts : Map<String, Queue> - an object that maps the PT
types with the respective queues. The Queue object contains not only the
stored PTs, but also information regarding the maximum number of PTs in
that queue, average consumption rate, time of arrival of last PT, as well as
some methods that enable the management of the queue.

• -processingParts : List<String> - list of PTs that are currently being
processed by the RS.

• -receivePartCommitToAttractingResourceMessage : Behaviour - the
sub-behaviour that is responsible for handling the commit messages sent by
the PT, to the attracting RS. If the part is committed to the RS, it means
that the part is attracted by the RS and moving towards it. This commit-
ment also causes an adjustment of the RS’s attractiveness as it influences Eq.
5.1. This sub-behaviour is launched when the partsManagement behaviour is
launched and only terminates its execution when the RS is disconnected from
the system. The detailed procedure of this sub-behaviour is further described
in Figure 6.5.

• -sendPartDeployedOnCarrierMessage : Behaviour - This sub-behaviour
sends a message to the TCa with the details of the PT that was placed on
it. This sub-behaviour is a one shot behaviour and it is launched when the
TCa is attributed to the PT in the deployPart method. This sub-behaviour
is further detailed in Figure 6.6.

Additionally, the partsManagement behaviour has the following methods:

• +addPartToResource(partInfo : PartInfo) : boolean - this method
is responsible for adding an arriving PT to its specific queue. PartInfo is an
object that encapsulates the most relevant information about a PT, such as
name, serial number, type of the part, a list of composing PTs (PTs used to
produce the current PT) and the information of the different processes that
the PT has gone through. This method is detailed in Figure 6.7.

• +removePartFromIncoming(partType : String, serialNumber : String)
: boolean - this method removes a specific PT from the incoming PTs list.
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Figure 6.5: Sub-behaviour that handles the commit message from the PT to the
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Figure 6.6: Sub-behaviour that sends a message to the TCa with the details of the
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• +removePartFromQueue(partType : String, serialNumber : String)
- this method removes a specific PT from its specific queue.

• +removePartFromProcessing(partType : String, serialNumber :
String) : boolean - this method removes a specific PT from the processing
list.

• +numberOfTimesPossibleToExecuteTemplate(template : Template)
: int - this computes the number of times it is possible to execute a template
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Figure 6.7: Procedure of adding a incoming PT to a RS.

according to the available stored PTs.

• +deployPart(partType : String) : void - this method is responsible for
the deployment of the PTs, resulting from the execution of a skill, into the
shopfloor. Furthermore, if a TCa needs to be released in order to free the RS,
so that it can receive other PTs, then, in that case, a PT of type emptyType
is deployed in the TCa. The emptyType PT is then attracted towards the
closest RSi, so that the TCa can be removed from the system and returned
back to the RSos. When the PT is deployed, the TCa in which the PT was
placed is given as a parameter of the PT constructor. This method is detailed
in Figure 6.8.

• +launchSubBehaviours() : void - this method is responsible for launching
the receivePartCommitToAttractingResourceMessage sub-behaviour once the
partsManagement behaviour is launched.

-attractivenessManagement : Behaviour - it is the behaviour that manages
a set of sub-behaviours and methods, responsible to handle all the attractiveness
related activities and information. It aims to manage the attraction mechanism
and adapt the RS’s attraction areas, according to the current state of the RS and
of the system. This behaviour is launched when the RS is deployed and terminated
only when the RS is disconnected from the system. The main parameters and
sub-behaviour of the attractiveness management behaviour are the following:
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Figure 6.8: Procedure to release resulting PT.

• -attractionForces : Map<String, double> - an object that maps the
PT type with the value with which that specific PT type is being attracted,
by the neighbour RSs.

• -attractiveness : Map<String, double> - an object that maps the PT
types with the respective attractiveness value of the RS, for those specific PT
types.

• -attractivenessRadius : List<String> - a mapping between the PT types
and the radius that their respective attraction areas have.

• -partTypeNeighboursAttractiveness : Map<String, List<ResourceInfo>
> - an object that maps the different PT types that are being attracted by
neighbour RSs, with the information of the neighbours that are attracting
them. It enables an easy and quick search of which neighbours are attracting
a specific PT type produced by the RS.

• -attractivenessPropagation : Behaviour - it is the sub-behaviour that
handles the propagations of the attractiveness values of the different PT types
attracted by the RS, to its neighbours. This is a one shot behaviour and
it is launched as result of the execution of the method calculateAttractive-
ness(activeTemplatesList : List<String>), as depicted in Figure 6.12. The
detailed procedure of this sub-behaviour is described in Figure 6.9.

• -updateAttractivenessAreas : Behaviour - it is the sub-behaviour that
manages the reception of the propagation attractiveness messages, sent by the
neighbours, and manages the different actions to undertake when the message
is received. These actions include, dealing with new attracted PT types, PT
types that are no longer attracted and changes in the active attractiveness
areas. This sub-behaviour is launched when the attractivenessManagement
behaviour is launched and only terminates its execution when the RS is dis-
connected from the system. Its procedure is described in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.9: Procedure of the sub-behaviour to propagate the attractiveness to the
RS’s neighbours.

• -receiveRequestForAttractivenessAreaMessage : Behaviour - this
sub-behaviour handles the reception of the messages sent by the PTs, re-
questing information about the attractiveness area of the same type as the
PT type. If the RS attracts that PT type, an accept message is sent with
the required information. If not, a simple reject message is sent instead. This
sub-behaviour is launched when the attractivenessManagement behaviour is
launched and only terminates its execution when the RS is disconnected from
the system. Its procedure is further detailed in Figure 6.11.

Additionally, the attractivenessManagement behaviour has the following meth-
ods:

• +isInsideAttractionRadius(x : double, y : double, partType : String)
: boolean - this method checks if certain coordinates fall inside the RS’s at-
traction area of a certain PT type.

• +calculateAttractionForces() : void - this method computes the attrac-
tion forces that the different PT types, that the RS is currently producing
are being subjected to by the neighbour RSs.

• +calculateAttractiveness(activeTemplatesList : List<String>) : boolean
- this method performs the calculation of the attractiveness values for the dif-
ferent attraction areas, according to Eq. 5.1 for the RSts and Eq. 5.6 for the
RSis, and triggers the propagation of these values if necessary. Its description
is shown in Figure 6.12
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Figure 6.10: Procedure of the updateAttractivenessAreas sub-behaviour which un-
dertakes different actions according to changes in the neighbours attractiveness
areas.

• +launchSubBehaviours() : void - this method is responsible for launching
the updateAttractivenessAreas and receiveRequestForAttractivenessAreaMes-
sage sub-behaviours, once the attractivenessManagement behaviour is launched.

-templatesManagement : Behaviour - this is the behaviour that manages
a set of sub-behaviours and methods responsible to handle all the template related
activities and information. It aims to manage the activation or deactivation of the
templates, as well as to manage the skills supported by the RS and used to define
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Figure 6.12: Procedure that entails the computations of the attractiveness of a RS.

the templates. This behaviour is launched when the RS is deployed and terminated
only when the RS is disconnected from the system. The main parameters and
sub-behaviour of the templates management behaviour are the following:

• -templates : Map <String, Template> - an object that maps the tem-
plate ID with the specific template.
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• -activeTemplates : Map <String, double> - an object that maps the
template ID with the specific active template.

• -skills : Map <String, Skill> - a mapping between the skill ID and the
specific skill itself.

• -activateTemplate : Behaviour - it is the sub-behaviour that handles
the activation of templates which consequently leads to the activation of the
necessary PT type attractiveness areas, when necessary. This is a one shot
behaviour and it is launched through the updateAttractivenessAreas sub-
behaviour, as detailed in Figure 6.10. The detailed procedure of this sub-
behaviour is described in Figure 6.13.
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Figure 6.13: Procedure of the sub-behaviour to activate templates.

• -deActivateTemplate : Behaviour - it is the sub-behaviour that manages
the deactivation of the templates which the resulting PT types are no longer
being attracted by neighbour RSs or that have already been produced for he
case of RSis. This consequently leads to the deactivation of the template’s
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required PT types attractiveness areas, if this is the only active template
attracting them. This is a one shot behaviour and it is launched through
the updateAttractivenessAreas behaviour, as detailed in Figure 6.10. The
procedure of this sub-behaviour is detailed in Figure 6.14.
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Figure 6.14: Procedure of the sub-behaviour to deactivate templates.

Additionally, the templatesManagement behaviour has the following methods:

• +loadTemplates() : void - this method loads all the templates defined
corresponding to this specific RS and handles the set up of the RS accordingly.

• +loadSkills() : void - this method loads the skills defined in the templates
and required to execute the different processes.

• +checkTemplatesToBeExecuted() : void - this method is responsible
for checking if there are any active template for which all the required PTs
are available. If that is the case, the execution of that template is triggered.
This method is further described in Figure 6.15.
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Figure 6.15: Procedure to check the active templates that can be executed.

-transportManagement : Behaviour - this is the behaviour that manages
a set of sub-behaviours and methods responsible to handle all the transport related
activities and information. It mainly aims to keep track and handle all the TCas
that deliver PTs or simply bypass the RS. This behaviour is launched when the
RS is deployed and terminated only when the RS is disconnected from the system.
The main parameters and sub-behaviour of the transport management behaviour
are the following:

• -carriersInResource : List<String> - a list of TCas that are being han-
dled by the RS.

• -carriersBypassingTheResource : List<String> - a list of TCas that
are simply going through the RS in their route towards other RSs.

• -maxNumberCarriersInResource : int - the variable that holds the max-
imum number of TCas, that the RS can handle simultaneously due to physical
constraints.

• -addCarrierToResource : Behaviour - it is the sub-behaviour that han-
dles the arrival of a TCa to the RS. This sub-behaviour is launched when
the transportManagement behaviour is launched and only terminates its ex-
ecution when the RS is disconnected from the system. This sub-behaviour
procedure is further detailed in Figure 6.16.

• -receiveRequestToMoveMessage : Behaviour - it is the sub-behaviour
that handles the messages in which the TCas request the RS to be moved into
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Figure 6.16: Procedure of the sub-behaviour that handles the TCas when they
arrive to the RS.

the next shopfloor component. This includes, both the TCas bypassing the
RS, as well as the TCas with PTs produced by the RS. This sub-behaviour
is launched when the transportManagement behaviour is launched and only
terminates its execution when the RS is disconnected from the system. The
procedure of the sub-behaviour is detailed in Figure 6.17.

• -receiveCarrierHandoverMessage : Behaviour - this sub-behaviour han-
dles the messages in which the RS is queried if it is available to receive a TCa.
If the RS is not processing and it is not in handover, then a PT of type empty-
Type is deployed in the TCa occupying the RS so that space is made available.
This sub-behaviour is launched when the transportManagement behaviour is
launched and only terminates its execution when the RS is disconnected from
the system. The detailed procedure of the sub-behaviour is showed in Figure
6.18.
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Figure 6.17: Procedure of the sub-behaviour that handles move messages sent by
the TCas to the RSs.

• -receiveRequestAccessibleResourcesThroughConveyorMessage : Be-
haviour - this sub-behaviour handles the messages, sent by the PTs, request-
ing to send information about the RSs that are connected to this RS through
the conveyor system. This sub-behaviour is launched when the transport-
Management behaviour is launched and only terminates its execution when
the RS is disconnected from the system. The procedure of the sub-behaviour
is further detailed in Figure 6.19.

Additionally, the transportManagement behaviour has the following methods:

• +attributeCarrierToPart() : void - method through which a TCa is
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Figure 6.18: Procedure of the sub-behaviour that handles messages requesting the
handover of a TCa.
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Figure 6.19: Procedure of the sub-behaviour that handles the requests of the RSs
that are accessible from a specific RS through the conveyor system.

attributed to a produced PT, so that it can move towards attracting RSs and
be further processed.

• +launchSubBehaviours() : void - this method is responsible for launch-
ing the receiveRequestToMoveMessage, receiveCarrierHandoverMessage and
receiveRequestAccessibleResourcesThroughConveyorMessage sub-behaviours
once the transportManagement behaviour is launched.

-executionManagement : Behaviour - it is the behaviour that manages the
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RS’s process execution behaviour. It activates or deactivates the process execution
behaviour, depending if there are or not active templates. The process execution
behaviour, then ensures the processing of the templates to be executed and conse-
quently the execution of their skills, as it will be described below. This behaviour it
is a one shot behaviour and it is launched by the updateAttractivenessAreas behavi-
our, as it is detailed in Figure 6.10. The behaviour procedure is further described
in Figure 6.20.
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Figure 6.20: Procedure of the behaviour through which the process execution is
managed.

-sensorScan : Behaviour - it is the behaviour that looks at each of the sensors,
defined in the sensorScanList, to determine if they are on or off and update their
respective state, if necessary. This behaviour is launched when the RS is deployed
and terminated only when the RS is disconnected from the system. The procedure
of this behaviour is shown in Figure 6.21.

-unPlug : Behaviour - it is the behaviour that manages the unplug process of
the different RSs. This behaviour is launched through the execution of the interface
unPlugI method, as detailed in the different RS specializations. This behaviour
terminates when the order to kill the RS is given. The procedure of the behaviour
is detailed in Figure 6.22.

-killResource : Behaviour - it is the behaviour responsible for killing the
RS and any other entity that remains in the RS. This may include PTs or TCas
that are still in the RS. This is a one shot behaviour and can be launched either
through the takeDown method, that it is the last thing executed just before the
logical abstraction of the RS dies, or by the unPlug behaviour. For the last case
however, the unPlug behaviour ensures the removal of any component before the
RS is killed. The procedure details of the killResource behaviour can be seen in
Figure 6.23.

-receiveUnPlugIORequest : Behaviour - the behaviour that manages the
unplug requests, sent by an input or output component during its unplugging pro-
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Figure 6.21: Procedure of the behaviour that monitors the state of the different RS
sensors.
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Figure 6.22: Unplugging behaviour procedure.

cedure. This behaviour is launched when the RS is deployed and terminated only
when the RS is disconnected from the system. The procedure of this behaviour is
shown in Figure 6.24.
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Figure 6.23: Procedure of the behaviour that handles the elimination of the RS.
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Figure 6.24: Procedure that handles the reception of unplug requests.

Additionally, the Resource has the following methods:
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# setup() : void - the setup method is the method that is first executed when
the RS comes to live. It is, therefore, used to run the initialization method.

-initialization() : void - it is the method that registers the RS in the directory
facilitator, loads the RS internal information, such as the templates (it is impor-
tant to state the the RSi always load and have an active template that attracts
emptyType PTs 1), the skills and the sensors to be under scan, as well as it starts
the above presented behaviours that need to be launched at start-up.

#takeDown() : void - finally, this method is the last method executed by
the RS when it goes down. In this sense, it unregisters the RS from the directory
facilitator and launches the killResource behaviour.

As shown in Figure 6.2, and following the architectural description presented
in Section 4.1, the Resource class can be further extended into Source, Station and
Sink.

Source The Source class, presented in Figure 6.2, extends the Resource class
in order to implement the common functionalities of a RSo. Its parameters are
described as follows:

-gui : SourceGUI - it implements the graphical User Interface (UI) that is
linked to the RSos.

-visibleGUI : boolean - it defines if the component GUI should be visible or
not. This is defined upon construction of the component.

-output : Pair<String, String> - an object that pairs the serial number of
the component that it is connected to the output of the RSo and its address.

-connectedResources : List<ResourceInfo> - it is a list of the RSs, in
the shape of their ResourceInfo object, that are connected through the transport
system to this RSo, as described in Section 4.4.

-executionBehaviourSource : Behaviour - it is the behaviour responsible
for executing the templates, which are in condition to be executed, and consequently
feed PTs into the shopfloor. This behaviour is launched by the startProcessExecu-
tion() method and stopped by the stopProcessExecution() method. The behaviour
procedure is further detailed in Figure 6.25.

-receiveAddConnectedResourcesSourceMessage : Behaviour - this be-
haviour handles the messages received to add transport connected resources. These
messages are propagated by downstream RSs, in order to maintain and update the
RSs that are accessible, from a transport system point of view, through the output
of the RSo. This behaviour is launched when the RSo is deployed and terminated
only when the RSo is disconnected from the system. The procedure of the behaviour
can be further seen in Figure 6.26.

1As explained in the deployPart method of the partsManagement behaviour, a PT of empty-
Type is deployed in case an handover is requested to the RS and is rejected since there is no free
space in the RS. This means that a TCa needs to be released and for that purpose the emptyType
PT is deployed in the TCa at the exit of the RS, so that the TCa is absorbed by the closest RSi
and returned to the RSos
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Figure 6.25: Procedure of the behaviour through which the process execution is
managed.
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Figure 6.26: Procedure of the behaviour that handles the add connected resource
messages in order to maintain and update the RSs that are accessible through the
output of the RSo.

-receiveDeleteConnectedResourcesSourceMessage : Behaviour - this
behaviour handles the messages received, in order to remove the RSs connected to
this RSo through the transport system. These messages are equally propagated by
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downstream RSs, to maintain and update the RSs that are still accessible, from a
transport system point of view, through the output of the RSo. This behaviour is
launched when the RSo is deployed and terminated only when the RSo is discon-
nected from the system. The procedure of the behaviour can be further seen in
Figure 6.27.
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Figure 6.27: Procedure of the behaviour that handles the delete connected resource
messages in order to maintain and update the RSs that are still accessible through
the output of the RSo.

-sendNewCarrierAtTheExitMessage : Behaviour - this behaviour sends
a message to a TCa, in order to inform it that it is presently at the exit of the
RSo. This behaviour is launched through the sensorScan behaviour every time a
new TCa is detected at the exit of the RSo. The behaviour is finished when the
message is sent, as depicted in Figure 6.28.

Additionally, the Source has the following interface methods, that enables the
execution of certain methods from an external environment:

+addOutputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void - this
method enables the execution of the addOutput(name : String, serialNumber :
String) method from an external environment.

+removeOutputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void - this
method enables the execution of the removeOutput(serialNumber : String) method
from an external environment.

+unPlugI() : void - this methods enables the unPlug behaviour to be launched
form an external environment.

Finally, the Source has the following methods:
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Figure 6.28: Procedure of the behaviour that sends a message to a TCa informing
that it is at the exit of the RSo.

-addOutput(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void - it is the
method that adds a component with a certain name and serial number to the input
object, which means that the added component becomes the logical input of the
RSo.

-removeOutput(serialNumber : String) : void - it is the method that
removes current output component from the output object. This component is
therefore no longer the logical output of the RSo.

-startProcessExecution() : void - it is the method that launches the exe-
cutionBehaviourSource behaviour. This method is executed by the executionMan-
agement behaviour of the Resource class.

-stopProcessExecution() : void - it is the method that stops the execution-
BehaviourSource behaviour. This method is executed by the executionManagement
behaviour of the Resource class.

# setup() : void - It is the method that executes the parent setup method
(from the Resource class), as well as it instantiates the gui, if the gui is set to
visible, when the RSo is deployed. This method also executes the initialization
method presented below.

-initialization() : void - it is the method that starts the above presented
behaviours, that need to be launched at start-up.

#takeDown() : void - It is the method that executes the parent takeDown
method (from the Resource class), as well as it removes the gui.

Station The Station class, presented in Figure 6.2, extends the Resource class
in order to implement the common functionalities of a RSt. Its parameters are
described as follows:

-gui : StationGUI - it implements the graphical UI that is linked to the RSts.
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-visibleGUI : boolean - it defines if the component GUI should be visible or
not. This is defined upon construction of the component.

-input : Pair<String, String> - an object that pairs the serial number of
the component that it is connected to the input of the RSt and its address.

-output : Pair<String, String> - an object that pairs the serial number of
the component that it is connected to the output of the RSt and its address.

-connectedResources : List<ResourceInfo> - it is a list of the RSs, in
the shape of their ResourceInfo object, that are connected through the transport
system to this RSt, as described in Section 4.4.

-executionBehaviourStation : Behaviour - it is the behaviour responsible
for executing the templates, which are in condition to be executed, and consequently
produces new resulting PTs. This behaviour is launched by the startProcessExecu-
tion() method and stopped by the stopProcessExecution() method. The behaviour
procedure is further detailed in Figure 6.29.
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Figure 6.29: Procedure of the behaviour through which the process execution is
managed.

-receiveAddConnectedResourcesStationMessage : Behaviour - this be-
haviour handles the messages received to add transport connected resources. These
messages are propagated by downstream components, in order to maintain and up-
date the RSs that are accessible, from a transport system point of view, through
the output of the RSt. This behaviour is launched when the RSt is deployed and
terminated only when the RSt is disconnected from the system. The procedure of
the behaviour can be further seen in Figure 6.30.

-sendAddConnectedResourcesMessage : Behaviour - this behaviour sends
the messages with the RSs that are currently connected to the RSt through the
transport system. These messages are sent to the component that is at the in-
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Figure 6.30: Procedure of the behaviour that handles the add connected RSs mes-
sages in order to maintain and update the RSs that are accessible through the
output of the RSt.

put of the RSt, so that the information is propagated upstream. This behaviour is
both launched through the addInput(name : String, serialNumber : String) method
and the receiveAddConnectedResourcesStationMessage behaviour. The behaviour
is finished when the message is sent, as depicted in Figure 6.31.
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Figure 6.31: Procedure of the behaviour that sends the RSs currently connected to
the RSt through the transport system.

-receiveDeleteConnectedResourcesStationMessage : Behaviour - this
behaviour handles the messages received to remove the RSs, connected to this
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RSt through the transport system. These messages are equally propagated by
downstream components, in order to maintain and update the RSs that are still
accessible, from a transport system point of view, through the output of the RSt.
This behaviour is launched when the RSt is deployed and terminated only when
the RSt is disconnected from the system. The procedure of the behaviour can be
further seen in Figure 6.32.
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Figure 6.32: Procedure of the behaviour that handles the delete connected RSs
messages in order to maintain and update the RSs that are still accessible through
the output of the RSt.

-sendDeleteConnectedResourcesMessage : Behaviour - this behaviour
sends the messages with the RSs that are no longer connected to the RSt through
the transport system. These messages are sent to the component that is at the in-
put of the RSt, so that the information is propagated upstream. This behaviour is
both launched through the killResource behaviour and the receiveDeleteConnecte-
dResourcesStationMessage behaviour. The behaviour is finished when the message
is sent, as depicted in Figure 6.33.

-sendNewCarrierAtTheExitMessage : Behaviour - this behaviour sends
a message to a TCa, in order to inform it that it is presently a the exit of the RSt.
This behaviour is launched through the sensorScan behaviour, every time a new
TCa is detected at the exit of the RSt. The behaviour is finished when the message
is sent, as depicted in Figure 6.34.

Additionally, the Station has the following interface methods, that enables the
execution of certain methods from an external environment:
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Figure 6.33: Procedure of the behaviour that sends the RSs that are no longer
connected to the RSt through the transport system.
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Figure 6.34: Procedure of the behaviour that sends a message to a TCa informing
that it is at the exit of the RSt.

+addInputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void - this method
enables the execution of the addInput(name : String, serialNumber : String)
method from an external environment.

+addOutputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void - this
method enables the execution of the addOutput(name : String, serialNumber :
String) method from an external environment.

+removeInputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void - this
method enables the execution of the removeInput(serialNumber : String) method
from an external environment.

+removeOutputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void - this
method enables the execution of the removeOutput(serialNumber : String) method
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from an external environment.
+unPlugI() : void - this methods enables the unPlug behaviour to be launched

form an external environment.

Finally, the Station has the following methods:

-addInput(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void - it is the
method that adds a component with a certain name and serial number to the
input object, which means that the added component becomes the logical input
of the RSt. This methods also launches the sendAddConnectedResourcesMessage
behaviour, in order to propagate to the upstream components the RSs that are
possible to be accessed through this RSt.

-addOutput(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void - it is the
method that adds a component with a certain name and serial number to the output
object, which means that the added component becomes the logical output of the
RSt.

-removeInput(serialNumber : String) : void - it is the method that re-
moves current input component from the input object. This component is, there-
fore, no longer the logical input of the RSt.

-removeOutput(serialNumber : String) : void - it is the method that
removes current output component from the output object. This component is,
therefore, no longer the logical output of the RSt.

-startProcessExecution() : void - it is the method that launches the exe-
cutionBehaviourStation behaviour. This method is executed by the executionMan-
agement behaviour of the Resource class.

-stopProcessExecution() : void - it is the method that stops the execution-
BehaviourStation behaviour. This method is executed by the executionManage-
ment behaviour of the Resource class.

# setup() : void - It is the method that executes the parent setup method
(from the Resource class), as well as it instantiates the gui, if the gui is set to
visible when the RSt is deployed. This method also executes the initialization
method presented below.

-initialization() : void - it is the method that starts the above presented
behaviours that need to be launched at start-up.

#takeDown() : void - It is the method that executes the parent takeDown
method (from the Resource class), as well as it removes the gui.

Sink The Sink class, presented in Figure 6.2, extends the Resource class, in order
to implement the common functionalities of a RSi. Its parameters are described as
follows:

-gui : SinkGUI - it implements the graphical UI that is linked to the RSis.
-visibleGUI : boolean - it defines if the component GUI should be visible or

not. This is defined upon construction of the component.
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-input : Pair<String, String> - an object that pairs the serial number of
the component that it is connected to the input of the RSi and its address.

-ordersMap : Map<String, List<Order> > - an object that maps the
execution state of the order, with a list of orders that are in that current execution
state. The Order object encapsulates specific information of the order, such as
order id, the different required products with the specific product id, name and
number to produce and finally a due date.

-executionBehaviourSink : Behaviour - it is the behaviour responsible for
executing the templates, which are in condition to be executed, in order to remove
the PTs from the shopfloor. This behaviour is launched by the startProcessExecu-
tion() method and stopped by the stopProcessExecution() method. The behaviour
procedure is further detailed in Figure 6.35.
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Figure 6.35: Procedure of the behaviour through which the process execution is
managed.

-sendAddConnectedResourcesMessage : Behaviour - this behaviour sends
the connected RSs messages to the the component at the input of the RSi, so that
the upstream RSs, that meet the necessary requirements, can add the RSi has a
resource connected to them through the transport system. This behaviour is both
launched during the setup of the RSi and through the addInput(name : String,
serialNumber : String) method. The behaviour is finished when the message is
sent, as depicted in Figure 6.36.

-sendDeleteConnectedResourcesMessage : Behaviour - this behaviour
sends the messages with the RSi information, since the RSi is being removed from
the system and therefore it is no longer available and consequently accessible. These
messages are sent to the input of the RSi so that the information is propagated
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Figure 6.36: Procedure of the behaviour that sends the RSs currently connected to
the RSi through the transport system.

upstream. This behaviour is launched through the killResource behaviour. The
behaviour is finished when the message is sent, as depicted in Figure 6.37.
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Figure 6.37: Procedure of the behaviour that sends the RSs that are no longer
connected to the RSi through the transport system.

-addOrder : Behaviour - the behaviour that handles the submission and
processing of orders, so that the RSi starts attracting the required PTs (in this
case products). It is a one shot behaviour and it is launched through the submi-
tOrderI(order : Order) method that interfaces with an external environment. The
procedure of the addOrder behaviour is presented in Figure 6.38.

Additionally, the Sink has the following interface methods, that enables the
execution of certain methods from an external environment:
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Figure 6.38: Procedure of the behaviour that handles the submission of orders.

+submitOrderI(order : Order) : void - this method enables the submission
of an order from an external environment, by launching the addOrder behaviour.
An order is defined by and order id, the different products to be produced including
name, id of the product and the desired quantity and finally a due date for that
order.

+addInputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void - this method
enables the execution of the addInput(name : String, serialNumber : String)
method from an external environment.

+removeInputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void - this
method enables the execution of the removeInput(serialNumber : String) method
from an external environment.

+unPlugI() : void - this methods enables the unPlug behaviour to be launched
form an external environment.

Finally, the Sink has the following methods:

-processOrder(order : Order) : void - it is the method that activates the
necessary templates and consequently the necessary attraction areas, depending on
the PT types required in the submitted order.

-decrementPartFromOrder(partType : String) : void - method that
decrements the received PT, of type partType, from the adequate order. The
received PT is, therefore, decremented from the order which presents the lowest
slack time for that same specific PT type. When an order is successfully completed,
the method launches the behaviours to deactivates the attraction areas, of the
required PTs of that order, if not attracted by any other order. This method
is executed through the addPartToResource(partInfo : PartInfo) method of the
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partsManagement behaviour. This method is further described in Figure 6.39.
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Figure 6.39: Method that decrements a PT from an order.

-computeSlackTime(partType : String, order : Order) : double -
method that computes the slack time for a PT, of type partType, given a specific
order.

-addInput(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void - it is the
method that adds a component with a certain name and serial number to the
input object, which means that the added component becomes the logical input
of the RSi. This methods also launches the sendAddConnectedResourcesMessage
behaviour, in order to propagate to the upstream components the RSs that are
possible to be accessed through this RSi.

-removeInput(serialNumber : String) : void - it is the method that re-
moves current input component from the input object. This component is, there-
fore, no longer the logical input of the RSi.

-startProcessExecution() : void - it is the method that launches the execu-
tionBehaviourSink behaviour. This method is executed by the executionManage-
ment behaviour of the Resource class.

-stopProcessExecution() : void - it is the method that stops the execution-
BehaviourSink behaviour. This method is executed by the executionManagement
behaviour of the Resource class.

# setup() : void - It is the method that executes the parent setup method
(from the Resource class), instantiates the gui, if the gui is set to visible, when
the RSi is deployed. This method also executes the initialization method presented
below.

-initialization() : void - it is the method that starts the above presented
behaviours, that need to be launched at start-up.

#takeDown() : void - It is the method that executes the parent takeDown
method (from the Resource class), as well as it removes the gui.
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6.1.1.2 Part

The Part class implements the common functionalities necessary for the abstraction
of any PT in the shopfloor. As presented in Figure 6.1 its parameters are described
as follows:

-partType : String - a variable that defines the type of the PT.
-partCreationDate : Date - the date of the creation of the PT.
-partVisibilityRadius : int - it is the variable that defines the visibility radius

of the PT.
-composingParts : List<PartInfo> - a list of historic information regarding

the different PTs (PartInfo) that were used, in order to produce the current PT.
The PartInfo object encapsulates specific information of the PTs, such as part
name, part type, part target (to which RS is the PT being attracted to), a list of
composing PTs and finally, a list of the different processes to which the PT has
been subjected to.

-processingInfo : List<Process> - a list of historic information regarding
the different processes (Process), through which the PT has gone through. The
Process object encapsulates specific information about the RS that processed the
Part, the starting time, the process duration, the executed skill, the processed PTs
and finally the resulting PTs.

-transportHoldingPartSerialNumber : String - this variables identifies
the TP entity that is holding the PT.

-transportType : String - it identifies the type of the transport system,
through which the PT is being currently transported. It can be, both TCa or
TAGV, however, for the purpose of this work only TCa is considered. This is
defined when the PT is deployed in the TP.

-partLocation : String - it is a variable that defines the location (transport
system component), in which the PT currently is located.

-resourcesAttractionManagement : Behaviour - this is the behaviour
that manages a set of sub-behaviours and methods, responsible to handle all the
attraction interactions with the RSs. This behaviour is launched when the PT is
deployed and terminated only when the PT is removed from the system. The main
parameters and sub-behaviour of the resource attraction management behaviour
are the following:

• -attractingResource : ResourceInfo - the information of the RS towards
which the PT is being attracted to. If the PT is not attracted towards any
RS, then this variable name and serial number values becomes equal to no
attracting RS.

• -accessibleResources : List<ResourceInfo> - a list which stores the
information of the RSs that are accessible from the current transport entity.

• -unsuccessfulAttractiveResurceAcquisition : boolean - a variable that
flags, if an attracting RS was successfully acquired or not.
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• -noAttRSAcquiredDate : Date - a variable that holds the date in which
the PT could not acquire an attracting RS for the first time.

• -sendRequestAccessibleResourcesMessage : Behaviour - it is the sub-
behaviour that sends a message to the transport entity, in which the PT
is currently located (partLocation), requesting to send its accessible RSs.
This sub-behaviour is launched when the PT is created, but also through
the receiveAccessibleResourcesMessage sub-behaviour and through the re-
ceiveNewLocationMessage behaviour. The sub-behaviour is finished when
the message is sent, as depicted in Figure 6.40.
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Figure 6.40: Procedure of the sub-behaviour that sends a message requesting the
accessible RSs to the TP entity holding the PT.

• -receiveAccessibleResourcesMessage : Behaviour - this sub-behaviour
handles the reception of the reply message, to the message requesting the
accessible RSs, and stores the received information in the accessibleResources
list. This sub-behaviour is launched when the resourcesAttractionManage-
ment behaviour is launched and terminated only when the PT is removed
from the system. The procedure of the sub-behaviour can be further seen in
Figure 6.41.

• -sendRequestAttractivenessAreaMessage : Behaviour - this is the
sub-behaviour that sends a message to the accessible RSs, to get their attrac-
tiveness area details, in case they attract this PT type, and understand which
one has the highest attracting value. This sub-behaviour is launched through
the receiveAccessibleResourcesMessage behaviour. The sub-behaviour is fin-
ished when the message is sent, as detailed in Figure 6.42.

• -receiveAttractivenessAreaMessage : Behaviour - it is the sub-behaviour
that handles the messages sent by the RSs, in reply to the request for their
attracting area. If the RS has an attractiveness area for this PT type, it
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Figure 6.41: Procedure of the sub-behaviour that receives the reply message to the
message sent by the sendRequestAccessibleResourcesMessage behaviour.
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Figure 6.42: Procedure of the sub-behaviour that sends a message to the surround-
ing RS requesting their attractiveness area detail in case they attract this specific
PT type.

replies with and accept message, otherwise with an reject message. Depend-
ing on the attractiveness of each RS, then the PT is attracted towards the
"brightest" (the most attracting one). This sub-behaviour is launched when
the resourcesAttractionManagement behaviour is launched and terminated
only when the PT is removed from the system. The procedure of the sub-
behaviour is further detailed in Figure 6.43.

• -sendCommitToAttractingResourceMessage : Behaviour - it is the
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Figure 6.43: Procedure of the sub-behaviour that receives and processes the reply
to the message sent by the sendRequestAttractivenessAreaMessage behaviour.

sub-behaviour that sends a message to commit to the attracting RS selected
through the getAttractingResource() method. This sub-behaviour is therefore
launched through the getAttractingResource() method when the attracting
RS is selected. The sub-behaviour is finished when the message is sent, as
detailed in Figure 6.44.
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Figure 6.44: Procedure of the sub-behaviour that sends the commit message to the
attracting RS.

• -receiveCommitToAttractingResourceMessage : Behaviour - it is the
sub-behaviour that handles the messages, sent by the RSs, in reply to the
request for commit to the attracting RS, as described in Figure 6.5. This sub-
behaviour is launched when the resourcesAttractionManagement behaviour is
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launched and terminated only when the PT is removed from the system. The
procedure of the sub-behaviour is further detailed in Figure 6.45.
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Figure 6.45: Procedure of the sub-behaviour that receives and processes the reply
to the message sent by the sendCommitToAttractingResourceMessage behaviour.

• -sendCommittedAttractingResourceToTransportEntityMessage : Be-
haviour - it is the sub-behaviour that sends a message with the committed
attracting resource, to the transport entity holding the PT, in order to proceed
with the transport of the PT towards the attracting RS. This sub-behaviour
is launched through the receiveCommitToAttractingResourceMessage behavi-
our when an accepted message is received. The sub-behaviour is finished when
the message is sent, as detailed in Figure 6.46.
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Figure 6.46: Procedure of the sub-behaviour that sends the message with the com-
mitted attracting RS to the TP entity holding the PT.

Additionally, the resourcesAttractionManagement behaviour has the following
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methods:

• -getAttractingResource() : void - this method retrieves the most at-
tractive RS for the PT type, considering the attractiveness RSs information
received through the receiveAttractivenessAreaMessage behaviour. If no at-
tracting RS is retrieved, then the PT will start move randomly until it acquires
a attracting RS, or until a timer goes off and the PT is removed from the
shopfloor. This method is executed in the receiveAttractivenessAreaMessage
behaviour, when the number of replies received is equal to the number of
requests, or after a certain amount of time after sending the requests. This
method is depicted in Figure 6.47.
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Figure 6.47: Procedure of the method that defined the attracting RS.

• +launchSubBehaviours() : void - this method is responsible for launching
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the receiveAccessibleResourcesMessage, receiveAttractivenessAreaMessage and
receiveCommitToAttractingResourceMessage sub-behaviour, once the resource-
sAttractionManagement behaviour is launched.

-receiveNewLocationMessage : Behaviour - it is the behaviour that han-
dles the messages sent by the TCa, informing in which component of the conveyor
system is the PT currently located. This behaviour is launched when the PT is
deployed and terminated only when the PT is removed from the system. The
procedure of this behaviour is depicted in Figure 6.48.
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Figure 6.48: Procedure of the behaviour that receives the new location messages
sent by the TCa which is carrying the PT.

-receiveKillOrderMessage : Behaviour - it is the behaviour that receives
the messages sent by, both the RSs or TCSs, ordering the PT to kill itself. This
behaviour is launched when the PT is deployed and terminated only when the PT
is removed from the system. The procedure of this behaviour is depicted in Figure
6.49.
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Figure 6.49: Procedure of the behaviour that receives a message ordering the PT
to kill itself.

Finally, the Part has the following methods:
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-starAttractionMechanism() : void - it is the method that starts the at-
traction mechanism through which the PT is attracted towards a RS, by launching
the sendRequestAccessibleResources sub-behaviour.

# setup() : void - this method initiates the PT, by executing the initialization
method.

-initialization() : void - it is the method that starts the the resourcesAttrac-
tionManagement behaviour and executes the starAttractionMechanism() method.

#takeDown() : void - it is the last method executed by the PT before it is
removed from the platform.

6.1.1.3 Transport

The Transport class presented in green, in Figure 6.1, is an abstraction for all
the potential transport entities in the system. Hence, it encapsulates the common
parameters to all the further specialized classes, as depicted in Figure 6.50 and 6.51.
Its parameters are described as follows:

Carrier

-currentLocation : String
-carrierAtExitOfComponent : boolean
-targetDestination : String
-partInCarrier : PartInfo
-sendLocationMessage : Behaviour
-receivePartDeployedOnCarrierMessage : Behaviour
-receivePartCommittedOrNotToAttractingResourceMessage : 
Behaviour
-receiveCarrierAtTheExitMessage : Behaviour
-sendRequestToMoveMessage : Behaviour
-receivePartKilledMessage : Behaviour
-receiveKillOrderMessage : Behaviour

#setup() : void
-initialization() : void
#takeDown() : void

Conveyor

-gui : ConveyorGUI
-visibleGUI : boolean
-input : Pair<String, String>
-output : Pair<String, String>
-connectedResources : List<ResourceInfo>
-carriersInConveyor : List<String>
-receiveAddConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage : 
Behaviour
-sendAddConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage : 
Behaviour
-receiveDeleteConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage : 
Behaviour
-sendDeleteConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage : 
Behaviour
-receiveNewCarrierArrivedMessage : Behaviour
-sendNewCarrierAtTheExitMessage : Behaviour
-receiveRequestToMoveMessage : Behaviour
-receiveCarrierHandoverMessage : Behaviour
-receiveRequestAccessibleResourcesThroughConveyorMessage 
: Behaviour

-isInsideAttractionRadius(resourceInfo : ResourceInfo) : 
boolean
-addInput(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void
-addOutput(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void
-removeInput(serialNumber : String) : void
-removeOutput(serialNumber : String) : void
#setup() : void
-initialization() : void
#takeDown() : void

Gate

-gui : GateGUI
-visibleGUI : boolean
-inputs : List<Pair<String, String>>
-outputs : List<Pair<String, String>>
-connectedResources : Map<String, List<ResourceInfo>>
-carriersInGate : List<String>
-receiveAddConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage : 
Behaviour
-sendAddConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage : 
Behaviour
-receiveDeleteConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage 
: Behaviour
-sendDeleteConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage : 
Behaviour
-receiveNewCarrierArrivedMessage : Behaviour
-sendNewCarrierAtTheExitMessage : Behaviour
-receiveRequestToMoveMessage : Behaviour
-receiveCarrierHandoverMessage : Behaviour
-receiveRequestAccessibleResourcesThroughGateMessage : 
Behaviour

-selectNormalOutput(attractingResource : String, 
attractingResourceType : String) : String
-selectRandomOutput() : String
-selectOutput(attractingResource : String, 
attractingResourceType : String) : String
-isInsideAttractionRadius(resourceInfo : ResourceInfo) : 
boolean
-isInputComponent(componentSerialNumber : String) : 
boolean
-isOutputComponent(componentSerialNumber : String) : 
boolean
-addInput(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void
-addOutput(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void
-removeInput(serialNumber : String) : void
-removeOutput(serialNumber : String) : void
#setup() : void
-initialization() : void
#takeDown() : void

Transport

-speed : int
-hardwareLayer : 
HardwareAbstractionLayer
-sensorScan : Behaviour

AGV

-gui : ConveyorGUI
-visibleGUI : boolean
-currentLocation : string
-partInAGV : PartInfo
-targetDestination : String
-sendLocationMessage : Behaviour
-sendTargetDestinationReachedMessage : Behaviour
-receivePartDeployedOnCarrierMessage : Behaviour
-receivePartCommittedOrNotToAttractingResourceMessage 
: Behaviour
-receivePartKilledMessage : Behaviour
-receiveKillOrderMessage : Behaviour
-colisionAvoidance : Behaviour
-Move : Behaviour

+calculateRoute(string : destination)
#setup() : void
-initialization() : void
#takeDown() : void

Conveyor System Entity

-unPlug : Behaviour
-killConveyorEntity : Behaviour
-receiveUnPlugIORequest : Behaviour

#setup() : void
-initialization() : void
#takeDown() : void

#setup() : void
-initialization() : void
#takeDown() : void

<<Interface>>

GateI

+addInputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void
+addOutputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void
+removeInputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void
+removeOutputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : 
void
+unPlugI() : void

<<Interface>>

ConveyorI

+addInputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void
+addOutputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void
+removeInputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void
+removeOutputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void
+unPlugI() : void

Figure 6.50: Class diagram of the Transport Class and respective specializations.
This class diagram continues in Figure 6.51.
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Carrier

-currentLocation : String
-carrierAtExitOfComponent : boolean
-targetDestination : String
-partInCarrier : PartInfo
-sendLocationMessage : Behaviour
-receivePartDeployedOnCarrierMessage : Behaviour
-receivePartCommittedOrNotToAttractingResourceMessage : 
Behaviour
-receiveCarrierAtTheExitMessage : Behaviour
-sendRequestToMoveMessage : Behaviour
-receivePartKilledMessage : Behaviour
-receiveKillOrderMessage : Behaviour

#setup() : void
-initialization() : void
#takeDown() : void

Conveyor

-gui : ConveyorGUI
-visibleGUI : boolean
-input : Pair<String, String>
-output : Pair<String, String>
-connectedResources : List<ResourceInfo>
-carriersInConveyor : List<String>
-receiveAddConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage : 
Behaviour
-sendAddConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage : 
Behaviour
-receiveDeleteConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage : 
Behaviour
-sendDeleteConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage : 
Behaviour
-receiveNewCarrierArrivedMessage : Behaviour
-sendNewCarrierAtTheExitMessage : Behaviour
-receiveRequestToMoveMessage : Behaviour
-receiveCarrierHandoverMessage : Behaviour
-receiveRequestAccessibleResourcesThroughConveyorMessage 
: Behaviour

-isInsideAttractionRadius(resourceInfo : ResourceInfo) : 
boolean
-addInput(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void
-addOutput(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void
-removeInput(serialNumber : String) : void
-removeOutput(serialNumber : String) : void
#setup() : void
-initialization() : void
#takeDown() : void

Gate

-gui : GateGUI
-visibleGUI : boolean
-inputs : List<Pair<String, String>>
-outputs : List<Pair<String, String>>
-connectedResources : Map<String, List<ResourceInfo>>
-carriersInGate : List<String>
-receiveAddConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage : 
Behaviour
-sendAddConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage : 
Behaviour
-receiveDeleteConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage 
: Behaviour
-sendDeleteConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage : 
Behaviour
-receiveNewCarrierArrivedMessage : Behaviour
-sendNewCarrierAtTheExitMessage : Behaviour
-receiveRequestToMoveMessage : Behaviour
-receiveCarrierHandoverMessage : Behaviour
-receiveRequestAccessibleResourcesThroughGateMessage : 
Behaviour

-selectNormalOutput(attractingResource : String, 
attractingResourceType : String) : String
-selectRandomOutput() : String
-selectOutput(attractingResource : String, 
attractingResourceType : String) : String
-isInsideAttractionRadius(resourceInfo : ResourceInfo) : 
boolean
-isInputComponent(componentSerialNumber : String) : 
boolean
-isOutputComponent(componentSerialNumber : String) : 
boolean
-addInput(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void
-addOutput(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void
-removeInput(serialNumber : String) : void
-removeOutput(serialNumber : String) : void
#setup() : void
-initialization() : void
#takeDown() : void

Transport

-speed : int
-hardwareLayer : 
HardwareAbstractionLayer
-sensorScan : Behaviour

AGV

-gui : ConveyorGUI
-visibleGUI : boolean
-currentLocation : string
-partInAGV : PartInfo
-targetDestination : String
-sendLocationMessage : Behaviour
-sendTargetDestinationReachedMessage : Behaviour
-receivePartDeployedOnCarrierMessage : Behaviour
-receivePartCommittedOrNotToAttractingResourceMessage 
: Behaviour
-receivePartKilledMessage : Behaviour
-receiveKillOrderMessage : Behaviour
-colisionAvoidance : Behaviour
-Move : Behaviour

+calculateRoute(string : destination)
#setup() : void
-initialization() : void
#takeDown() : void

Conveyor System Entity

-unPlug : Behaviour
-killConveyorEntity : Behaviour
-receiveUnPlugIORequest : Behaviour

#setup() : void
-initialization() : void
#takeDown() : void

#setup() : void
-initialization() : void
#takeDown() : void

<<Interface>>

GateI

+addInputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void
+addOutputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void
+removeInputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void
+removeOutputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : 
void
+unPlugI() : void

<<Interface>>

ConveyorI

+addInputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void
+addOutputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void
+removeInputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void
+removeOutputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void
+unPlugI() : void

Figure 6.51: Class diagram of the Transport Class and respective specializations
(continuation).

-speed : int - the speed of the particular TP entity.
-hardwareLayer : HardwareAbstractionLayer - it is the abstraction layer

that enables the logically abstracted entity to control its physical counterpart.
-sensorScan : Behaviour - it is the behaviour that looks at each of the sensors

defined in the sensorScanList, to determine if they are on or off and update their
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respective state, if necessary. This behaviour is launched when the TP is deployed
and terminated only when the TP is disconnected from the system. The procedure
of this behaviour is shown in Figure 6.52.
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Figure 6.52: Procedure of the behaviour that monitors the state of the different
TCS sensors.

Additionally, the Transport has the following methods:

#setup() : void - the setup method is the first method to be executed when
the TP comes to live. It is therefore used to run the initialization method.

-initialization() : void - it is the methods that registers the TP in the di-
rectory facilitator, loads the TP internal information, such as sensors to be under
scan, as well as it starts the sensorScan behaviour.

#takeDown() : void - it is the last method executed by the TP, before it is
removed from the platform. In this sense, it unregisters the TP from the directory
facilitator.

Conveyor System Entity The Conveyor System Entity class, presented in Fig-
ure 6.51, extends the Transport class in order to implement the common func-
tionalities of a conveyor-based transport system. Its parameters are described as
follows:

-unPlug : Behaviour - it is the behaviour that manages the unplug process
of the different TCSs. This behaviour is launched through the execution of the
interface unPlugI method and it is terminated when the order to kill the TCS is
given. The procedure of the behaviour is detailed in Figure 6.53.

-killConveyorEntity : Behaviour - it is the behaviour responsible for killing
the TCS and any other entity that remains in the RS. This may include PTs or
TCas that are still in the TCS. This is a one shot behaviour and can be launched
either through the takeDown method, that it is the last method executed just be-
fore the logical abstraction of the TCS is deleted or by the unPlug behaviour. For
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Figure 6.53: Unplugging behaviour procedure.

the last case however, the unPlug behaviour ensures the removal of any compo-
nent before the TCS is removed from the platform. The procedure details of the
killConveyorEntity behaviour can be seen in Figure 6.54.
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Figure 6.54: Procedure of the behaviour that handles the elimination of the TCS.

-receiveUnPlugIORequest : Behaviour - the behaviour that manages the
unplug requests, sent by an input or output component, during its unplugging pro-
cedure. This behaviour is launched when the TCS is deployed and terminated only
when the TCS is disconnected from the system. The procedure of this behaviour
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is shown in Figure 6.55.
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Figure 6.55: Procedure that handles the reception of unplug requests.

Additionally, the Conveyor System Entity has the following methods:

#setup() : void - It is the method that executes the parent setup method
(from the Transport class), as well as it runs the initialization method.

-initialization() : void - it is the methods that starts the above presented
behaviours, that need to be launched at start-up.

#takeDown() : void - it is the method that executes the parent takeDown
method (from the Transport class), as well as it launches the killConveyorEntity
behaviour.

Gate The Gate class presented in Figure 6.51 extends the Conveyor System
Entity class, in order to implement the common functionalities of a TGa. Its
parameters are described as follows:

-gui : GateGUI - it implements the graphical UI that is linked to the TGa.
-visibleGUI : boolean - it defines if the component GUI should be visible or

not. This is defined upon construction of the component.
-inputs : List<Pair<String, String> > - it is a list of objects that pairs

the serial number of the component that it is connected to the input of the TGa
and its address.

-outputs : List<Pair<String, String> > - it is a list of objects that pairs
the serial number of the component that it is connected to the output of the TGa
and its address.

-connectedResources : Map<String, List<ResourceInfo> > - it is a
map between the different output components of the TGa and the RSs accessible
through them. In this sense, for each output there is a correspondent a list of
accessible RSs.
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-carriersInGate : List<String> - a list with the TCas that are currently in
the TGa.

-receiveAddConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage : Behavi-
our - this behaviour handles the messages received to add transport connected
resources. These messages are propagated by downstream RSs, in order to main-
tain and update the RSs that are accessible, from a transport system point of
view, through the different outputs of the TGa. This behaviour is launched when
the TGa is deployed and terminated only when the TGa is disconnected from the
system. The procedure of the behaviour is detailed in Figure 6.56.
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Figure 6.56: Procedure of the behaviour that handles the add connected RSs mes-
sages, in order to maintain and update the RSs that are accessible through the
different outputs of the TGa.

-sendAddConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage : Behaviour
- this behaviour sends the connected RSs messages to the input components of
the TGa, so that the upstream RSs, that meet the necessary requirements, can
add the downstream RSs has a RS connected through the transport system. This
behaviour is both launched through the addInput(name : String, serialNumber
: String) method and the receiveAddConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage
behaviour. The behaviour is finished when the message is sent, as depicted in
Figure 6.57.

-receiveDeleteConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage : Behavi-
our - this behaviour handles the messages received, to remove RSs that are con-
nected to the TGa. These messages are equally propagated by downstream com-
ponents, in order to maintain and update the RSs that are still accessible, from a
transport system point of view, through the different outputs of the TGa. This be-
haviour is launched when the TGa is deployed and terminated only when the TGa
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Figure 6.57: Procedure of the behaviour that propagates the RSs currently con-
nected to the TGa through the transport system.

is disconnected from the system. The procedure of the behaviour can be further
seen in Figure 6.58.
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Figure 6.58: Procedure of the behaviour that handles the delete connected RSs
messages in order to maintain and update the RSs that are still accessible through
the different outputs of the TGa.

-sendDeleteConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage : Behavi-
our - this behaviour sends the messages with the RSs that are no longer connected
to the TGa, through the transport system. These messages are sent to the compo-
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nents that are at the different input(s) of the TGa, so that the information is prop-
agated upstream. This behaviour is both launched through the killConveyorEntity
behaviour and the receiveDeleteConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage be-
haviour. The behaviour is finished when the message is sent, as depicted in Figure
6.59.
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Figure 6.59: Procedure of the behaviour that sends the RSs that are no longer
connected to the TGa through the transport system.

-receiveNewCarrierArrivedMessage : Behaviour - this behaviour receives
and handles the messages sent by a TCa, in order to inform the TGa that the TCa
is currently inside the TGa. This behaviour is launched when the TGa is deployed
and terminated only when the TGa is disconnected from the system. The behaviour
is depicted in Figure 6.60.
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Figure 6.60: Procedure of the behaviour that receives the messages informing of
the arrival of a new TCa to the TGa.

-sendNewCarrierAtTheExitMessage : Behaviour - this behaviour sends
a message to a TCa in order to inform it that it is presently at the exit of the
TGa. This behaviour is launched through the sensorScan behaviour every time a
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new TCa is detected at the exit of the TGa. The behaviour is finished when the
message is sent, as depicted in Figure 6.50.
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Figure 6.61: Procedure of the behaviour that sends a message to a TCa informing
that it is at the exit of the TGa.

-receiveRequestToMoveMessage : Behaviour - it is the behaviour that
handles the messages, in which the TCas request the TGa to be moved into the
next shopfloor component. This behaviour is launched when the TGa is deployed
and only terminates its execution when the TGa is disconnected from the system.
The procedure of the behaviour is detailed in Figure 6.62.

-receiveCarrierHandoverMessage : Behaviour - this behaviour handles
the messages in which the TGa is queried if it is available to receive a TCa. This
behaviour is launched when the TGa is deployed and only terminates its execution
when the TGa is disconnected from the system. The detailed procedure of the
behaviour is showed in Figure 6.63.

-receiveRequestAccessibleResourcesThroughGateMessage : Behavi-
our - this behaviour handles the messages sent by the PTs, requesting information
about the RSs that are connected to this TGa, through the conveyor system. This
behaviour is launched when the TGa is deployed and terminates its execution when
the TGa is disconnected from the system. The procedure of the behaviour is further
depicted in Figure 6.64.

Additionally, the Gate has the following interface methods, that enables the
execution of certain methods from an external environment:

+addInputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void - this method
enables the execution of the addInput(name : String, serialNumber : String)
method from an external environment.

+addOutputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void - this
method enables the execution of the addOutput(name : String, serialNumber :
String) method from an external environment.
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Figure 6.62: Procedure of the behaviour that handles the messages requesting to
be moved sent by the TCas to the TGas.
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Figure 6.63: Procedure of the behaviour that handles messages asking if the TGa
is able to receive a TCa.

+removeInputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void - this
method enables the execution of the removeInput(serialNumber : String) method
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Figure 6.64: Procedure of the behaviour that handles the requests of the RSs that
are accessible from a TGa through the conveyor system.

from an external environment.
+removeOutputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void - this

method enables the execution of the removeOutput(serialNumber : String) method
from an external environment.

+unPlugI() : void - this methods enables the unPlug behaviour to be launched
form an external environment.

Finally, the Gate has the following methods:

-selectNormalOutput(attractingResource : String, attractingResource-
Type : String) : String - this method selects and returns the output that con-
nects the TGa to the RS, that is attracting the PT held by the TCa requesting the
move. If no output is selected the method returns null. This method is executed
by the selectOutput method and it is further detailed in Figure 6.65.

-selectRandomOutput() : String - this method returns a randomly selected
output. This method is executed by the selectOutput method.

-selectOutput(attractingResource : String, attractingResourceType
: String) : String - this method selects which output selection function should
be used and it returns the selected output. In short, if the attractingResource is
equal to no target defined, and attractingResourceType is not defined, the TGa will
select an output randomly (selectRandomOutput method), otherwise the adequate
output is selected through the selectNormalOutput method (normal procedure).

-isInsideAttractionRadius(resourceInfo : ResourceInfo) : boolean -
this method determines if the TGa is inside the attraction radius of a certain RS
(recourseInfo). It returns true if it is inside, false otherwise.

-isInputComponent(componentSerialNumber : String) : boolean -
it is a method that checks if a certain component with the given serial number
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Figure 6.65: Procedure of the behaviour the method that selects the TGa’s output
according to the attracting RS.

(componentSerialNumber), is an input component of the TGa or not. The method
returns true if it is, false otherwise.

-isOutputComponent(componentSerialNumber : String) : boolean -
this method is similar to the previous one, however in this case it verifies if a certain
component is an output of the TGa.

-addInput(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void - it is the
method that adds a component, with a certain name and serial number, to the in-
put list, which means that the added component becomes one of the logical inputs
of the TGa. This methods also launches the sendAddConnectedResourcesConvey-
orSystemMessage behaviour in order to propagate to the upstream components the
RSs that are possible to be accessed through this TGa.

-addOutput(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void - it is the
method that adds a component, with a certain name and serial number, to the
output list, which means that the added component becomes one of the logical
outputs of the TGa.

-removeInput(serialNumber : String) : void - it is a method that removes
a current input component from the inputs list. This component is, therefore, no
longer considered one of the logical inputs of the TGa.

-removeOutput(serialNumber : String) : void - it is a method that re-
moves a current output component from the outputs list. This component is,
therefore, no longer considered one of the logical outputs of the TGa.

#setup() : void - it is the method that executes the parent setup method
(from the Conveyor System Entity class), as well as it instantiates the gui, if the
gui is set to visible, when the TGa is deployed. This method also executes the
initialization method presented below.

-initialization() : void - it is the method that starts the above presented
behaviours, that need to be launched at start-up.
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#takeDown() : void - it is the method that executes the parent takeDown
method (from the Conveyor System Entity class), as well as it removes the gui.

Conveyor The Conveyor class presented in Figure 6.51 extends the Conveyor
System Entity class in order to implement the common functionalities of a TCo.
Its parameters are described as follows:

-gui : ConveyorGUI - it implements the graphical UI that is linked to the
TCo.

-visibleGUI : boolean - it defines if the component GUI should be visible or
not. This is defined upon construction of the component.

-input : Pair<String, String> - an object that pairs the serial number of
the component that it is connected to the input of the TCo and its address.

-output : Pair<String, String> - an object that pairs the serial number of
the component that it is connected to the output of the TCo and its address.

-connectedResources : List<ResourceInfo> - it is a list of the RSs, in
the shape of their ResourceInfo object, that are connected through the transport
system to this TCo, as described in Section 4.4.

-carriersInConveyor : List<String> - a list with the TCas that are cur-
rently in the TCo.

-receiveAddConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage : Behavi-
our - this behaviour handles the messages received to add transport connected
resources. These messages are propagated by downstream RSs, in order to main-
tain and update the RSs that are accessible, from a transport system point of view,
through the output of the TCo. This behaviour is launched when the TCo is de-
ployed and terminated only when the TCo is disconnected from the system. The
procedure of the behaviour is detailed in Figure 6.66.

-sendAddConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage : Behaviour -
this behaviour sends the connected RSs messages to the input component of the
TCo, so that the upstream RSs that meet the necessary requirements, can add
the downstream RSs has a RS connected through the transport system. This
behaviour is both launched through the addInput(name : String, serialNumber
: String) method and the receiveAddConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage
behaviour. The behaviour is finished when the message is sent, as depicted in
Figure 6.67.

-receiveDeleteConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage : Behavi-
our - this behaviour handles the messages received, to remove RSs that are con-
nected to the TCo. These messages are equally propagated by downstream com-
ponents, in order to maintain and update the RSs that are still accessible, from a
transport system point of view, through the output of the TCo. This behaviour
is launched when the TCo is deployed and terminated only when the TCo is dis-
connected from the system. The procedure of the behaviour can be further seen in
Figure 6.68.
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Figure 6.66: Procedure of the behaviour that handles the add connected RSs mes-
sages, in order to maintain and update the RSs that are accessible through the
output of the TCo.
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Figure 6.67: Procedure of the behaviour that propagates the RSs currently con-
nected to the TCo through the transport system.

-sendDeleteConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage : Behavi-
our - this behaviour sends the messages with the RSs that are no longer connected
to the TCo, through the transport system. These messages are sent to the com-
ponents that are at the input of the TCo, so that the information is propagated
upstream. This behaviour is both launched through the killConveyorEntity behavi-
our and the receiveDeleteConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMessage behaviour.
The behaviour is finished when the message is sent, as depicted in Figure 6.69.

-receiveNewCarrierArrivedMessage : Behaviour - this behaviour receives
and handles the messages sent by a TCa, in order to inform the TCo that the TCa
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Figure 6.68: Procedure of the behaviour that handles the delete connected RSs
messages in order to maintain and update the RSs that are still accessible through
the output of the TCo.
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Figure 6.69: Procedure of the behaviour that sends the RSs that are no longer
connected to the TCo through the transport system.

is currently inside it. This behaviour is launched when the TCo is deployed and
terminated only when the TCo is disconnected from the system. The behaviour is
depicted in Figure 6.70.

-sendNewCarrierAtTheExitMessage : Behaviour - this behaviour sends
a message to a TCa, in order to inform it that it is presently a the exit of the TCo.
This behaviour is launched through the sensorScan behaviour every time a new
TCa is detected at the exit. The behaviour is finished when the message is sent, as
detailed in Figure 6.71.
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Figure 6.70: Procedure of the behaviour that receives the messages informing of
the arrival of a new TCa.
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Figure 6.71: Procedure of the behaviour that sends a message to a TCa informing
that it is at the exit of the TCo.

-receiveRequestToMoveMessage : Behaviour - it is the behaviour that
handles the messages in which the TCas request the TCo to be moved into the
next shopfloor component. This behaviour is launched when the TCo is deployed
and only terminates its execution when the TCo is disconnected from the system.
The procedure of the behaviour is detailed in Figure 6.72.

-receiveCarrierHandoverMessage : Behaviour - this behaviour handles
the messages in which the TCo is queried if it is available to receive a TCa. This
behaviour is launched when the TCo is deployed and only terminates its execution
when the TCo is disconnected from the system. The procedure of the behaviour is
depicted in Figure 6.73.

-receiveRequestAccessibleResourcesThroughConveyorMessage : Be-
haviour - this behaviour handles the messages, sent by the PTs requesting informa-
tion about the RSs that are connected to this TCo, through the conveyor system.
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Figure 6.72: Procedure of the behaviour that handles the messages sent by the
TCas to the TCo, requesting to be moved.

This behaviour is launched when the TCo is deployed and terminates its execution
when the TCo is disconnected from the system. The procedure of this behaviour
is further detailed in Figure 6.74.

Additionally, the Conveyor has the following interface methods, that enables
the execution of certain methods from an external environment:

+addInputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void - this method
enables the execution of the addInput(name : String, serialNumber : String)
method from an external environment.

+addOutputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void - this
method enables the execution of the addOutput(name : String, serialNumber :
String) method from an external environment.

+removeInputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void - this
method enables the execution of the removeInput(serialNumber : String) method
from an external environment.
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Figure 6.73: Procedure of the behaviour that handles messages asking if the TCo
is able to receive a TCa.
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Figure 6.74: Procedure of the behaviour that handles the requests of the RSs that
are accessible from a TCo through the conveyor system.

+removeOutputI(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void - this
method enables the execution of the removeOutput(serialNumber : String) method
from an external environment.

+unPlugI() : void - this methods enables the unPlug behaviour to be launched
form an external environment.

Finally, the Gate has the following methods:

-isInsideAttractionRadius(resourceInfo : ResourceInfo) : boolean -
this method determines if the TCo is inside the attraction radius of a certain RS
(recourseInfo). It returns true if it is inside, false otherwise.
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-addInput(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void - it is the
method that adds a component with a certain name and serial number as in-
put. This means that the added component becomes the logical input of the TCo.
This methods also launches the sendAddConnectedResourcesConveyorSystemMes-
sage behaviour, in order to propagate to the upstream components, the RSs that
are possible to be accessed through this TCo.

-addOutput(name : String, serialNumber : String) : void - it is the
method that adds a component with a certain name and serial number as output.
Hence, the added component becomes the logical output of the TCo.

-removeInput(serialNumber : String) : void - it is a method that removes
the current input component. This component is therefore no longer considered the
logical input of the TCo.

-removeOutput(serialNumber : String) : void - it is a method that re-
moves the current output component. This component is therefore no longer con-
sidered the logical outputs of the TCo.

#setup() : void - It is the method that executes the parent setup method
(from the Conveyor System Entity class), as well as it instantiates the gui, if the
gui is set to visible when the TCo is deployed. This method also executes the
initialization method presented below.

-initialization() : void - it is the method that starts the above presented
behaviours, that need to be launched at start-up.

#takeDown() : void - It is the method that executes the parent takeDown
method (from the Conveyor System Entity class), as well as it removes the gui.

Carrier The Carrier class, presented in Figure 6.50, extends the Conveyor
System Entity class, in order to implement the common functionalities of a TCa.
Its parameters are described as follows:

-currentLocation : String - the variable that contains the address in which
the TCa is currently located.

-carrierAtExitOfComponent : boolean - a variable that flags if the TCa
is at the exit of the conveyor system component, in which it is located or not. It is
therefore true if it is or false if it is not.

-targetDestination : String - the variable that contains the destination RS,
towards which the TCa should go, when the PT placed on the TCa is being at-
tracted towards a RS. If the PT has no attracting RS, then this variable value
becomes no target defined. Otherwise, if no PT is placed on the TCa, then target-
Destination becomes null.

-partInCarrier : PartInfo - it is an object that contains the information
about the PT, that is being carried by the TCa. If the TCa is not carrying any PT
this variable is null.

-sendLocationMessage : Behaviour - this behaviour sends a message in-
forming its location to the PT and to the component in which it is located. This be-
haviour is launched through the sensorScan behaviour, every time the TCa detects
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that it has entered into a new component of the conveyor system. The behaviour
is finished when the message is sent, as detailed in Figure 6.75.
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Figure 6.75: Procedure of the behaviour that sends a message informing its location
to the PT and to the component in which it is located.

-receivePartDeployedOnCarrierMessage : Behaviour - this behaviour
handles the messages sent by the RSs with the details of the PT that was deployed
in the TCa. This behaviour is launched when the TCa is deployed and terminates
its execution when the TCa is removed from the system. The procedure of this
behaviour is further detailed in Figure 6.76.
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Figure 6.76: Procedure of the behaviour that handles the messages sent informing
which PT was deployed on the TCa.

-receivePartCommittedOrNotToAttractingResourceMessage : Behavi-
our - this behaviour handles the messages sent by the PTs, with the details of the
RS towards which the PT is being attracted. This behaviour is launched when the
TCa is deployed and terminates its execution when the TCa is removed from the
system. The procedure of this behaviour is further detailed in Figure 6.77.

-receiveCarrierAtTheExitMessage : Behaviour - this behaviour handles
the messages sent by the different components that compose the transport system,
informing that the TCa is at the exit and ready to be handover to other component.
This behaviour is launched when the TCa is deployed and terminates its execution
when the TCa is removed from the system. The procedure of this behaviour is
shown in Figure 6.78.
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Figure 6.77: Procedure of the behaviour that receives the messages sent by the PT
informing if the PT is committed or not to an attracting RS.
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Figure 6.78: Procedure of the behaviour that receives the messages sent by the
different component of the conveyor system informing that the TCa is at their exit.

-sendRequestToMoveMessage : Behaviour - this behaviour sends a mes-
sage requesting the different component of the conveyor system in which the PT
is located to move. This behaviour is launched through the receivePartDeploye-
dOnCarrierMessage as well as through the receiveCarrierAtTheExitMessage be-
haviour. The behaviour is finished when the message is sent, as detailed in Figure
6.79.

-receivePartKilledMessage : Behaviour - this behaviour receives and han-
dles the messages sent by the PTs informing the TCa that the PT which the TCa
is carrying was killed. This behaviour is launched when the TCa is deployed and
terminates its execution when the TCa is removed from the system. The procedure
of this behaviour is detailed in Figure 6.80.

-receiveKillOrderMessage : Behaviour - it is the behaviour that receives
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Figure 6.79: Procedure of the behaviour that sends a message to the conveyor
system entity, in which the TCa is located requesting to be moved to the next
component.
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Figure 6.80: Procedure of the behaviour that receives a message sent by the PT in
the TCa informing that it was killed.

the messages sent by RSs, TGas or TCos ordering the TCa to kill itself. This
behaviour is launched when the TCa is deployed and terminates its execution when
the TCa is removed from the system. The procedure of this behaviour is detailed
in Figure 6.81.

Finally, the Carrier has the following methods:

#setup() : void - It is the method that executes the parent setup method
(from the Conveyor System Entity class). This method also executes the initializa-
tion method presented below.

-initialization() : void - it is the method that starts the above presented
behaviours, that need to be launched at start-up.

#takeDown() : void - It is the method that executes the parent takeDown
method (from the Conveyor System Entity class).
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Figure 6.81: Procedure of the behaviour that receives kill orders so that the TCa
is removed from the system.

6.1.2 Template

The Template class, depicted in the class diagram in Figure 6.82, defines the nec-
essary parameters and functionalities, necessary to implement a template, as de-
scribed in Section 4.2. The Template has the following parameters:

-iD : String - unique identifier of the in the form of a serial number.
-skill : Skill - the skill associated with the template.
-requiredParts : List<PartInfo> - the list of PTs required in order to

execute the skill related to this template.
-resultingParts : List<PartInfo> - the list of PTs produced upon execution

of the skill associated with this template.

Furthermore, the Template has the following methods:

+setID(iD : String) : void - method that set the value of iD.
+getID() : String - method that returns the iD of the template.
+setSkill(skill : Skill) : void - method that set the skill associated with the

template.
+getSkill() : Skill - method that returns the iD of the template.
+setRequiredParts(requiredParts : List<PartInfo>) : void - method

that sets the list of required PTs.
+getRequiredParts() : List<PartInfo> - method that returns the list of

required PTs.
+setResultingParts(requiredParts : List<PartInfo>) : void - method

that sets the list of resulting PTs.
+getResultingParts() : List<PartInfo> - method that returns the list of

resulting PTs.
+toString() : String - method that converts the Template values into a

String.
+fromString() : Template - method that converts a template that is in its

string form into a Template object.
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+toString() : String
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Figure 6.82: Class diagram of the Template Class.

6.1.2.1 Skill

The Skill class, depicted in the class diagram in Figure 6.82, defines the necessary
parameters and functionalities necessary to implement a skill. The Skill has the
following parameters:

-iD : int - unique identifier of the in the form of a serial number.
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-name : String - name attributed to the skill.
-instantiated : boolean - variable that flags if the skill was instantiated or

not.
-executed : boolean - variable that flags if the skill was executed or not.
-parameterList : List<Parameter> - a list of parameters necessary for the

execution of the skill.
-nativeMethodName : String - variable that defines the name of the native

method associated with the skill.
-nativeClassName : String - variable that defines the name of the native

class associated with the skill.
-hardwareLayerInstance : Object - object that contains an instance of the

hardware layer, which enables the execution of the skill.

The Skill also has the following methods:

+setID(iD : String) : void - method that sets the value of iD.
+getID() : String - method that returns the iD of the template.
+setName(name : String) : void - method that sets the name of the skill.
+getName() : String - method that returns the name of the skill.
+setInstanciated(instantiated : boolean) : void - method that sets the

instantiated variable to true or false.
+isInstantiated() : boolean - method that returns if the skill is instantiated

or not.
+setExecuted(executed : boolean) : void - method that sets the executed

variable to true or false.
+isExecuted() : boolean - method that returns if the skill was executed or

not.
+setParameterList(parameterList: List<Parameter>) : void - method

that sets the list of parameters.
+getParameterList() : List<Parameter> - method that returns the list

of parameters.
+setNativeMethodName(nativeMethodName : String) : void - method

that sets the name of the native method associated with the skill.
+getNativeMethodName() : String - method that returns the name of the

native method associated with the skill.
+setNativeClassName(nativeClassName : String) : void - method that

sets the name of the native class associated with the skill.
+getNativeClassName() : String - method that returns the name of the

native class associated with the skill.
+setHardwareLayerInstance(hardwareLayerInstance : Object) : void

- method that sets the instance of the hardware layer.
+getHardwareLayerInstance() : Object - method that returns the in-

stance of the hardware layer.
+toString() : String - method that converts the Skill values into a String.
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+fromString() : Skill - method that converts a skill that is in its string form
into a Skill object.

6.1.3 Interaction patterns
Despite the fact that, as described in Section 4.3, from an architectural perspec-
tive the main interaction patterns are both the RS-PT attraction and the PT-
TP interactions, from an implementation perspective other interaction such as the
neighbourhood interactions had to be implemented, particularly to support the pull
production mechanism.

Based on the implementation presented before (Section 6.1), some examples of
the main interaction patterns are demonstrated below.

6.1.3.1 Neighbourhood interactions

As stressed before, the neighbourhood interactions are established in order to sup-
port the pull production mechanism. In other words, they enable RSs to understand
with which other RSs are they connected to and fall inside their attractiveness ra-
dius. This is important so that RSs propagate their attractiveness only to neighbour
RSs and not to the entire system. It ensures that the pull production mechanism
works as intended, but in a less communication demanding way. These interactions
are performed when a RS is introduced in the system

In Figure 6.83, an example of a neighbourhood interaction pattern is presented.
In this case, it is assumed that RS1 was deployed in the system. When that hap-
pens, RS1 collects the information of all the RSs in the systems (from the directory
facilitator) and sends them a neighbourhood message. After that, it adds as neigh-
bours the ones that meet the necessary conditions, as described in Figure 6.3. The
receiving RSs go through a similar process and add RS1 as neighbour if it meets
similar conditions, as depicted in Figure 6.4.

6.1.3.2 Resource-part interactions (attraction)

The RS-PT interactions, are the main interaction patterns in the BIOSOARM ar-
chitecture. They lead to the self-organisation of production that ultimately results
in the emergence of the desired products, at the exit of the system. In this sense,
following the implementation approach presented above, an example of the attrac-
tion interactions, between a PT (PT1) and different RSs, is presented in Figure
6.84.

In this case, PT1 was deployed in the system and starts by sending a message
to the conveyor system component (not the TCa), in which it is located, requesting
which RSs are accessible from there. This first interaction is aimed to avoid the
PT to be attracted to RSs that are not accessible from that component, due to
constraints of the conveyor-based transport system. Once it receives the accessible
RSs, considering its position, it retrieves the "visible" RSs and sends a request
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Figure 6.83: Sequence diagram of the neighbourhood interactions.
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Figure 6.84: Sequence diagram of the implemented attraction mechanism.

attractiveness message to those that are both visible and accessible through the
transport system. The visible RSs are obtained by analysing the location of all the
RSs in the system (once again retrieved from the directory facilitator), in relation to
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PT1’s position and attraction radius. The RSs then reply with an accept message,
in which they provide their attractiveness value if they attract that particular PT
type of the requesting PT. Otherwise, they reply with a reject. In Figure 6.84, only
RS1 attracts that PT type and for this reason the PT sends a message in which it
tries to commit itself to that particular RS. The RS1 then replies with an accept,
if it needs that PT, or with a reject otherwise, as described in Figure 6.3. If the
PT receives an accept message then it starts to move towards the RS. Furthermore,
after setting PT1 as committed PT, the RS recomputes its attractiveness and if any
change is observed it propagates those new values to its neighbour RSs. A similar
interaction pattern is then repeated every time the PT enters a different conveyor
system component, until it reaches RS1.

It is important to highlight that the commit interaction, was simply imple-
mented in order to avoid multiple PTs to be unnecessarily attracted towards the
same RS. In this way the system balance is maintained, since, as presented before,
the incoming PTs also affect attractiveness of the RSs as showed in Equation 5.1.

6.1.3.3 Part-transport interactions

Finally, an example of the interaction between the PTs and the TP system, is
presented in Figure 6.85. In this case it is assumed that PT1 is already committed
to RS1, as depicted in Figure 6.84.

Once PT1 goes through the attraction interaction, it sends a message to TCa1
informing if it is committed or not to a RS, as demonstrated in Figure 6.77. Then,
when TCa1 reaches the end of the conveyor-system component, in which it is lo-
cated, it request that same component to be moved to the next component, by
sending a request to move message. The conveyor system component is then re-
sponsible to move PT1. In case that component is a TGa, and if TCa1 provides a
defined attracting RS, in the request move message, TGa1 then selects the output
that leads to that attracting RS and sends an handover request to the selected
output component. If the component in which TCa1 is, is instead a TCo or a RS,
only an output is available and, therefore, there is no need for the selection pro-
cess. Then, if the handover request is accepted, as in Figure 6.85, PT1 is released.
Finally, once TCa1 detects that it has arrived to a new conveyor system compo-
nent, it informs both PT1, as well as that same component of its arrival. If that
component to which PT1 arrived is the attracting RS, then the PT is processed,
otherwise keeps moving through the transport system.

6.2 Experimental setup

6.2.1 System emulator
In order to test and adequately assess the potential of the BIOSOARM architecture,
it is important that different testing scenarios are considered. This would however
require the access to a highly sophisticated state-of-the-art modular shopfloor. Un-
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Figure 6.85: Sequence diagram of the implemented interactions between the PT
and the conveyor system.

fortunately, such systems are still not very common and the author does not have
access to one. In this sense, an emulation environment was used to instantiate
different production scenarios. Although the implemented architecture could be
itself used to emulate the operation of the instantiated systems, this may lead to
slightly biased results, as the system emulating the instantiated shopfloors is the
same controlling it.

The emulating environment was also developed in JAVA and is supported by a
front end, which allows the external management of the system. As it is possible
to observe in Figure 6.1, through the BIOSOARMEntity class the different BIO-
SOARM component have access to the emulator front end. This is however the
case, simply to enable the components to remove themselves from the emulated
environment. Otherwise would not be required, as the different components inter-
act with their respective emulated counterparts through the hardware abstraction
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layer. Moreover, the emulating environment encapsulates an engine that further
ensures the stepwise synchronous operation of the emulated elements. Particularly,
the emulator is able to emulate a number of elements, such as:

• Station emulator - supports the actuation and sensing of a fixture that locks
the carriers in place for execution, actuation and verification of the execution
of the station process (in this case skill, which is emulated as a timespan).

• Conveyor emulator - supports the retention and release of carriers using a
locking mechanism at the head of the conveyor.

• Gate emulator - supports the retention of carriers and the re-routing to a
selected emulated component, directly connected to the gate.

• Entry and Exit points emulator - support the retention and release of carriers
using a locking mechanism at the head of the entry point. The exit point
controls the removal and buffering of the carriers.

• Carrier emulator - are a simple construct that can be handled by the previous
elements.

All the active elements are abstracted by a buffer, which have a length and speed
that can be defined in generic time and distance units. Furthermore, the stations
have an additional processing time, while the carriers have instead a fixed size.
Hence each buffer supports the number of carriers, that result from the division of
their length by the size of the carriers.

In runtime, each time step represents the logical evolution from the previous
geometrical, as well as executional state. This ensures the precise positioning of
all the carriers in the elements in which they are located, as well as the emulation
of skill executions in the stations. In this way, it is possible to accurately emulate
collisions, accumulating effects and control faults. Additionally, the runtime plug
and unplug of the emulated elements is also supported.

The external access to the individual simulated components is supported by the
element’s interfaces, which can be accessed through the component’s hardware ab-
stractions layer in order to enable the control of the components. The BIOSOARM
components can then be logically mapped as RSo − > entry point, RSt − > Sta-
tion, RSi − > exit point, TCo − > conveyor, TGa − > gate, and TCa − > carrier.
Finally, the PTs are simply associated to their specific carriers by the carrier id.

6.2.2 BIOSOARM deployment tool
The BIOSOARM deployment tool was developed to support the creation and con-
sequent deployment of different instances of the BIOSOARM architecture, devised
for specific scenarios, created through the emulated environment presented above.
Hence, the deployment tool is composed by two main sub-tools. The JADE plat-
form management tool and the BIOSOARM deployment management tool. In this
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way, the operator is able to manage both the JADE platform as well as the BIO-
SOARM architecture through a UI composed by four different tabs, that will be
further depicted below.

6.2.2.1 JADE platform management tool

The JADE platform management, implements the fundamental functions for con-
trolling the JADE framework from within the scope of the JAVA BIOSOARM
deployment tool application. In this sense, it allows to deploy different JADE con-
tainers that set the environment within which the agents can be deployed. One
particularity of the JADE environment, is that within a distributed platform only
one main container may exist. Hence, as demonstrated in Figure 6.86, both main
containers or normal containers can be deployed, depending if the main container
radio button is selected or not. Furthermore, it is also possible to deploy containers
in different physical points of a network, simply by providing the IP address of the
machine that holds the main container. In this way when deployed, the container
is able to connect to the desired main container, enabling the physical distribution
of the platform.

Figure 6.86: Platform tab of the BIOSOARM deployment tool through which it
is possible to both deploy JADE containers, as well as to shut down the JADE
platform.

Furthermore, the JADE platform management also provides the ability to de-
ploy and kill agents, as well as to verify if an agent is online. These functionalities
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are however used through the BIOSOARM deployment management tool.

6.2.2.2 BIOSOARM deployment management tool

The BIOSOARM deployment management, implements the fundamental functions
to deploy the different components of the BIOSOARM architecture. In this sense,
once the JADE platform is up and running, it is possible to load and deploy pre-
defined testing scenarios, as showed in Figure 6.87.

Figure 6.87: System Deployment tab of the BIOSOARM deployment tool, through
which it is possible to load and launch both different testing scenarios and test
cases.

Once the pre-defined scenarios are loaded, it is possible to see the different RSs
or TPs, both in the Resources (Figure 6.88), and Transport System (Figure 6.89)
tabs respectively. Both the RSs or TPs can be individually deployed, by selecting
them in the offline window and pressing the button with the arrow pointing to
the online window. Similarly, they can be individually removed, by selecting the
desired component in the online windows and pressing the button with the arrow
pointing to the offline window. Also, both RSs and TPs can be loaded individually.

Finally, again in the System deployment tab, by selecting the desired testing, it
is possible to autonomously deploy all the components by pressing "Deploy testing
scenario". Moreover, different test cases can be loaded and executed, in order to
autonomously perform different pre-defined test cases. It is important to stress
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Figure 6.88: Resources tab of the BIOSOARM deployment tool through which it
is possible to deploy or removed particular RSs from the platform.

Figure 6.89: Transport System tab of the BIOSOARM deployment tool through
which it is possible to deploy or removed particular TPs from the platform.
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that when deployed, each component loads its configurations files autonomously by
matching their name against the available file names.

6.2.2.3 BIOSOARM components UI

In addition to the BIOSOARM deployment management tool, also the different
BIOSOARM components (except the TCa and the PT) have an interface, as de-
scribed in Section 6.1.1.

Source UI The RSo UI (Figure 6.90) is basically self-descriptive and its main
purpose is to enable the user to have a better idea of the operation state of the
RSo. In this sense, as depicted in Figure 6.90, it is possible to see the output to
which the RSo is connected, the PTs committed to the RSo, the component to
which the RSo is connected through the transport system (connected components),
the different active attraction area types and respective attractiveness values, the
list of neighbours of the RSo and finally, the PTs currently in the RSo. The only
functionality available through the source UI is the unplug of the RSo.

Station UI The RSt UI (Figure 6.91), is similar to the RSo UI. However in this
case also the input is also showed.

Sink UI The RSi UI (Figure 6.92) is also similar to the RSt UI, but in this case
without the output.

Gate UI The TGa UI (Figure 6.93), is also mainly used to keep track of the
operational state of the TGa. In this sense it presents the inputs and outputs to
which the TGa is connected, the current PTs in the TGa and also the components
to which the TGa is connected. Similarly to the RSs the only functionality of the
TGa’s UI is the unplug of the TGa.

Conveyor UI The TCo UI (Figure 6.94), is similar to the one of the TGas.

6.2.3 Testing scenarios

As mentioned above, in order to test and adequately demonstrate and assess the
potential and versatility of the BIOSOARM architecture, different testing scenarios
need to be considered. In this sense, two different testing scenarios were devised
and considered, in an attempt to evaluate BIOSOARM’s performance when facing
completely different system types. The testing scenarios are, therefore, a system
that simulates a normal flow line and another that closely resembles a job-shop
production system.
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Figure 6.90: The RSo UI.
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Figure 6.91: The RSt UI.
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Figure 6.92: The RSi UI.
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Figure 6.93: The TGa UI.

Figure 6.94: The TCo UI.
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6.2.3.1 Flow Line scenario

This first implemented testing scenario is an "assembly line" that simulates the
production of a car (Figure 6.95). It is a fictional scenario and was devised in an
attempt to test BIOSOARM, under conditions that simulate a more traditional
production line. In this way, it is important to understand the performance of
BIOSOARM, but also how the system reacts as a whole, to perturbations such as
dynamic plug and unplug of components, with reference to scenarios commonly
found in nowadays production facilities.

The proposed assembly line is composed by two branches (engine and body),
that converge into a third main branch, where the final assembly is performed. As
depicted in Figure 6.95, the engine branch is composed by two RSos, four RSt, five
TGas, eight TCos and one RSi. At an initial stage, RSt22 is not present and it is
only plugged in some test cases, as described in Section 7. The body branch has
a similar composition, but only one RSo and four TGas instead. Finally, the main
branch is composed by three RSos, five RSts, eleven TGas, thirteen TCos and two
RSis. For all purposes, all the RSts and TGas have the same length as a TCa
(20 distance units). The conveyors have different lengths (under the TCo name in
(Figure 6.95)). The speed of the transport system is constant and it is rated at 20
distance units/time.

In short, the engine branch feeds the engines to the main branch where they
are coupled with the transmission. Then, the axle is added and the resulting PT
is then mated with the body of the car. Next, there is an optional RSt where the
Air Conditioning (AC) can be added, which then leads to the assembly of the seats
RSt. After the assembly of the seats the car is ready and can be removed from the
assembly line.

The templates in Table 6.1 were, therefore, defined and implemented in order
to generate the required flows to ultimately produce the car in its two available
variants (with/out AC).

As described in the Table 6.1, the first column represents the ID of the template;
the second column, represents the ID of the RSt that owns that template; then it
comes the required PT(s) ID; followed by the skill and the respective processing
time, in time units; and finally, resulting PT(s) from the execution of that template.
The respective PTs ID can be matched with the respective PT in Table 6.2.

6.2.3.2 "Job shop"-like scenario

The second testing scenario is the more "Job shop"-like shopfloor (Figure 6.96),
that simulates the assembly of five different and fictional products (FP).

In this case, the different RSts are able to produce more than one type of PTs.
Hence, different product flows will go through the same RSts. Particularly, three of
the products flows go through two RSts, while two will go through three RSts. FP1
goes through RSt4 and RSt6, FP2 goes through RSt5 and RSt7, FP3 goes through
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Table 6.1: Flow Line Templates.

ID RS ID Req. PTs ID Skill(P. Time) Res. PTs ID
1 1 FeedIron(720) 1
2 2 FeedSteel(720) 2
3 3 FeedAlluminumSheets(720) 3
4 4 FeedTransmission(720) 4
5 5 FeedAxle(720) 5
6 6 FeedSeats(720) 6
7 7/22 1,2 Cast(1000) 7
8 8 7 Clean(150) 8
9 9 8 Dry(200) 9
10 10 3 Press(100) 10
11 11 10 AssembleCarBody(250) 11
12 12 11 DipZincPhosphate(200) 12
13 13 4,9 AssEngWTran(200) 13
14 14 5,13 AssembleAxle(150) 14
15 15 12,14 Mating(300) 15
16 16 15 AssembleAC(300) 16
17 17 6,15 AssembleSeats(500) 17
18 17 6,16 AssembleSeats(500) 18
19 18 17 RemoveCar(10)
20 18 18 RemoveCar(10)

RSt4, RSt5 and RSt7, FP4 goes through RSt5, RSt7 and RSt6 and finally FP5 goes
through RSt5 and RSt10.

Although RSt10 is present in Figure 6.96, this RSt is never present at the initial
state of the systems. It is instead added in real time, if FP5 is to be produced. The
same is valid for TCo10 (C10). TCo10 can also be added to the shopfloor in order
to enable the production of FP4.

The present testing scenario is, therefore, composed from an initial phase by
three RSos, four RSts, two RSis, eleven TGas, and fourteenth TCos. Again, if
required, RSt (RSt10) or TCo10 may be plugged to contemplate the production of
FP4 and FP5.

Similarly to the previous scenario, the RSts, TGas and TCas have the same
properties. Moreover the TCos have different lengths as depicted in Figure 6.96,
with a transfer speed also rated at 20 distance units/time units.

In this scenario, the PT flows are the result of the set of templates in Table 6.3.
For all testing scenarios, the rate at which the PTs are introduced in the

shopfloor is dependent on the physical properties and characteristics of the RSos,
as well as on the attraction of the PTs. Also, the elements named as carrier sinks
are meant to absorb and return TCas to the RSos. This is necessary for RSts, that
require more than one PT to execute a process. As each RSt can only hold one
TCa, it is not possible to deliver another PT until the previous TCa is released.
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Table 6.2: Parts Mapping.

ID Part
1 Iron
2 Steel
3 Aluminium sheets
4 Transmission
5 Axle
6 Seats
7 Engine Block (EB)
8 Cleaned EB
9 Final EB
10 Body part
11 Car body
12 Final car body
13 Engine + Transmission
14 Powertrain
15 Powertrain and chassis (P&C)
16 P&C with AC
17 Car with AC
18 Car without AC

Hence, the first TCa leaves the RSt empty and it is absorbed by the carrier sinks,
which will then return them to the RSo.
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Table 6.3: "Job shop"-like shopfloor Templates.

ID RS ID Req. PTs ID Skill(P. Time) Res. PTs ID
1 1 FeedA(10) a
2 3 FeedB(10) b
3 2 FeedC(10) c
4 4 a,c RSt4Skill1(1500) p1
5 4 a,b RSt4Skill2(1000) p3
6 5 b,c RSt5Skill1(1000) p2
7 5 p3 RSt5Skill2(1250) p4
8 5 a,b RSt5Skill3(1750) p5
9 6 p1 RSt6Skill1(1500) FP1
10 6 p6 RSt6Skill2(1500) FP4
11 7 p2 RSt7Skill1(1000) FP2
12 7 p4 RSt7Skill2(1500) FP3
13 7 p5 RSt7Skill3(1250) p6
14 10 p5 RSt10Skill1(2000) FP5
15 8 FP1 RemoveProduct(10)
16 8 FP2 RemoveProduct(10)
17 8 FP3 RemoveProduct(10)
18 8 FP4 RemoveProduct(10)
19 8 FP5 RemoveProduct(10)
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Figure 6.95: Flow line scenario.
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Figure 6.96: "Job shop"-like scenario.



Chapter 7

Results, assessment and validation

In the present chapter, the different test cases performed and the obtained results
are presented. Based on these results, BIOSOARM’s performance and behaviour is
then assessed and validated, not only from a more traditional performing perspective
but also under the light of the ERCs.

7.1 On the validation of this work

One of the most important aspects in the development of a new concept is to
follow a stepwise approach, in an attempt to not only adequately substantiate
and demonstrate the relevance of the presented problem, but also to validate the
potential solution through repeated observation and experimentation. Such efforts,
therefore, need to be supported by scientific validation techniques. Most common
approaches are either qualitative, quantitative or mixed approaches, as presented
by Creswell in [295].

A qualitative research approach, on one hand, is typically a highly inductive
process, where general assumptions are made from particular observations. In this
sense, it is a process more adequate to, innovative topics with limited previous re-
search, to possibly inaccurate or biased theories, to cases with a need to describe the
phenomena and develop the theory, as well as to cases where there are limitations in
terms of obtaining quantitative measures [295]. On the other hand, a quantitative
research approach, "provides the means for testing objective theories by examining
the relationship between variables" [295]. The resulting measurements and data,
can then be analysed and validated through statistical approaches.

Considering the exploratory nature of the research problem tackled in this work,
it is only natural that the used methods, reflect the qualitative or quantitative na-
ture of the different points to be validated. The validation of this work has, in fact,
been going through an iterative process, as described in [296], which culminated in
the development of the present work. While in [296], it was possible to attest the
potential of the approach, it is now necessary to validate BIOSOARM, not only

203
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considering the more traditional performance indicators, but more importantly its
capability to meet the ERCs. Hence, due to the lack of other similar previous
research efforts or quantifiable measures of the ERCs, BIOSOARM’s adherence
to these, needs to be done in a qualitative manner, in which the system functional
response is analysed to confirm the adherence of the present approach to the ERCs.

Instead, for the more traditional performance assessment of BIOSOARM, the
makespan of the system is analysed, in relation to the minimum makespan bound-
ary. The minimum makespan boundary, corresponds to the total processing time
of the bottleneck RS, plus the total minimum processing time, after the bottleneck,
necessary to complete a product among the product types available. Although in
some cases, the minimum makespan boundary may not represent the minimum
feasible makespan, it can never be lower and for that reason it will be used as a
reference. This approach was followed, as there are no well defined benchmarks
that provide the grounds for a meaningful and insightful comparison. This claim
is supported by the different approaches used in the different research works in the
field [79,96,297–303].

7.2 Validation of the proposed bio-inspired self-organising
production control

First, it is important to validate BIOSOARM under normal operation. This will
provide a baseline and allow the reader to better follow and interpret the results
obtained under more dynamic or uncertain circumstances. For this purpose, a test
case was performed for each of the above presented testing scenarios.

7.2.1 Flow line scenario

For the flow line scenario, this first test case considers the production of 100 PTs,
of the type car both without or with AC (type 17 and 18 respectively), for a total
of 200 PTs. In this test case, RSt22 was not present and 10 different tests were
performed.

Figure 7.1, depicts the resulting processing behaviour of the different branches
in one of the test runs. For readability purposes only the 30000 initial time units
are presented. For each time unit, a RS can only assume two possible values, 0 if it
is idle or 1 if it is busy. Also, in this case, while for the first three graphs each colour
represents a different RSt (each RSt always executes the same skill), that belongs
to that particular branch, in the last case the graph simply shows the processing
pulses of RSi18. Hence, the blue pulses represent the processing (removal from
the shopfloor) of cars without AC, as opposed to the green ones, which represent
cars with AC. Furthermore, it is important to note that the initial time units
(Deployment grey box), represents the time units since the system emulator started
running, until all component were deployed and ready to run.
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Figure 7.1: Flow line scenario processing maps.
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As it is possible to observe, the patterns of the different branches demonstrate
the coherent and stable behaviour of the system. For instance, for the first branch
it is possible to see that the processing map pattern, stabilizes immediately after
the production of the first PT. This is explained, due to the fact that RSt7 is
the bottleneck RSt. This RSt then constraints the operation of the downstream
RSts. In both the body and the main branch, however, the ramp-up time is around
21000 and 24000 time units respectively. For the purpose of this work, ramp-
up times translates the time since the start of operation of the system, or system
component, until it reaches a stable operational state. These higher ramp-up times,
represent the adjustment of their production rate to the engine branch production
rate. After this period, both the body and the main branch present a clear pattern,
which highlights the coherent and stable behaviour of the system. Also interesting
to notice, is the fact that the production of both product types is relatively well
balanced throughout the whole testing period. Similar results were observed in all
the 10 test runs.

These results are further supported by the sample mean of the cycle times of all
the 10 tests performed and the very small standard deviation, as shown in Figure
7.2, and further detailed in Table 7.1 and 7.2. The cycle time, is the sum of the
time a RS is idle, with the time it takes to process the next part. As it is shown,
the different RSts have similar cycle times (the cycle time is constrained by the
bottleneck RSt, in this case RSt7, with processing time of 1000), close to 1000,
which not only indicates the correct operation of the system but also reinforces its
stability. Only the RSt16, has a cycle time twice as big as the other RSts, which is
expected, since RSt16 only processes half of the parts.
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Figure 7.2: RSts cycle times sample mean considering all the 10 test runs.

Finally, figure 7.3 shows the resulting makespan for the 10 different test runs
(blue). The obtained result are on average 4,7% higher then the minimummakespan
boundary (201500). This together with the very low standard deviation reinforces
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Table 7.1: Flow line cycle times (part 1).

RSt7 RSt8 RSt9 RSt10 RSt11 RSt12

Sample Mean 1037,4 1037,3 1037,3 998,3 1012,1 1025,5
S. Std. Dev 3,34 3,43 3,43 3,53 3,60 3,75
No. Tests 10 - - - - -
Confidence 95% - - - - -
Significance 5% - - - - -
Critical t 2,262 - - - - -

Upper Limit 1039,8 1039,8 1039,8 1000.8 1014,68 1028,18
Lower Limit 1035,0 1034,8 1034,8 995,8 1009,5 1022,8

Table 7.2: Flow line cycle times (part 2).

RSt13 RSt14 RSt15 RSt16 RSt17 RSi18

Sample Mean 1037,7 1037,7 1037,7 2075,8 1038,4 1038,4
S. Std. Dev 3,62 3,62 3,62 15,47 3,60 3,60
No. Tests 10 - - - - -
Confidence 95% - - - - -
Significance 5% - - - - -
Critical t 2,262 - - - - -

Upper Limit 1040,3 1040,3 1040,3 2086,9 1040,97 1040,97
Lower Limit 1035,1 1035,1 1035,1 2064,7 1035,8 1035,8

the quality of the results achieved.
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Figure 7.3: Makespan of the flow line scenario of the 10 different test runs.
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7.2.2 "Job shop"-like scenario

For the "job-shop"-like scenario, this first test case considers the production of 50
PTs of type FP1, FP2 and FP3 for a total of 150 PTs. For this first test case, both
RSt10 and TCo10 were not considered. For each test case 10 different tests were
performed.

Figure 7.4 and 7.5, depict the resulting processing behaviour of the different
components of the shopfloor. In this case however, all graphs represents the pro-
cessing activity of a single RS, due to the fact that each RS is able to perform
different skills. Hence, each colour represents the execution of a different skill, ex-
cepts for the last graph in which each colour represents the removal of a different
final product.

As it is possible to observe, also in this scenario, the different RSts present a
very stable processing pattern, which translates the coherence and stability of the
system behaviour. It is also interesting to notice, that since, in this case the RSs
are not as dependent on upstream RSs as in the flow line scenario, the ramp-up
times for all the RSs are barely noticeable or even negligible.

Another important aspect, more particular of job shop-like scenarios, is the
scheduling. Scheduling translates the system’s ability to efficiently assign jobs to
resources at particular times. It, therefore, aims to minimize the resources idle times
and consequently optimize production. Hence, considering the fact that different
products require different PTs, produced in some cases by the same RSts, it is
extremely important to understand how efficient is BIOSOARM in distributing the
workload throughout the different RSts, in this scenario.

From Figure 7.4, it is possible to conclude that the different RSts are interca-
lating the execution of the different active templates, necessary to produce the full
range of required PTs, to produce the final products. This is further reflected in
Figure 7.5, where it is possible to see that the production of all the product types is
evenly distributed throughout the production window. However, more important
is the fact that, as depicted in Figure 7.6 and further detailed in Table 7.4, the idle
times of RSt4 and RSt7 are relatively low. This is particularly relevant since con-
sidering the production of FP1, FP2 and FP3, these RSts are both the bottleneck
of the system (workload considering the different final product types: RSt4 = 2500,
RSt5 = 2250, RSt6 = 1500 and RSt7 = 2500 time units). Hence, in this context the
low idle times of these RSts means that the system is working close to its optimal.

Finally, in Figure 7.7, it is possible to see the makespan, in relation to the
minimum makespan boundary (126500 time units). Once again it is possible to
see that the results are relatively consistent, throughout the different test runs,
averaging at 137556,6 time units with 133345 as the lower makespan for test number
3. Considering the average of the 10 runs BIOSOARM presents results 8,7% below
the ideal case and only 5,4% considering the best test run, which highlights the
good performance of BIOSOARM also in managing job shop-like scenarios.

It is however, important to reinforce once again, that the minimum makespan
boundary is not always an attainable value. With this in mind, a smaller version
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Figure 7.4: "Job shop"-like scenario processing maps (part 1).
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Figure 7.5: "Job shop"-like scenario processing maps (part 2).
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Figure 7.6: Percentage of idle time of the different RSts.

of the same test case was devised, in order to better compare BIOSOARM’s per-
formance against more traditional approaches. For this purposed a scheduling tool
named LEKIN, was used. Nevertheless, due to limitations related with LEKIN only
15 units of each product type were produced.

In LEKIN, the lowest makespan achieved was 43890 time units for the LPT
(Lowest Processing Time), as depicted in Figure 7.8 and further detailed in Figure
7.9. Also in Figure 7.8, are depicted BIOSOARM results for the ten different test
runs. As it is possible to see, the results were relatively close to the ones presented
by LEKIN, except for the test run 8 and 9. The obtained average makespan was
46952,1 time units with the minimum obtained value of 43851 time units, for test
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Table 7.3: Percentage of idle time.

RSt4 RSt5 RSt6 RSt7

Sample Mean 3,98% 13,7% 43,21% 5,98%
S. Std. Dev 2,7% 2,36% 1,37% 2,33%
No. Tests 10 - - -
Confidence 95% - - -
Significance 5% - - -
Critical t 2,262 - - -

Upper Limit 5,91% 15,39% 44,18% 7,65%
Lower Limit 2,05% 12,01% 42,23% 4,31%
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Figure 7.7: Makespan of the job shop-like scenario of the 10 different test runs.

run number 3 (slightly lower than the result obtained on LEKIN with non-heuristic
methods). For the available heuristics in LEKIN, however, the minimum value was
slightly lower at 42540 time units for the Shifting Bottleneck/Tmax. Nevertheless,
these results demonstrate once again that despite being highly focused on change,
uncertainty, adaptation and plug-ability, BIOSOARM is able to obtain results, close
to the ones achieved by more traditional and dedicated approaches.

7.3 How does BIOSOARM support scalability during
runtime?

With the previous test cases it was possible to understand how BIOSOARM per-
forms under normal conditions. For this reason, it is now time to see how BIO-
SOARM handles more dynamic conditions, particularly how scalable it is in run-
time. For this purpose, a test case using the flow line scenario was performed. It
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Figure 7.8: Makespan of the job shop-like scenario of the LEKIN test case.

consists on plugging another cast engine station (RSt22), during rump-up, in or-
der to attenuate the bottleneck of the system (RSt7) and in this way analyse the
scalability, adaptability and robustness of BIOSOARM, as well as the impact on
the system of plugging a RSt during an already sensitive period. The same testing
conditions, such as processing times, number of produced products and runs, as the
ones in the previous flow line test case, have been considered.

It is important to mention that the addition of a new RSt may require the
adjustment of the TS and of other RSs. In this particular case, in order to plug
RSt22, RSt7 needs to be unplugged and re-plugged, together with the new RSt22.
Also TGa1 (G1) and TGa2 (G2) need to be unplugged, reconfigured and re-plugged
to support both RSt22 and RSt7 simultaneously.

Figure 7.10, shows the resulting processing behaviour of the different branches in
one of the test runs. For readability purposes, only the initial 20000 time units are
presented. As it is possible to see, both the logical removal (unplug) and addition
(plug) of components, is practically instantaneous (approximately 100 time units).
Similarly, the adjustment period to the introduction of an extra RSt is considerably
small. It is around 2000 time units for the engine branch, around 3000 for the
body branch and 2500 for the main branch, which represents 1,17%, 1,46% and
1,75% of the average makespan respectively. Furthermore, it is also curious to
notice that the impact of this plugging process, is reflected in the different branches
of the system at different time units. This is due to the fact that the different
branches are not connected to each other. Hence, once the RSt22 is plugged, it
first affects the engine branch, which in turn affects the main branch and only then
the body branch. In this sense, the body branch will always feel the effects of any
perturbation in the engine branch after the main branch, since the body branch is
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Figure 7.9: LEKIN schedule using the lowest processing time rule.

only affected by the pulling behaviour of the main branch. These results further
show that despite the propagation of the effects of the plug of RSt22 through the
system, these are considerably small and have a similar amplitude in the different
branches of the system. In any case, a good way to quantify this adjustment
period is through the analysis of the output of the system. Since the addition of
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Figure 7.10: Flow line scenario processing maps of the scalability test case.
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RSt22 requires RSt7, TGa1 and TGa2 to be removed, there is a short period during
which the production is halted, as there is no production of cast engines. That
period took on average 2403,74 time units, which represents on average 1,38% of the
total makespan. It is nevertheless necessary to mention that the logical procedure
of adding an architectural components and the simulations, run in different time
scales. The simulation runs at a very high speed (404 time units/second on average),
while the logical plug of a component works in normal time. This means that
the adaptation in a real system should be, in principles, considerably faster and
therefore its impact negligible.

Moreover, the results depicted in Figure 7.11 (red), show that the obtained
makespan, as expected, presents considerable improvements compared to the pre-
vious test case. However, with the introduction of RSt22 the bottleneck shifts to the
RSos (processing time of 720 time units) and therefore also the minimum makespan
boundary changes. Compared with the new minimum makespan boundary (pur-
ple; 145500 time units), the results are still considerably good as on average they
are only around 8,0% higher than the optimal. This becomes even more relevant
considering the fact that RSt22 is introduced during ramp-up, when the system is
already running.

These results are ultimately supported by the cycle times of the different RSs in
the shopfloor, as it is possible to see in Figure 7.12 and more detailed in both Table
7.4 and 7.5. One important aspect to highlight in these values, is the fact that
despite the plug of the new RSts being performed during ramp-up, the results are
relatively constant throughout the ten different runs. Only RSt7 and RSt22 have
a considerably higher standard deviation, due to the distribution of the workload
between both RSts. RSt22 however, presents a considerably higher cycle time, which
can be justified by the fact that in case both RSts have the same attractiveness,
the PT tends to choose the one with the lower numbering (implementation detail).
This is, however, more reflected in some runs then others, which leads the increase
of the standard deviation.

In short, although it is expected that a system with two cast RSts (considering
that the cast RSt was the bottleneck of the system) presents a lower makespan,
the fact that the second cast RSt was plugged in runtime and the system still
managed to present considerably better results, simply demonstrates BIOSOARM’s
scalability, adaptation and ability to seamlessly cope with changes in runtime.

7.4 Is BIOSOARM able to accommodate the production of
new products in runtime?

Following the previous test case, through which it was possible to see BIOSOARM’s
ability to cope with scalability, it is now important to understand how does a
BIOSOARM system accommodate the production of new products, which are in-
troduced in runtime in different periods of the test runs. This is a particularly
important test case, since one of the big challenges of nowadays manufacturing
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Figure 7.12: RSts cycle times sample mean considering all the 10 test runs of the
scalability test case.

companies, is to be able to accommodate the production of new products or prod-
uct variants, with minimal impact to the shopfloor.

For this purpose, the "job-shop"-like scenario was chosen as the base scenario,
for two different test cases. In both test cases, the initial shopfloor is in all similar
to the one considered in Section 7.2.2. However, apart from the production of 50
PTs of type FP1, FP2 and FP3, in the first case, TCo10 is introduced, in order to
enable the production of 50 PTs of type FP4, while in the second case, RSt10 is
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Table 7.4: Flow line cycle times of the scalability test case (part 1).

RSt7 RSt22 RSt8 RSt9 RSt10 RSt11

Sample Mean 1160,60 2040,90 764,40 764,10 755,40 759,60
S. Std. Dev 156,69 149,74 11,75 11,99 7,60 8,93
No. Tests 10 - - - - -
Confidence 95% - - - - -
Significance 5% - - - - -
Critical t 2,262 - - - - -

Upper Limit 1272,69 2168,82 772,80 772,68 760,84 765,99
Lower Limit 1048,51 1954,58 756,00 755,52 749,96 753,21

Table 7.5: Flow line cycle times of the scalability test case (part 2).

RSt12 RSt13 RSt14 RSt15 RSt16 RSt17 RSt18

Sample Mean 763,70 767,40 767,40 767,20 1538,50 768,70 769,80
S. Std. Dev 11,60 11,00 11,00 10,79 17,98 10,06 10,66
No. Tests 10 - - - - - -
Confidence 95% - - - - - -
Significance 5% - - - - - -
Critical t 2,262 - - - - - -

Upper Limit 771,99 775,27 775,27 774,92 1551,36 775,89 777,43
Lower Limit 755,41 759,53 759,53 759,48 1525,64 761,51 762,17

introduced, to enable the production 50 PTs of type FP5 instead. In both cases,
the components are randomly introduced during different periods of the test runs.
Also, for each test case 10 different tests were performed.

7.4.1 Accommodation of the production of a new product
through the addition of a TP component.

As it is possible to see through Figure 7.13 and 7.14 (for readability purposes only
the initial 100000 time units are presented), the introduction of TCo10, together
with the introduction of a new order to produce 50 FP4, immediately triggers the
production of the PTs that compose FP4 (in red). It is also possible to conclude,
through the presented processing map patterns, that these changes have little or
no impact in the stability of the system. This is substantiated by the fact that,
after the plug of TCo10, the observed pattern repeats itself until the production
of FP1, FP2 and FP3 is completed, after which the system simply produces the
necessary PTs to complete FP4. Similar behaviour is observed independently of
the time period in which the TCo10 is introduced in the shopfloor.

More importantly, the idle times of the different RSts, as shown in Figure 7.15
and further detailed in Table 7.6, not only perfectly translates the transition of the
bottleneck RSt from RSt4 and RSt7 to RSt5 (workload considering the different final
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Figure 7.13: "Job shop"-like scenario processing maps during the addition of TCo10
(part 1).
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Figure 7.14: "Job shop"-like scenario processing maps during the addition of TCo10
(part 2).

product types: RSt4 = 2500, RSt5 = 4000, RSt6 = 3000 and RSt7 = 3750 time
units), as they also present a similar standard deviation to the one obtained during
normal operation conditions. Once again this reflects the stability and robustness
of the approach, as well as its ability to seamlessly accommodate the introduction
of transport components and the production of new final products.
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Figure 7.15: Percentage of idle time of the different RSts.

Finally, Figure 7.16 depicts the makespan of the system, in relation to the min-
imum makespan boundary for the different test runs. The results once again show
the good performance attained by BIOSOARM, as the makespan is on average only
6,3% off the ideal case. Another important aspect that demonstrates BIOSOARM
ability to handle dynamic environments, is the fact that although there are con-
siderable fluctuations on the time period at which TCo10 is plugged in the system
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Table 7.6: Percentage of idle time.

RSt4 RSt5 RSt6 RSt7

Sample Mean 38,98% 4,30% 29,01% 11,02%
S. Std. Dev 2,11% 2,50% 2,02% 2,31%
No. Tests 10 - - -
Confidence 95% - - -
Significance 5% - - -
Critical t 2,262 - - -

Upper Limit 40,48% 6,08% 30,45% 12,66%
Lower Limit 37,47% 2,51% 27,56% 9,36%
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Figure 7.16: Makespan of the job shop-like scenario considering the plug of TCo10.

(traced in red), these are only lightly reflected in the makespan of the system.

7.4.2 Accommodation of the production of a new product
through the addition of a new RSt.

Similarly to the previous test case, and as shown in Figure 7.17 and 7.18 (again
for readability purposes only the initial 100000 time units are presented), the in-
troduction of RSt10, necessary to accommodate the production of FP5, does not
have much impact on the production patterns of the different RSts, apart from the
execution of the templates necessary to produce the PTs that compose FP5. The
same behaviour was observed in all of the remaining test runs.

Moreover, the idle times of the different RSts, depicted in Figure 7.19 and further
detailed in Table 7.7, once again demonstrate BIOSOARM’s ability to readjust the
PT flows in order to contemplate the production of the required PTs for the new
final product. As it is possible to see in Figure 7.19, RSt5 is also in this case the
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Figure 7.17: "Job shop"-like scenario processing maps during the addition of RSt10
(part 1).
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Figure 7.18: "Job shop"-like scenario processing maps during the addition of RSt10
(part 2).

bottleneck RSt. This is due to the fact that FP5 requires a PT of type p5, which
is produced in RSt5. However, since the other necessary PT to produce FP5 comes
from the newly plugged RSt10, the remaining RSts have less workload compared to
the previous test case and, therefore, have higher percentage of idle times.

Table 7.7: Percentage of idle time.

RSt4 RSt5 RSt6 RSt7 RSt10

Sample Mean 40,72% 5,96% 65,23% 42,03% 40,08%
S. Std. Dev 1,62% 2,13% 1,00% 1,30% 9,12%
No. Tests 10 - - - -
Confidence 95% - - - -
Significance 5% - - - -
Critical t 2,262 - - - -

Upper Limit 41,87% 7,49% 65,94% 42,95% 46,60%
Lower Limit 39,56% 4,44% 64,52% 41,10% 33,55%

The results of the makespan, as depicted in Figure 7.20, also follow a similar
behaviour to the ones observed in the previous test case. However in this case, they
are 9,4% off the minimum makespan boundary. Nevertheless, it is important to
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Figure 7.20: Makespan of the job shop-like scenario considering the plug of RSt10.

stress that the later the RSt10 is plugged, the less time the system has to optimize
the production and consequently the higher is the makespan.

In short, the results obtained in both test cases demonstrate BIOSOARM’s
robustness and capability to adapt and seamlessly accommodate the production of
different products in runtime, while maintaining similar levels of performance. This
is essential to support the seamless addition of RSs, necessary to enable the system
evolution in its weakest sense.
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7.5 How much is BIOSOARM’s performance affected by
the plug and unplug of RSs?

Finally, after analysing the scalability and BIOSOARM’s capability to accommo-
date the production of new final products, it is also important to see how much the
plug and unplug of components affects the performance of the system in runtime.
For this purpose, a new test case based on the flow line scenario was performed,
where RSt22 was plugged and unplugged in random periods of the same test run.
This aims to see how the system reacts to highly dynamic conditions, such as the
addition and removal of components, under a high stress operating environment.
The high stress environment is simulated in this case, by reducing the processing
time of the bottleneck RSt (RSt7), which leads to an increase in the workload of
the other RSts.

For this last test case, the number of products produced and runs, are the same
as in the previous test case with this scenario, however, the cast engine stations
(RSt7 and RSt22) were set to take 500 time units to perform the cast skill, instead
of the previous 1000.

In Figure 7.21, the processing maps of the different branches of the system are
illustrated. For readability purposes only the initial 20000 time units are depicted.
Furthermore, the presented test run was chosen, since both the plug and unplug of
RSt22 was made within a short time window, allowing to show the effects of these
"disturbances", within the same graphs, in a way that the processing patterns are
still "readable".

After a quick analysis, it is immediately noticeable that the processing patterns
are tighter. This is caused by the reduction of the processing time of the bottleneck
station, which leads to an increase of the workload of the remaining RSs. Never-
theless, a more detailed analysis further reveals that although RSt22 was plugged
and unplugged from the system, within a very small time window, these actions
had very small repercussions on the operation of the system. In fact, by analysing
the output of the system it is possible to see a gap in production, both after the
plug and unplug of RSt22, in this case of 2460 and 1780 time units respectively,
similar to the one verified in the previous flow line test case.

Once again, the behaviour presented in the processing maps is positively re-
flected in the makespan of the system, as depicted in Figure 7.22, with an average
makespan 7,1% higher than the minimum makespan boundary.

Furthermore, in Figure 7.22, it is possible to see the uptime of RSt22 which
ranged from a very limited period in test run number 5, to nearly the whole test in
test run number 8. It is however important to highlight that since the bottlenecks
in this test case are the RSos and not RSt7, the addition of RSt22 does not affect the
makespan. In this sense, any impact on the system behaviour and performance,
is a reflection of the plug and unplug processes. Considering that the obtained
results are similar to the ones from the previous scalability test case, it is possible
to conclude that the plug and unplug of components has little or no effect in the
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Figure 7.21: Flow line scenario processing maps during the plug-ability test case.
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Figure 7.22: Makespan of the flow line scenario of the plug-ability test case.
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Figure 7.23: RSts cycle times sample mean considering all the 10 test runs of the
plug-ability test case.

Furthermore, the analysis of the cycle times depicted in Figure 7.23 and further
detailed in Table 7.8 and 7.9, reinforces once again the robustness of the approach.
Despite the random introduction and removal of RSt22, the cycle times were still
relatively constant throughout the different test runs. The only exception was
expectedly RSt22. The stochastic nature of this test case is nevertheless, reflected
in slightly higher standard deviations than in Section 7.3. Notwithstanding, these
results further prove BIOSOARM’s robustness and plug-ability even under highly
dynamic and stressing conditions.
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Table 7.8: Flow line cycle times of the plug-ability test case (part 1).

RSt7 RSt22 RSt8 RSt9 RSt10 RSt11

Sample Mean 839,10 3333,70 767,60 766,90 758,30 758,30
S. Std. Dev 80,34 2436,17 16,79 18,92 16,70 16,56
No. Tests 10 - - - - -
Confidence 95% - - - - -
Significance 5% - - - - -
Critical t 2,262 - - - - -

Upper Limit 896,57 5076,43 779,61 780,44 770,25 770,15
Lower Limit 781,63 1590,97 755,59 753,36 746,35 746,45

Table 7.9: Flow line cycle times of the plug-ability test case (part 2).

RSt12 RSt13 RSt14 RSt15 RSt16 RSt17 RSt18

Sample Mean 759,70 767,90 767,50 767,50 1594,80 769,90 772,30
S. Std. Dev 16,80 16,56 16,48 16,48 64,96 15,88 14,44
No. Tests 10 - - - - - -
Confidence 95% - - - - - -
Significance 5% - - - - - -
Critical t 2,262 - - - - - -

Upper Limit 771,72 779,74 779,29 779,29 1641,27 781,26 782,63
Lower Limit 747,68 756,06 755,71 755,71 1548,33 758,54 761,97

7.6 Final assessment and BIOSOARM’s adherence to the
ERCs

With the test cases presented above, it was possible to test and analyse BIO-
SOARM’s behaviour, both under normal, as well as highly dynamic and uncertain
production conditions.

Under normal production conditions, as described in Section 7.2, it was pos-
sible to quantitatively validate BIOSOARM’s performance, through the statistical
analysis of the makespan in comparison to the minimum makespan boundary. Nev-
ertheless, due to the theoretical nature of the minimum makespan boundary value,
a smaller test case was performed, in order to further compare BIOSOARM’s per-
formance, against a more traditional job shop scheduling tool. Although the results
were not optimal, they were still relatively close to the ones attained by the more
traditional and dedicated algorithms. These results become even more relevant,
when it is taken in consideration the fact that BIOSOARM was not designed for
performance. Instead, its main objective it is to closely adhere to the ERCs, in
order to seamlessly handle highly dynamic environments, while still maintaining
good levels of performance. Since there are no direct quantitative measures able
to express BIOSOARM’s adherence to the ERCs, this needs to be done in a more
qualitative manner. For this purpose the system functional response, in the differ-
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ent test cases, is analysed, in an attempt to confirm BIOSOARM’s adherence to
the different ERCs.

• ERC1: one of the most relevant aspects that one can extrapolate from the
results presented above, is the consistency of BIOSOARM’s performance.
BIOSOARM managed to maintain its performance levels, independently of
the challenges posed by the different test cases. Such consistency comes from
BIOSOARM’s components ability to autonomously react to the surrounding
conditions. This ultimately leads to the emergence of a coherent system-wide
response, which confirms BIOSOARM adherence to ERC1.

• ERC2: although this ERC is more directly related with the design of the
architecture, it has considerable implications, also observable in the results
obtained in the different test runs. In fact, the individualization and decou-
pled nature of both BIOSOARM shopfloor components and PTs, is one of
the key aspects that fosters the decoupling of the system operation from dis-
turbances and changes. As it is possible to see in the processing maps of
the different test cases, depicted in Section 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5, BIOSOARM’s
behaviour is only slightly affected by the introduction or removal of compo-
nents, which clearly highlights the individualization of the different entities
and BIOSOARM’s adherence to ERC2. The negative effects of a lower indi-
vidualization of the components, can be seen in the flow line scenario. The
reason for this is the fact that although the different components are com-
pletely logically decoupled and individualized, from a physical perspective
they are still heavily connected. Hence, the behaviour of each component
has inevitably more impact in the downstream components. On the con-
trary, in the job-shop scenario the components have more physical flexibility
to overcome any disturbance, since they can attract different PT types and
be accessed through different TPs.

• ERC3: once again, BIOSOARM’s adherence to ERC3 is proved through the
consistency of the results obtained in the different test cases. It is important
to mention though, that BIOSOARM’s robustness, is not only reflected in
the system makespan, but more importantly through the low standard de-
viation of both the cycle and idle times of the different RSs in the system.
BIOSOARM’s robustness is the direct result of BIOSOARM’s adherence to
ERC1 and ERC2.

• ERC4: the results obtained in the different test cases, also confirmed BIO-
SOARM’s adherence to ERC4. In the test case presented in Section 7.3,
BIOSOARM demonstrated its ability to quickly adapt its production rate in
response to the addition of a parallel RSt, which decreased the bottleneck of
the system. Furthermore, in Section 7.4 two test cases were performed where
BIOSOARM proved to be able to quickly adapt its PT flows and seamlessly
accommodate the production of new final products.
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• ERC5: finally, BIOSOARM’s ability to evolve is shown in Section 7.3 with
the system ability to increase its processing capability, as well as in Section
7.4 where the system seamlessly integrates new functionalities, in order to
enable the production of new final products. Furthermore, the last test case
(Section 7.5), showed that the impact of adding or removing components in
the behaviour of the system is minimal. These results, demonstrate BIO-
SOARM’s ability to support long term business strategies, due to its ability
to scale and accommodate new products, which consequently also proves its
adherence to ERC5.

7.7 Scientific contributions and peer validation

As result of a step-wise research plan, a number of different contributions have been
published along the way, related to different chapters of this document.

7.7.1 Related to Chapter 2 and 3
Conferences with peer revision
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• Dias-Ferreira J., Ribeiro L., Onori M. and Barata J., (2013) Bio-Inspired
Self-Organising Methodologies for Production Emergence, IEEE International
Conference on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics - IEEE SMC 2013. Manch-
ester, United Kingdom.

• Dias-Ferreira J., Ribeiro L., Onori M. and Barata J., (2013) Bio-Inspired Self-
Organised Mechatronic-Agent Interactions to support Product Emergence,
38th Industrial Electronics Conference - IECON’13. Viena, Austria.
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• Dias-Ferreira J., Ribeiro L., Akillioglu H., Neves P., Onori M., (2016) BIO-
SOARM: A BIO-inspired Self-Organising Architecture for Manufacturing cyber-
physical shopfloors. Journal of Intelligent Manufacturing.



Chapter 8

Concluding remarks and future
research

In this last chapter, the major differences between the proposed architecture and
other reference architectures are briefly presented, followed by some conclusions
and an overview of the main contributions. Lastly, some points worth exploring as
future research are presented.

8.1 Major differences to other reference control
architectures

BIOSOARM is a class III control architecture. In this sense, there is no notion
of master and slave among RSs, PTs or TSs. Templates are used to regulate
the interactions between shopfloor components and PTs, established through an
attraction mechanism that promotes the attraction of the right PTs to the right
RSs. Once there, the PTs are processed and new resulting PTs are deployed on the
shopfloor, to be further processed. Therefore, no architectural component is fully
aware of the production sequences. Instead, the production flows emerge, as the
result of the self-organisation mechanism. This is a major difference to other state-
of-the-art architectures, since it is a fundamentally novel production mechanism,
as opposed to the more common product-driven approach.

Furthermore, another important difference that results from the newly pre-
sented production mechanism, is the fact that in BIOSOARM, there is no need
to have defined workflows, since the are no entities that need to be fully aware of
the processing sequences. This also simplifies the deployment and configuration
procedures, as workflows are typically defined manually and grow in complexity, in
par with the product and the production system.

Moreover, by interacting through the attraction mechanism, the system oper-
ation is decoupled from eventual changes, uncertainties or even critical failures.
Any possible critical failures or unplug of RSs is simply reflected in one less point
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of attraction. Also, the removal of a PT, simply means one less PT to attract.
This means that no alternative measures need to take place to compensate for the
removed PT. Since the PT is not directly bound to a specific product entity, an-
other similar PT will be attracted and take the place of the removed one. In short,
BIOSOARM naturally handles changes and uncertainty without need to assume
alternative operational states.

Additionally, by treating all the different parts on the shopfloor as independent
units, BIOSOARM can also contemplate waste management. Ultimately, waste
is also the result of the execution of some processes. Hence, specific RSs can be
instantiated and attract the PTs (waste) from the shopfloor in order to further
processed them.

Finally, BIOSOARM’s was designed so that the bio-inspired architectural com-
ponents and decoupled interactions seamlessly support the implementation of dif-
ferent swarm-based self-organising behaviours.

8.2 Conclusions and main contributions

Considering the research question and the proposed hypothesis introduced in Sec-
tion 1.2.1, the results attained by BIOSOARM suggest that it is indeed possible
to use fully decoupled architectural components, inspired in collective biological
systems, both from a structural and interaction perspective, to develop a highly
pluggable architecture that enables a system-wide self-organising production con-
trol, aiming to meet the requirements and characteristics of MMPs.

BIOSOARM is, therefore, the result of the research effort presented in this
document, developed to test the theory in question. Moreover, BIOSOARM is
the result of the aggregation of a number of contributions, that have been made
throughout the years and that culminated with this document.

Although bio-inspired concepts have been a common denominator for the ma-
jority of the MMPs, to express their high level design principles, their definition is
often lacking. This often contributes to a trivial use of these concepts or contextual
misplacement, which frequently leads to misconceptions. In this sense, a reflection
on the main differences between biological and cyber-physical production systems
(contribution 1) was provided, in an attempt to highlight the gaps betweens these
so similar but so different systems. Based on this contribution, some of the most
common biological supporting concept were adapted and redefined, to fit the scope
of manufacturing systems (contribution 2).

Considering the fact that cyber-physical systems are a relatively recent research
field, due to their unique characteristic of bringing real time constraints, to a net-
work environment composed by numerous embedded components, it is only nat-
ural that better implementation solutions for cyber-physical control architectures
may be developed. In this context, it was the authors intention to define the
main BIOSOARM’s architectural considerations independently of any technology
(contributions 3). BIOSOARM introduces a system-wide self-optimising/ pro-
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duction control (contribution 4), that promotes the emergence of production
flows. Such production approach is considerably different from the more commonly
used product-driven control mechanism. It relies on all the different instantiated
decoupled architectural constructs, to interact through an attraction mechanism,
that simultaneously ensures the levels of performance and decouples the system
operation from unexpected events. The use of swarm-based interaction patterns
(indirect communication), enacts components to becomes fully decoupled and con-
sequently not directly constrained by other components. Any changes or distur-
bances, have, therefore, little or no repercussion on the system’s operation, im-
proving the system robustness. This is a critical aspect to meet the ERCs. It also
renders BIOSOARM, a highly pluggable architecture. Following the same rational,
a self-organising transport approach, grounded on the same mechanisms, was also
developed and implemented, to further extend the same characteristics to the trans-
port elements (contribution 5). Furthermore, the emergence of the production
flows greatly improves the deployment and reconfiguration of the shopfloor, since it
does not require the generation of possibly highly complex workflows. Moreover, the
BIOSOARM architecture is self-organising mechanism agnostic and consequently,
any swarm-based self-organising behaviour can be instantiated by it. Nevertheless,
for the purpose of this work, the optimization firefly algorithm was formalized and
used to optimize the production flows (contribution 6).

From an implementation point of view, BIOSOARM was developed ( 7) using
existing agent technology. Agents are a natural abstraction for the modular net-
worked nature of cyber-physical components, as they intrinsically support a one-
to-one integration between a computational and information infrastructure with
physical resources, upon which the different BIOSOARM architectural constructs
were developed. It is however important to highlight, that the reliable and robust
behaviour of the individuals, is not a sufficient condition to ensure the reliability
of a cyber-physical shopfloor. This was in fact, one of the major challenges of the
implementation and development of the proposed solution. BIOSOARM aims to
be a highly pluggable and robust architecture, which implies supporting the seam-
less addition and removal of components, at any given time or stage of operation.
This means that numerous fail-safe mechanisms had to be implemented, in order
to maintain, at all times, the integrity of the system operation.

Finally, different testing scenarios were implemented, supported by an emulation
tool, that provided the necessary data to explore the behaviour of BIOSOARM,
under scenarios that go beyond of what would be physically possible. With the
provided data, it was, therefore, possible to validate the approach through a be-
havioural and performance analysis (contribution 8). Highly distributed heterar-
chical control architectures are still relatively scarce and in this sense, the tests and
obtained results are of extreme importance, to understand the potential and limita-
tions of such approaches. Two different testing scenarios were therefore devised, in
order to test BIOSOARM and its adherence to the proposed ERCs. The first test
case, was dimensioned and inspired in a car assembly line. The results showed that
the system presents a coherent and robust behaviour both under normal, as well as
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in dynamic and uncertain conditions. The system also presented a very acceptable
performance level, compared to the optimal solutions. For the second testing sce-
nario, a more "Job Shop"-like shopfloor was used. Again the system presented not
only a good performance, as well as a coherent and robust behaviour, both under
normal and uncertain conditions. In this sense, these results allowed to objectively
evaluate the proposed architecture and testify its good performance, but above all
its great adherence to the ERCs.

There are however, some limitations that need to be taken into consideration,
prior to any instantiation of such an architecture. As stressed before, despite the
reasonably good performance values attained, BIOSOARM was not designed for
performance. BIOSOARM was not intended to compete against extremely dedi-
cated and optimized solutions. Its heterarchical nature implies a myopic vision of
the system, that does not enable BIOSOARM, to attain optimal levels of perfor-
mance. Instead, BIOSOARM attempts to provide a robust local optimal response
considering the environmental conditions. Hence, its main objective is to enact
shopfloors to seamlessly handle any type of disturbances, changes and uncertainty
while maintaining acceptable levels of performance. In this sense the application of
BIOSOARM would only be viable, from a business perspective, in companies that
are constantly dealing with changes in demand or that need to be able to quickly
respond to business opportunities.

8.3 Future research

Despite the promising results and the validation of the proposed hypothesis, it is
the author belief that the present work also helped to further identify a number of
challenges to be tackled as future research.

In this sense, the following points may be worth exploring:

• Implementation of the TAGV component.

• Test BIOSOARM in scenarios with both conveyor and AGV based transport
systems.

• Formalization of other bio-inspired self-organising approaches to instantiate
BIOSOARM’s production control mechanism.

• Direct comparison of BIOSOARM, both with other state-of-the-art architec-
tures and more traditional solutions.

• Test of the implemented solution in a real industrial cyber-physical shopfloor.

• Introduction of a higher level optimization layer, to minimize system myopia
simply by influencing the RSs attraction.

• Within the scope of the previous point. Development of an architectural
design in which the system would be able to work both with or without the
optimization layer.
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• Definition of adequate measures, to better express the adherence of architec-
tures to the ERCs.
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